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Clinton, 111., July 9 (by the Associated Press.) With three
of state troops on duty
here, Clinton was quiet today
after yesterday's disorders which
resulted in the death of a
youth and the wounding o his father and another
striking railway shopmen, following a clash between striking shopmen and guards employed by the
Illinois Central railroad.
Officials of the federated shop
crafts demanded today that local
civil authorities request Adjutant
General C, E. Black to withdraw
the soldiers while William F.
Smith, state's attorney, said that
yesterday's snooting will be Investigated by the regular grand
jury meeting September 11.
Three shots fired in the direction of a sentry on duty near the
Illinois' Central round house here
today was the only outward event
since the arrival of troops followwhich
shooting,
ing ysterday's
occurred
when
Illinois Central
guards warned strikers and strike
sympathizers off the right of way.
to
James Fitzgerald
according
witnesses, stepped on the right of
from
his
a
way, pulling
pistol
pocket. He was shot In the foot
son
by a guard, his
was killed and Elmer llankerson,
a striker, was wounded.
A crowd of 600 strike symstormed a hardware
pathizers
store and seized firearms and ammunition but were Induced by
public officials to "return them
and to refrain from violence.
Troops moved into the town
shortly afterwards.
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Morning; to
Speak Tonight at Crystal Country Is "Striding Vigorously Toward Industrial
Samuel M. Vauclain, president of
Prosperity," According to
the Baldwin locomotive works,
Labor Department,
arrived here this
Philadelphia,

EXPECT TROUBLE
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President of Baldwin Locomotive Works Arrived on
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Fort Yellowstone. Wyo., July 9
(by the Associated Press). Being
marooned 10,000 feet in the air in
an intense snow storm In July is
altogether an enjoyable experience,
Mrs. Percy Rockefeller and other
members of her party told Horace
N. Albright, superintendent of Yellowstone national park today before leaving for Bozeman, Mont.,

.

IS TO

ASSEMBLY,

he told the Associated Press today.
Mrs. Rockefeller referred to her
Carriers Predict That Many
experience of Saturday when she,
her son, Avery, daughters, Wlnni-fre- d
Strikers Will Flock Back
and Faith, Mrs. II. E. Bryam,
to Work Claim Disputed
wife of the president of the ChiMilwaukee and St. Paul railcago,
By Unionists.
road, A. Villlers of London, England, Griffith Mark of Forest Lake,
111., and J. R. Veitch
Chicago, July 9 (by the
of Seattle,
Wash., were caught near the top of
With
Associated Press).
Mount
a
Washburn
by sudden blizsoldiers on active duty in
zard.
Mr. Albright stated that contrary
Illinois and troops mobilto first reports the party was at no
ized in five other states the
time In bodily danger, unless the
ninth day of the strike of
temperature should drop to a point
unheard of in that vicinity in July.
railway shopmen
As
it was, the mercury registered
railwhile
many
quietly
25 degrees above zero and, he said
roads prepared to resume
wood fire made by the party in a
stone lookout station used by foractive operation of their
est rangers kept the tourists from
tomorrow, several
being chilled.
warned
carriers
Party Not Lost.
"The party was not lost, simplv
striking employes to return
Mr. Albright.
said
marooned,"
"There were two veteran rangers
by that date or forfeit seniwith them and not a chance for
ority rights.
them to get lost, as there is an auB. M. Jewell, head of the
tomobile road to the top of ths
President Harding speaking. Mrs. Harding is seated at the extreme left,
peak. The station where the party
railway employes departThe Marion centennial celebra- - to be just plain folks again, soma- - taining
the president
of
the
Una
timber
is
above
the
took refuge
ment of the American Fedtion was a screaming success, but how, wasn't so successful.
Their United States in spite of Hardand consequently wood is scarce. the
of
townsmen
the
but
couldn't
Hardings,
attempts
to
nothbe
one
ing's attempts
help
"of
eration of Labor, had
just
When the sudden blizzard came up President Wurron G. and his wife, realize thatjust
they were enter the boys."
all got busy and gathered In what
ing to sav at strike headwood could be found.
They were
quarters hera and no news
there for an hour, in no danger unwas forthcoming from eithshould
less the temperature
drop
FAST
so low that they would be unable
er the carriers or the United IF
tc keep warm. On their return to
Labor
States
the hotel, all Laughed at the experience and said they considered it
Board.
extremely enjoyable."
While the Sunday holiday was
GIVEN
The Rockefeller party, guided by
uneventful, the rest of tho week
west
Mrs.
is
the
by
touring
Bryam,
was fraught with possibilities. Toautomobile.
They left for Bozemorrow members of the labor
(By Th Amwlpled Prrm.)
and unless
man
this
morning
OF.
early
G
board who averted a strike of
9 (by the hindered
Bloomington, 111.,
by the snow, which in the
400,000 maintenance of way men Associated Press). July
GenInches
two
Adjutant
was
of
the
park,
vicinity
and 14,000 signal men through eral Carli s Black left Bloomington
on the level and drifted deepi
l
negotiations with union officials for Springfield thiB afternoon after deep
er in places, will reach Bozemuri Germans. Are
Demanding Engine, Mail Car, Baggage Genial
last week, were expected to con- twenty-fou- r
hours of conferences some time
Captitonight.
fer with B. II. Fitzgerald, head of with county., city and railroad ofof All
Elimination
Car and Front Trucks of
the
All Hearts By His
vated
the clerks union. In an effort to ficialsand without announcing
RTV KNCOCXTERK.l)
Reference to the Glories
Another Car Derailed at
prevent the Issuance of strike whether or not he will send troops
A REGULAR BLIZZARD
Joviality and Kindness
orders to this organization. Con- here as asked.
Hohenzollerns.
of
the
Kansas.
fidence was expressed here toJones
Edward
E.
and
Topeka,
Mayor
During His Visit.
9.
With
Bozeman,
Mont., July
night in quarters close to the labor Sheriff Jake Morrison tonight de- their faces bronzed
blis'
almost
and
(B.t The AsBiiclnted Trent.)
board that the clerks would fol- clared only troops can avert a
)
Berlin, July 9 (by the Associat(It The
9.
low the example set by the main- tragedy if the Chicago & Alton tered from their experiences facing ed Press.) Berllners are finding
The
Topeka, Kans., July
London, July 9 (by the Associat
that
tenance of way employes and rallrond carries out its announced the biting winds of the blizzard
"verboten" of war Golden State Limited, westbound, ed Press). Fcw Americans have
n
men yesterday swept over the mountain the familiar
intention to import
signalmen.
days more irksome a Rock Island passenger train, left jt ver had such a spontaneous greettomorrow.
peaks of Yellowstone national park, and pre-wAVith the carriers urging strikMrs. Percy Rockefeller and the and omnipotent than ever under the track hero at noon today, just ing or 'such affectionate farewell at
ing employes to return to work
the hands of the British as Chief
republican regime.
at once, preparations were pracSpringfield, 111., July S. Special party that accompanied her arriv- theWhen
New as It was leaving tho Union Pacific
Richard
Taft has Just received. The
tically complete
tonight on a agents of the Chicago & Alton rail- ed in Bozeman shortly before 7 York City police Enright,
to cross the Rock Island jJustice
tracks
commissioner,
genial
of the United
score of lines to attempt to re- road declared here this evening to'clock tonight.
methto
over
is
police
here
Tho
who
Kansas
river.
the
study
bridge
"It was the most thrilling expersume active shop work tomorrow. that "there is not the slightest
jStates captivated all hearts during
with
and
ods
regulations,
n
together
mail
car
neuna
will
workers
most
and
ience and one of the
car, baggage
imco
Vacancies In the ranks, accord doubt that
Biuy nere oy ni.i
on the engine,
joviality, his kindliness and his untoo. that I have ever known, ' the Bertlllon system, called
of
the
a
car
trucks
front
left
third
ing to the railroads, will be filledf be sent into Bloomington
was
shown the city's
affected manner.
said Mrs. Rockefeller as she greeted authorities he
by the hiring of new men. Reallist of "don'ts" rang- the tracks, but did not overturn.
The Britons, who are accustomed
One special agent said he knew the representative, of the Associizing the possibilities for trouble
The
was
some
torn
track
of
for
shades
up
readiness
to regard their own public men In
men
in
ing categorical
are held
ated Press on her arrival here.
with such a program, some of the that
from
the
distance.
all
Tho
keeping
was
way
tomorrow
lo
now
be
will
and
only
injury
shipped
high places with something akin to
"We were not lost as had been off
railroads have asked for soldiers
the grass to assassination.
Willis Sage, Kansas Cits', Mo., fire- awe, were frankly surprised to find
to protect their shops while oth- morning.
reported at first, but we were
each man, who
of
season,
Each
change
the former head of one hundred
from
cab
the
Jumped
storm
ers expected to afford private prothat
snow
fierce
in
a
caught
new fad, each successive rise In and sprained his ankle.
million people as modest, democrattection to those who worked.
WORKMAN FIRED UPON,
raged for nearly two hours on the price appears to bring in Its wake
An Investigation
disclosed, ac- ic and approachable, and Mrs. Taft
While the , railroads predicted
summit of Mount Washburn a fresh
WOUNDED very
variety of offenders for ad- cording to officials, that a bolt was came in for a large share of their
SLIGHTLY
that many strikers would flock
When we left the lower station or dition
to
tho
in
police
metropolitan
switch
the
tho train left admiration.
where
back to work when assured that
Yellowstone canyon, the sun was blotter.
the track. They pointed, however,
The chief justice surpassed his
(By The Asuoelnted Trcsi.)
a most beautiful
was
It
and
protection would be afforded, unshining
statistics
The
latest
monthly
that it might easily be a holt from own White House
Monroe, La., July 9. Two work- day. Those In our party were Mrs. show
ion headquarters here has mainrecord In speech-makinmore
than
of
an
that
Paaverage
the wrecked engine, and did not
tained that the strike is daily be- men employed at the Missouri
H. E. Bryam, A. Villlers, a banker 327
banqueting and public rewere
arrested
dally.
persons
were
fired
cific railway shops here
imply mallcloua
coming more effective.
ceptions. During his 20 days here
London; F. Griffith Mark of Lake
arrests necessarily
With the federal courts already upon and slightly wounded today Forest, 111.; J. R. Veitch, traffic The past month saw 234 similar
he was the guest of honor at 19
and
in
for
kissing
parks
to
be
men
said
railway
In
a
striking
number of places by
Intervening
dinners, 17 luncheons and 81 remanager of the Milwaukee rail- misdemeanors tending to lower tho
to prevent picketing by the strik- shop men.
He officiated
at one
ceptions.
son.
Rockefeller,
road:
my
Avery
morals.
of
standard
public
The wounded are:
ers, the week also was expected to
christening, attended one golden
my two daughters, Wlnnifred
Despite the prices of alcoholic NON-UNIO- N
COAL1
William West, white, and Paul and Faith.
reveal to a large extent the
and
one
dined
tne
of
were
in
with
wedding
the
We
and
liquors there were 847 arrests for
attitude of the department of Meredith, negro.
king, danced with the queen, met
big cars of the Yellowstone Trans- drunkenness and there were 155
Justice toward the strike" From
all of official England and thou
"dead beats" arrested for trying to
portation company that Mr. Childs
Washington came the announcesands of other people and was made
hd sent to take us. I went to ex- sneak out of bars without paying.
ment that the. department was
honorary member ot the British
are being
press by gratitude to C. L, Fuller,
Dogs
Increasing
investigating reports that strike
bench and bar,
our chaffeur who drove the car, taxed and this resulted in tha
F
disorders were interfering with
and
Oxford, Cambridge and Aberdeen
a
persefor he showed
pluck'
throwing of 162 ownerless dogs
the mails and Charles Clyne,
honored him with degrees, which
verance that we thoroughly appre qn the streets during the month,
United
States district attorney
his American honors, gave him
while 655 fell into the hands of
REVEALS with
ciated.
here, said yesterday he had rethe total of 16 titles. In the minds
The car was an open one wltn- - tho law for going out minus their
ceived instructions from Attorof
Englishmen he has been one of
out side curtains and as we neared muzzles.
use
ney General Daugherty t
the most successful unofficial amIn all, the monthly figures show
tho ton of Mount Washburn the
force If necessary to ke ,j the
be
bassadors
from the United States
were
wind
1.S09
Less
the
Than
that
arrested
persons
snow began tit fall and
Tons in the
mails and interstate commerce
BY
present
generation.
gan to blow a regular gale, we for committing deeds of violence,
Mined
moving.
Last Week As
thought notlimg of that, However, and these included 13 arrests for
- At Clinton, 111.,- where troops
Old rowing men are mourning
on
murder.
up
time
and
the
at
right
an
kept
were sent yesterday after a boy
Against
Average of over the decline of the
re- tho top. over 10,000 feet the sea
had .been killed, and two men,
Hard Blow to
In connection with the campaign
About 5,500,000 Tons. iBatta week as a social Henley
event. In
level..
one a striker, had been wounded Ming Delivers a
pre-wdays It rivaled the Asco.
"Bv the time we reached the top, for tho "defense of tho republic"
In a clash between strike symAgainst Deposed Presi- however,
races. The king and queen made
ltj The AsMirlntvd I'rut.)
tho mercury had fallen patriots of new Germany are depathizers and Illinois Central
manding the abridging of school Washington, July 9. Indications their appearance in state on the
dent of the Canton Gov- and the wind was biting cold while text
guards, all was reported quiet tobooks in which the virtues and of a .deadlock in the government's course in the royal barge, and resthe snow fell in a regular blinding
day. State cavalry and infantry
of the Hohenzollerns
are efforts to effect a settlement of the idents of the little riverside town
ernment,
glories
IsReport.
sheet. At the top of Mount Wash
were mobilized for duty In eight
coal strike were still rented their houses for 60 pounds
is a little extolled, from Frederick the Great bituminous
us,
for
down state towns.
burn,
fortunately
on down.
in evidence tonight on the eve of and the hotels were all sold out
(By The AfWGClntcd PreM.)
cabin. We were glad to fjee
The entire slate guards of
log
Associatthe
9
A measure now before the Prus- the renewed presentation
(by
of the months in advance. Americans ar
Missouri has been mobilized while ed Canton, July
you, and we took sian
Shell fire from a fort that, I incan eli
Press.)
urges the central minis- controversy tor President Harding riving late this year had no. trouble
it. All of our party turn- ter ofdiet
in Indiana, California and Kan- - controlled
refuge
Chiung-MinChen
education
to
no
in
lose
by
time
tomorrow.
some log wood
jjn finding rooms at any time at rea
lisas, state troopa have been or- Chinese unification leader, de- ed In and secured some
to the scrap heap all
boards. In consigning
Representatives of the employing sonable rates.
dered to be prepared
for an stroyed today the munitions baa's from nearbly and
text
books
which
do
not
conform
minofficials
of the
operators and
Henley suffered from competition
cabin was a fireplace and there to tho Ideas of the constitution.
emergency.
of Sun Yat-Sethe deposed presi- the started
ers' union who will resume tomor- with other sports. Ascot week, the
a roaring fire.
The assassination
dent of the Canton governmet.t. we Our
of
adrow
Foreign
the
conference
horse show, the polo
was
international
to
concern
morning
gel Minister Rathenau has done much
first
HENKK TO SALT LAKR
and it was reported tonight that
journed last week, saw Secretary tournament with the Argentina
to
Seattle, Wash., July 8. Arthur Sun with three cruisers, had de- Mr. Fuller, our chaffeur, warmed
accelerate
the
demand
of Labor Davis during the day, but stars in action and the tennis on
growing
ovfor uprooting from the schools all
Honke, southpaw pitcher who has parted down the river toward up. He had failed to bring his
evident after the meeting the new Wimbledon courts, all im- been farmed out to Galveston in Honkong. A number of casualties ercoat and gloves and he had re- activities tending directly or Indino new proposals wore being mediately preceded it this year, and
that
the Texas league, has been sold to accompanied the destruction of mained steadily at his post dri- lng rectly to inspire the rising genera- advanced.
The same stumbling uzanne lengien in tne cnampion-shi- p
Salt Lake City team in the Coast Sun's muntions factory, which was the car while we were sheltered by tion with reverence for the monartennis matches this week was
The our wraps from the winds that chist days of old. Radical factions block to settlement the union desituated near Whampoa.
league.
a strong counter attraction, Con-- i.
are taking matters Into their own mand for a national or
cruisers may encounter trouble at swept over the mountain. .
wage negotiation with emijuently the Henley attendance
"In the caD'm we fouuJ it cozy hands, in ridding public places of
Tiger Island, a fortress thirty mllJS
was narrowed down to rowing
from Canton held by the Chen and wavr... We kept the tiro goim? such vestiges of Hohenzollern days ployers and the operators' domnnd
disfor
separate district contract
as statues' and
forces, and it Is believed In some but as the snow piled up outside
In many cussions
bulked as largely as beThe event was also marked by
in fury we places these arepaintings.
tumbled out onto fore:
i quarters that Sun's fleet has been and M w:nd increased
Yue-chrain. For the rowing men themw.va
bottled up. The guns of Fort
going the pavements despite tho fact that
wonderol whether we
It
that
and
probable
there
on
Sun
the
tho
tonight
appeared
selves, however, the Henley rerat-t- a
Berlin
to be marooned there
opened an attack
council rejected, 88
IXIHLCAST.
the session would convene, forn
to 87, the city
becomes more Interesting ns.
fleet this afternoon near was a littie reeling oi anxiety.
of
the
radical
proposal
Denver,
Colo., July 9. New
r.
councilman
to purge all public mally set forth its differences and like polo and tennis. It assures yearof us oald anything about it,
Mexico: Monday and Tuesday, fair Whampoa. down the river offrom
his
buildings of such works of art. In- await the president's further word. ly more of an International charachere, but Sun withdrew four
'
west, occasional showers east por- six
ships three miles down the riv"A'ti;r about two hours ot a cluding the likenesses of Luden-dor- All participants were disposed to ter. .
tion, cooler east portion.
withhold discussion for the event.
of
to
died
er
wlnl
and Von Hlndenburg.
suncho, out of the range
Arizona: Monday and Tuesday, the
jneavy snow fall, the rolled
There was no hint as to whether a
Some conception of the confusion
Yuechu.
away
clouds
and
'he
(down
warmer.
partly cloudy slightly
further proposal from government which may be expected to resul.
Fort Chttig Chow, under Sun's ;so we could f.ee some d'stnnce. Our B. & 0. MECHANIC
IS
sources would be forthcoming, but from the destruction of the Four
control, replied to the bombard- chauffeur went out ma inspectea
LOCAL KEPOHT.
ment from Yuechu, but Sun's ships, the roads a.id said he thought we
BEATEN BY SIX MEN the majority opinion was that fi- Courts in Dublin was given by Colo-nia- l
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
did
nal administration action might be
biclt. So we
stripped for battle,
Secretary Churchill, when he
could make the
hours ended at 6 p, m. yesterday, although
not fire, apparently desiring to all climbed Into trip
delayed at least a matter of days told the house of commons the othbt'3 car and
the
9
Washington.
recorded by the university:
Jnlv
Woito
conserve their ammunition for an started.
not er day that the courts held legal,
would
fund
conference
the
that
Floyd, mechanic employed in the
90
Highest temperature
emergency as Sun believes forces
testamentary docu"All went well until we ran into nnuimore & Ohio railroad section be prolonged beyond tomorrow's ecclesiastical,
Lowest
67 from the north soon will reinforce
ments dating from the latter part
tha
of the terminal round house at Ivy session.
blocked
way.
a
bank
that
Rnow
23 him.
Kange
J
Meanwhile, latest figures of the of the 13th century and some- of
A little careful bireking of the drifts City. D. C!.. ulneo fho wnllnfiit nf
4
78
Mean
atSun's northern expedition,
fithe railroad shopmen, was badly geological survey on coal produc- earlier date, all wills from 1536 t"
61 tempting to return from an Inva- by the machine opened a way
at 6 a. m
n
tion
showed that
output, 1899 and some later ones, the cenand we went on down the ueaien Dy six men tonignt wnile
33 sion of Klangsl province,
Humidity at 6 p. m
is op- nally
sus returns for the period of 1821
to the workers' camp which has been running around
returning
side.''
mountain
Trace
's
Chiung-MlngPrecipitation
Chen
posed by
tons weekly, dropped last to 1851, and a large number of parodd to all of us to be from thn rnimri faniifla TTa una
(Wind velocity
., 24 troops at Shlukwan, a hundred "It seemed
taken to
Police were week to under 4,000,000, the July 4 ish registers recording births, marSouthwest miles from Canton where consider- caught In such a cold, bitter snow summonea, a hospital.
Direction of wlmj
But announced
later holldny and railroad congestion riages and deaths.
Scarcely any
Character of day, , , , .Partly cloudy able fighting has taken place.
(Continued on,
Two.i
they, expected no further disorder! combining to effect tho output.
duplicate exists.
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Daily by Carrier or Mull. 83c a Month
SliiKle C'oplp 5o

Is Quit, With Mrs. Percy Rockefeller and'
Three Companies of Others Caught in An In- -j
Guardsmen on Duty, Foltense 5now storm in
Wyoming Mountains.
lowing Outbreak Saturday

Clinton,

STRIKE AREA
lroads Expect to
Their Shops Today.

n

m

V-

Win,

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, July 10, 1922.

SOLDIERS ON

IN

'

Tkdrf

CITY

non-unio-

morning on train No. 9 on his priHe
vate car, "The Manhattan."
will speak at the university assem
bly this morning at 11:30 o clock,
to an announcement
according
made last night
by Dr. David
Spence Hill. The other features of
the assembly will include several
solos by the Hev. Charles R.
by
baritone,
accompanied
Mrs. D. V. Faw of the university
music department.
The following quotations are excerpts from an article on Mr. Vauclain which appeared in "System"
magazine for March, 'J 2 2
"The first time you meet Samuel
M. Vauclain you are given to wondering whether a bomb bursting
under his chair would seriously interfere with his poise. The second time you meet him you know it
would not. You know that while
he was going through the air he
would bo calculating with considerable accuracy where and how
hard he was going to land and
would be making preparations to
have that event pass off us smoothly as possible.
"Fortunately, no such test as thi3
has
of Vauclain'B perturbablllity
been made, nut in the almost half
life
business
a century of his active
many things have happened which
might as well have been bombs for
all the havoc they caused, and . . .
not only has he adequately met every situation that arose, no matter
how new or how strange,, but he has
also met it without anyone other
than those on the absolute inside
knowing that it was a situation.
"If there Is anything about building locomotives or about theHald
win Locomotive Works that Vauclain does not know it is because it
Is In the process of being found out.
His poise is in no sense at all pose.
Ho Is president of the largest and
company
oldest locomotive-buildin- g
Its business Is nain the world.
tional and international. There is
no country in the world In which
there Is not at the present minute
a Raldwin locomotive running.
"Vauclain is a tall, well set-u- p
man. Winter or summer he wears
a cutaway coat. That sounds dressy. But it is not that sort of coat
it is not a wedding garment. You
will find that most of the older
wear
employers of Pennsylvania
It is in the way of a
cutaways.
His general appearance
uniform.
Is not unlike that of a bishop1.
"Vauclain is kindly in a big,
broad, fundamental sort of way. It
is impossible to define this quality,
which best shows itself In the attitude of the men toward him."
Mr. Vauclain will speak this evening In the Crystal theater at 8
o'clock on "The Business Outlook.''
The public is invited to attend.
A luncheon will be given at the
Country club this noon by some of
the local business men honoring
Mr. Vauclain.
1

:

IRISH COURT HOUSE
RAZED BY PRISONERS
(By The Aseoclnfpit

Prrna.)

Dublin, July 9 (by tho Associated
Press). The irregular republican
army forces captured in Skogh
county, Kilkenny, and Imprisoned
in the Letterkenny court house,
wrecked the building Saturday.
They also sacked the Carnegie library and set the building on fire.
National troops which were hurs
ried to the scene removed the
and extinguished the fire, but
not before serious damage had been
done.
pris-oner-

ADDED

MPETUS

LESS IDLENESS IN
52 LEADING CITIES
Outlook Is Good, Despite
Unsettled Conditions in
Coal Fields, Cotton Indus- try and Railroads,
(ny The AMorlntrd TresB.)

Washington, July 9. The United
States is "striding vigorously to-- ,,
ac
ward Industrial
prosperity,"
cording to the economlo summarsl
for tho month of June, Issued today by the United States employment service of the department ot
labor.
th
Employment Is increasing,
survey said, despite unsettled conditions in tho coal fields, cotton:
textile industry and the railroad
controversies.
Of the sixty-fiv- e
leading cltlea
of tho country, fifty-tw- o
reported
increased employment, while thirteen reported decreased employment during June.
A noteworthy
feature of the
survey, the department said, waa
that all industries hut the stonj,
clay and glass products indicated
increases in employment.
Wheat Cutting Hastened.
The lint weather was reported,
to have hastened wheat cutting in
Kansas and Nebraska,
which,
coupled with transportation difficulties, has caused a temporary
shortage of help to harvest fields
of the middle west."
Many difficulties, the department further stated, beset the
handling of the labor supply for
the harvest season In the big wheat
belt in Texas, Oklahoma.
North
and South Dakota.
Tho advanco
of cutting dates occasioned by ripening of wheat through excessive
heat, shortage of men, and many
other obstacles, It was said, has
made the task of the United States
farm labor bureau, In handling
tho employment situation, one of
the most difficult In its history.
Through transportation difficulties,
tho north and northwest sections
of Kansas had found it difficult to
obtain sufficient men. tho department sold, adding that "it is not
so much a nuestlon of shortage n.4
of uneven distribution."
The bureau was said to be receiving telegrams daily from Lincoln, Hastings and Syracuse, Neb.,
asking for hundreds of men.

WEISMULLER HANGS
UP 2 NEW SWIMMING
RECORDS

AT ALAMEDA

(Uy The Asanrlatod TrewO

Alameda, Calif., July 14.
In the Neptune
Beach
tank here this afternoon, Johnny
Weissmuller, of the Illinois Athletic
club, world's swimming champion,
smashed two more world's records.
He clipped Duke Kahanamoku'a
time for the 100 meters free style,
negotiating the distance in 58
seconds.
Kahanamoku's record
sech
wai one minute and
ond. Weissmuller also swam th
seeback stroke In 49
onds, lowering the 60 5 seconds'
record for the distance held by Har-oir- .l
Kruger, of Honolulu.
The events were under the auspices of the Pacific association and
George Schroth of the Olympic
club, San Francisco, was Weissmul-ler'- s
opponent.
5
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KENTUCKY GUARDSMEN
ARE IN FULL CONTROL
(iiy The Asaarlnted Trem.)

Madisonville, Ky., July 9 (by the
Press.)
Kentucky naTO DEMAND FOR Associated
tional guardsmen, called here yesattack upon
a
threatened
terday by
the camp of the Sunlight Mining
be striking
cimpany by men said to control
and
BOIID
coal miners, have full
everything Is quiet. No disorders
were reported throughout the day.
There were reports today of
Large Sums Available for threatening situations at Harling-toand Providence, all
Reinvestment the First of within Ilsley
15 miles of
Madisonville,
made.
no
demonstrations
July Are Assigned As the butThat tho arrival of were averttroops
Reason.
ed serious trouble, was the opinion
expressed here 'today by citizens
' (By The
and officials.
PreM.)
New York, July 9 (by the Associated Press). Lare sums availNAVIGATION DIFICCLT.
able for reinvestment tho first of
Port Townscnd, Ore., July 9.
the month gave an added Impetus The waters of Admiralty Inlet and
to the demand for new bond offerthe Straits of Juan de Fuca
with fog and smoke from
ings which reached a total of
last week, as compared the forest fires In British Columdifficult.
with $30,000,000 last week, and a bia, making navigation
weekly average of $100,000,000 in All craft aro running under a slow
bell and keepers of light stations
the early months of the year.
Prices of bonds last week were are operating fog sirens.
distinctly upward. All government
war loans, except the first convertible registered fours and the
second registered fours, now are
selling at a premium, several of the
liberties making new high records
Samuel M. Vauclain, presifor tho year last week. Rail bonds
dent of the Hnldwlu
also enjoyed one of their best mar
will
works lit Philadelphia,
kets this year, a majority of the
assemspeak at tin uulvot-sllhigh grade issues reaching their
bly this forenoon at 11:30, and
highest price since the first of the
the public Is cordially invited
year and some of them going to
to hear lilm. Mr. Vauolniii will
new top prices.
also speak at the Crystal theSelling of corporate Issues is ex
ater tonight at 8 o'clock, to
ceeding those of government and
which Hit, public is also InBond dealers at
foreign loans.
vited.
tribute this to the fact that large
Mr. Vauclain is one of tlio
numbers of the government securl
really big men of the nation
ties have been purchased for
and his message at both meetpurposes and withdrawn
ings today will be well worth
from the active
market,
large lira
ring.
blocks of them having been obThose who can do so should
tained by banks and large corporathe assembly this foreattend
tions when they were selling at denoon, as the indications are
preciation of 10 to 15 per cent bethat the theater will be overlow their par value.
crowded at night.
Industrial offerings totaling
a tour of the)
He Is
featured lRst week's new west and making
was induced to stop
Issues which again failed to Include
off here by the business Interany foreign bonds, either governests of the city.
mental or private,

OFFERINGS

n,

Asuoi-hite-

HEAR VAUCLAIN

A
ALBUQUERQUE MQRNING J0URNAI2'

Pag TwaT
SIGNALMAN'S ERROR HELD RESPONSIBLE
FOR WRECK CAUSING SCORE OF DEATHS

TURLEY FAVORS

UN

:

New Mexico Has About Four
Million Acres of Land
Available for Irrigation;
More Food Needed.

IkJ?"T-

Jit'

-

6.

that

ward the future.
"In all the region west of the
one hundredth meridian, the pursuits of agriculture are not possible without irrigation. This includes parts or ail the seventeen
western states. There are about
thirty million acres available for
irrigation, of which some four
million acres are in New Mexico,
over half of which is on and along
the Ban Juan river in the
part of the state.
"The last census shows that
now more people are living in the
cities in the United States than on
the farms. It also shows that the
increasing demands on food production, when reduced to an acreage basis, require that an average
of about 18,000 acres of new
land must be put Into cultivation every day in the year or
nearly six million acres per annum. It also shows that actually
not half of this is being done.
That is one reason why prices are
eo high. It shows that the ratio
of increased new land put into
production has been falling off,
and if more new land is not put
into production, the United States
must soon become an importer
of food stuffs Instead of an exporter, as has always heretofore been
the case, and then, food prices
would continue to get higher and
higher.
"New Mexico Is one of the states
that has a vast amount of raw, unproductive land, and will be one
.

north-weste-

that

rn

should greatly benefit by reclaiming the now arid and swamp
lands by Irrigation and drainage.
This will happen sometime, but Just
how soon depends largely upon the
shown here
spirit and
in New Mexico now.
N
"I began 21 years ago to bring

Wrecked coaches of the Atlantic City express which proved death traps
for a score of passengers when a slit switch sent them into the
ditch between Camden, N. J., and Atlantic City.
An express train loaded with women and children on their way to
Atlantic City for an outing, ploughed through the night. A switchman
in the tower gave the "all clear" signal. On rushed tha train to destruction. For the signalman had erred and then realizing his error had
swooned, making it impossible to stop the train. Twenty were killed
and seventy-fiv- e
injured when the train crashed over an embankment
between Camden, N. J., and AtlanticCity.
about development of the big San
Juan irrigation projects.
Began
the work in the field in 1903; made
filings in 1904, and began construction work in 100H. I made the original draft of the irrigation cods
of laws for New Mexico.
They were
introduced in tho legislature in
1903; passed in 1905, and
into the bulk of the present law
in 907.
"Our irrigation rights were valid,
subsisting and vested before the
passage of the law of 1907, which
limltod the time in which the works
must be constructed, therefore, such
limitation does not apply to thu
Turley water rights on the San Juan
rlvor and tributaries as it would if
they had been initiated subsequent
to the passage of the law of 1907.
And the projects would have been
developed long ago, if it had not
been for the opposition encountered right here in New Mexico. We
have at all times shown entire good
faith, as we do now. We want development.
The provisions of the Smith act
of 1916 puts all government lano
within an irrigation district behind
the bonds as security which contributes greatly to their value.
These district bonds and the interest therefrom are exempt from the
payment of income taxes, so that
now is the first time that they have
been considered by capitalists to be
desirable as Investments.
"On June 5, 1922, the supreme
court of the United States handed
down a decision in the original suit,
the state of Wyoming vs. the state
of Colorado, holding that state lines
have nothing to do with tho apThat the
propriation of water.
first in time gives the better right
upon the entire stream. How will
that affect New Mexico? Just this,
the Turley filings and priorities upon the waters of the San Juan river
and tributaries nro the only one
that are prior in time to filing?
lower down on the Colorado river.
Therefore, if the Turley vested
rights are opposed or forfeited. New
Mexico will lose all priority to the
waters that- - flow in the San Juan
river and all those waters will be
taken by other filings lower down.
This would stop and forever bar
development in irrigation In
the northwestern part of the state.
Therefore, it would seem that the
best interests of New Mexico lies
in assisting in the development of
1
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Genasco Latite Shingles
Actually Shed Heat
Comfortable
sleeping rooms right under
your roof. A cooler, more comfortable house
in summer from roof to basement.
GENASCO Latite Shingles shed heat-t- urn
back the blazing rays of the sun like
leavi of the forest.
g
of interior walls
There's no
and tjirnlshings no absorbing of heat dur
lng the day to pass off into your home at
super-heatin-

,

night

And here's the reason. GENASCO Latite
d
Shingles aro made of
asphalt
felt heavily coated top and bottom with
Trinidad Lake Asphalt Cement, a nonconductor of both heat and cold.
supcr-siturate-

GENASCO Latite Shingles have other ex.
They can't curl nor
traordinary qualities.
flap in the wind are beautiful and
and they actually lock on
A patented key device does it.

your

GENASCO Latite Shingles are made In
g
colors cool sage
three natural,
green, rich warm red and
They
conform to any style of architecture and aro
of
for
any
type
building.
adapted
never-fadin-

,blue-blac-

I3AABE &MADBER
't.

the Turley projects instead of obstructing or opposing them,
"While in the east, although
greatly disabled, I have not been
idle upon the work of developing
these projects.
I have secured a
market for the bonds of such irrigation districts as may be formed
hy the land holders on the ground,
in a proper manner. I have a responsible contractor ready to build
the irrigation works and canals and
receive bonds in payment therefor
So that now we shall give those interested an opportunity to get this
development if the so desire, and
will do the little that is necessary
to put it across.
y
bill is
"If the
passed before any development can
take place, an Irrigation district
must be formed in order to be able
to operate under the provisions of
the bill. Therefore, if the irrigation districts are organized now,
just so much time will be saved.
It is immaterial to us whether we
assist the district to sell their bonds
and build the canals and works
themselves, or whether the United
States government takes the bonds
of the irrigation districts under the
bill
provisions of the
and builds the works for them. The
cost and payment will be about the
same in either event, and the priorities to the water are in the Turley vested rights which must be
acquired in all events, by the districts. We want to work with all
concerned and to help in this development.
Smlth-McNar-

Smith-McNa-

FIRE AT MEADOW CITY
SLIGHT

DOES

DAMAGE

(Sprclal Corrnpondenre io Tl Jo"rntl
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 10.

fire which looked for a time as
though it might prove serious and
A

destroy much valuable property,
was finally extinguished on Thursday afternoon. The fire was discovered in a shed near the M.
Later it burned a
Biehl garage.
big barn belonging to F. C. Howe
on Railroad avenue, but was put
out before any more damage was
done. The Howes had a beautiful
new Nash car in the barn, and because of the fire in the back,
which blocked the alley entrance,
the rescuers had to get it out the
front way. But they saved it from
having a mark on it.

PARTY MAROONED
AT AN ALTITUDE
OF 10,000 FEET
(Continued From Page One.)

AS THE FOREST SHADE

roof.

3,

1.

Tllden-Shl'mld-

jart:
"We

sometimes cannot realize
we are progressing unless we
times
compare the present with Mexico
Bone by. I came to New immeover twenty years ago, and
the wonderful
diately marveled athere.
The founnatural resources
dation of all wealth is predicated
upon natural resources or upon
their development. I immediately
got busy upon the work of development. Got in touch with eastern
capital, who sent their attorney
to Santa Fe, in 1901, to look into
he rethe conditions here and undoubtported that there was ind New
edly great natural wealth
Mexico but there were many
bethings precedent to be done
the eastern
from
fore capital
Mexico
to
New
Btates would come
in considerable amounts to invest in development here. First,
we should have proper data from
the properly constituted sources
as to the extent, character, nature,
accessibility, etc., of our water,
minerals and timber. Second, we
should have proper corporation
laws defining tho stockholders'
liability. Third, get statehood, to
jiut us on a par with the other
Ktates. And there were other conditions precedent then, that have
Jjeen removed, and now, we can
look forward more sanguinely to-

(Bt The Associated Preu.)
Indianapolis, Ind., July 9 (by the
Associated Press). William T,
n
II, Philadelphia, world champion, added the national clay court
singles championship to his long
string of tennis titles here today
when he defeated Senzo Bhimldzu,
Japanese Davis cup player, in
straight sets,
The
match will
be written in sporting annals as
one of the greatest ever played on
American clay courts. The record
crowd that flaunted a corn-be- lt
summer sun to see the marvelous
tennis was not disappointed. Tilden
was in better form than Shimidzu,
for whom this tournament was the
first major outdoor competition
this season. The play marked Tilden as even a greater court wizard
than ever this year. Bastlan and
an experienced
team,
Burdlck,
found real opposition in Hennessy
and Wesbrook.
Their match was
marked by brilliant team work and
shots that flicked the alley lines
by inches. The first four sets were
divided alternately and were won
by the same sets of scores, 3 and
After ten games Burdlck and
Bastian won the last set, the most
hotly contested of them all,
Neither title was defended. Walter
T. Hayes, Chicago, who was eliminated by Tilden recently in the Illinois state championships, won
clay court singles honors last year
and Clifton Herd, Chicago, held the
doubles title.
u
The point scores of the
match were:
First set:
Tilden
Til-de-
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bureau to assist in
against acadjusting complaints bureau.
He
tions taken by the
expects to be here for someIn time
Aloffice,
at the
assisted In
buquerque. He is being
13. Vigil.
John
work
by
this
When asked what. In his opinbetter
ion, are the chances for develtimes and eespecially for
o
Captain
this
region,
opment
"The outTurley answered that
look is very good, and Is getting
better all the while." He said, in
U. S. Veterans'

Phone 305

First and Copper.
if It' Hardware, We Have It"

storm in the very middle of July.
But we really enjoyed every minute
of it.
"There is one thing you may be
sure of. the next time we come out
into this rugged mountain country
we are going to wear the attire

that the other mountain cllmrcrs
do. It is far more sensible than
the dresses we brought along."

PROPOSES SALARY RAISE.
Rome, June 12. Socialist Deputy Taratl has introduced a bill In
the house of deputies to fix the
salary of members of that body at

1,000 lire a month and 50 lire extra for each sitting attended. This
Is equivalent to about $50 a month
and about $2.60 extra for each sitting. The present salary of a deputy is approximately $400 a year.

5.

4.

Tildon-Shimidz-

4 6 6 5 7 0 4 3 1 5 4

Shimidzu

0 4 4 3 5 4 6 5 4 7 2

Second set:
Tilden . . .4
Shimidzu ..1
Third set:
Tilden .
Shimidzu

f
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booklet which our Washington
Information Bureau will obtain
for you.
THI8 BOOKLET IS ENTIRELY
FREE. Simply fill
out and mail the coupon betwo cents in
low, enclosing
stamps ror return postage.

J. RASKIN,
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D. C:
I enclose herewith two cents
in stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Concrete Booklet.
FREDERIC

Name

r.

Street

... .v. . . . .i. . . . ...... .

...... v

.

.4

.
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f inw ronfler ran eet the answer
to any question by writing The Albuquerque Morning Journal Infor
mation Bureau, jj reaenc j. nasKin.
niwwnr Washington. D. C. This
offer applies strictly to informa
tion. The bureau cannot give aa- vlce on legal, medical, and rinanciai
matters. It does not attempt to
to
settle domestic tronbles, nor on
ovhfinaHvn rpparnh
any
subject. Write your question plain
uuu
iuu
uive
ly and brieriy.
puis In
address and enclose two cents
All restamps for return postage.
plies are sent direct to the in

(By The Associated Trcsi.)

Chicago, July 9 (by the Associated Tress.) Governor Edwin P.
Morrow of Kentucky has pardoned
more than 600 persons indicted on
tho charge of failure to pay a dog
tax. The pardons were conditional
on tho payment of the tax.
Governor Morrow Is a lover of
the dog. During his campaign of
1919 "Old Ring" figured prominently in his speeches. At the last
session of the general assembly ha
was called upon jocosely for an
on "Old Ring." He responded, and before he had finished he
had swung a hostile democratic
house of representatives into line
to pass a bill repealing the state
law under which dogs are taxed
for the benefit of persons whose
livestock may be killed by canine

v

-

(Volatility is the readiness with which gasoline gives uf its power)
mmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmm

The senate, however, refused to
vote on the bill to repeal, and the
act remained on the statute books.
Since then county attorneys have
become more active in its enforcement, and have Indicted hundreds of persons, charging failure
to pay. They reckoned without the
governor as a friend of "Old Ring"
and his owner.
Three hundred and ten persons
In Russell county were first to receive the pardon: then 370 were
pardoned in Monroe county. The
governor said that owing to the
publicity given the efforts to repeal
the law, many peoplo believed it
was no longer in effect, that others
are so poor that $1 means food for
several days; and that furthermore
the law was needless, provided little revenue and meant little. He
added, however, that as long as
It was a law the fees must be paid,
and he admonished tho indicted
persons to pay and avoid penalties,
which run up to $20,

1

happens in your motor cylinder at the instant of the
that's
what determines how much power goes to the rear
park:
wheels and how quickly it goes there.
Texaco Gasoline, the volatile gas, will make a wonderful differof your motor. It will take you out of
ence in the "pick-up- "
traffic pinches and pull you out of emergencies that you have
to before, f
always had to give way
j What

y

.
v"tM
lubricants and are disTexaco Motor Oils are heavy-bod- y
tinguished by their clear, pale color. Light, medium, heavy
and
they fit all cars and all conditions. You will
find them wherever you see the Texaco red star.

)

extra-heav- y

THE TEXAS COMPANY, U.

TEXACO

GASOLINE
Run

(if)

Vesta is the only one one of the
smaller
planets whichv.. can be . scon.
.UK .mo unncu
na ummeier 13
win,
mnes cjo.
ana us whole surhuu
oniy
face but
that of Europe.
one-nin-

th

TEXACO

MOTOR OILS
Save it with Texaco Oil

it with Texaco Gas

Delmonico Cafe
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Motto: "Cleanliness"

311

1--

2

West Central Ave.

WILL OPEN FOR BUSINESS THIS AFTERNOON
AT 5 O'CLOCK

HichlandPharmacy
PHONE

Nicest and most
little cafe in the city.
Will serve the best to be obtained in the market.
te

CALL

AND

SEE

US

30

To Women

JU

The most uconomlRal, cleansing and
germiciaiu or an antiseptics

1

Special

1

"REALTOR" IS PRECIOUS
TO A REAL ESTATE MAN

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in

Water as Needed.

."

io..

S. A.

Texaco Petroleum Products

pre-dat-

A

real estate man is proud to be able

to use the title "Realtor."

In using it, his customers know that
he has qualified ethically as a member, through his local board, of the
National Association of Real Estate
Boards.
Not all real estate men are Realtors. Look for the qualifying title.

As a medicinal
antiseptic for
douches In treating catarrh. Inflammation or ulceration ol nose,
throatv ind iliat caused by feminine
Ills It . ae no equal. For ten yean
the Lydla B. Plnkham Medlcln Co.
has recommended Paxtlne In their
private correspondence with women, which proves Its superiority.
Women who have been cured say It
is -- wortn its weignt in iroia." At
druirelsts, EOo. large box, or by mall.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

Wind Shield
t.

121

Gl&ss-Lumb-

er

J.

BAI.DRIDOB LUMBER CO,
South First Mrret.
Pbons 401,

C.

It pays.

Albuquerque

Real Estate Board
REALTORS

C. H. CARNES
6PEC1A1JST IN OCTXAR
REFRACTION
107 6. fourth.
Phone 1087--

WINDOW SHADES!

--

Men Wanted

Cigarette
It's toasted. This
one extra process
gives a rare and
delightful quality

same temperature.

DENIES CIIARGIX
Washington, Aug. 9. Chairman
John T. Adams of the republican
national committee
issued
a statement denying tonight
that the "republican national organization has
issued publicity directed
some particular method ofugalnst
tariff
making rroposed by republicans."

,
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PICK-U- P

William Carter, alias William
Burns, up for sentence for forgery
at LaCrnssn, Wis., was questioned
in the district court about his past
life, His record seemed clean up
to tho time of the forgery, until he
quietly remarked:
"The last Job I did was at a bank
at Black River Falls. Wis."
The auditors in the court room
leaned forward with renewed interest. The Judge looked grave.
"What kind of a Job?" the Judge
asked sternly.
Carter replied meekly, "I cleaned the bank chimney."

.T

M.

..

marauders.

il

Devil's Bible was the popu-lo- r
name of a manuscript Bible
written on
The name
arose from a legend that the
was
the
work
of a man
writing
who by the Devil's heln accom.
plished It In a few hours in order
to save tils life, but who in return
became tho slave of the Evil On.
Q. Where was tobacco first
found? N. U.
A. Tobacco is a native of the
Western Hemisphere, where the
aborigines cultivated and used it
irom remote times. Its generic
name is in honor of Jen
who Introduced It into France
in 1559 from Spain, where It had
been brought from Santo Domingo in the same year. In 1585 It
was taken to England by sir
Francis Drake, and the practice
of pipe smoking introduced among
the Elizabethan courtiers by Sir
Walter Raleigh. Its use rapidly
extended throughout Europe, and
sooni became
prevalent among
Oriental nations.
Q. What b tho dlff4ence In
weight between kw. wau-- r and
fresh water? T. I;.
A. Sea water will
about
one and a half poundsweigh
more
cubic foot than fresh water at per
the
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A neighbor
and
Mend of
former Congressman Jeanette RanMrs.
kin,
Maggie Smith Hathaway
of Missoula, Mont., democrat, has
filed candidacy for nomination to
the national house of representatives. Mrs. Hathaway has served
quirer.)
two terms in the Montana house of
Q. How tall is -Pershing andj representatives, and last term was
the democratic floor leader.
what tliws no weign.- ji. u.
A. General
Pershing's height
A miinlpinnl
thvaa
trnrnp-is 72 inches or exactly 6 feet and
he weighs between 185 and 190 stories high with 270,000 square
ot
reet
rioor space, he is
pounds.
to be ready for use at expected
Detroit,
Q. How fast can railroad trains
Mich.,
within the next tbron
R.
ran? D. R.
months. It will cost about $600.- A. Tho modern express passen000. and Will be stnraea nlnna tinrl
ger locomotive can run 112 miles
repair shop for 700 motor vehian hour on a straight, heavy-racles
owned by the city. Three gastrack if the engine is ballasted by
a train behind it to prevent its oline tanks, each holding 15,000
will be placed underground
Jumping the track. In actual prac- gallons,
tice 50 miles an hour is not outside the building, and will be
filled hy pumping from a railroad
often exceeded.
Q. Did a negro liclp lay out track a block distant.
8.
tho city of Washington? D.
Leon fRed Amen
A. Benjamin Banneker, a negro
mathematician assisted in fixing old son of Leon (Red) Ames, mapitcher for fifteen years,
the boundary lines of the District jor league
of Columbia and in laying out today is pitching to perpetuate the
mine
oi
nis ratner.
the city of Washington.
Young Ames has been the star
Q. How long liavo dice been twlrler
of the Wnrren n rrinu.
used In gambling games? W. T.
,..
and Athletics for tho n
S.
down
A. There is no period of his- sons, letting the opposition
one or two hits on many octory, and no nation, in which wun
casions.
hio.- Ho
considered
is
tho
not
been
some form ot dice has
used. The Invention of dice is at- gest sensation in Warren baseball
about circles Bince me days his father
tributed to Palamedes,
1244 B. C, but the use of cubes Dode Paskert find Tnrrv rFn,.nnK
with numbered sides for gambling starred on the diamond at that
that. place.
purposes probably
Tho youngster bn tho
..i- Q. If the letter I is considered a word, is tho letter K a word of delivery that enabled hi.
to
remain in the big leagues for
also? R. M. K.
ire looks like his
A. I is both a letter and a so many years,
father
and has red hair.
word, while K is a letter but not
Ames.
Sr..
who
is
a word.
Q. How low? have dictionaries erable attention to the development
of his son, Is perfecting a break
been in use? R. R. L.
A. The first dictionaries wore to his fast ball.
,
Joining the K'm vm.
used
and 1903.
by the
Assyrians
the elder An,o. ti.T'L
Babylonians to explain not words New Tork
for ten
but signs. The oldest surviving one of
the club's leading moundsmen
dictionary, compiled by Apollon-lu- s
of Alexandria,
in Augustus' in inrpo worm Beries. Upon leaving the Giants he was with tho
time, is a glossary of Homer's Cincinnati
.
Hods fnr th- words.
years, going from there to
i. Where was Chief Justice half
mo be. iouis uardinals. After fifMarshall burled? L. H.
A. Chief Justice Marshall died teen years In the hi
i..
was
sold by St. Louis to Kansas
July 6, 1835, and was buried in
me
American association
Shockhoe Hill cemetery at Rich- vuy in
whero he played until his recent
mond, Va.
release.
was
the Devil's
Q. What

ass-ski-

sults will last a century.
Everything you need to know
to undertaxo making anything
of concrete is contained in a

v.
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4
1

A.

A few simple instructions are
all you need to build anything
from a feed box to a garage
or a cyclone cellar.
Porches, steps, walks, bench,
es, flower boxes, and hundreds
of other things can be made
easily and perfectly at home.

City
State

4
6

449

Answers to Questions.

Bible? J. F.

BUILD FOR
THE FUTURE
WITH CONCRETE

The process is simple. The

MORROW

Philadelphia!! Adds the Na- -. Kentuckians Are Indicted for
tional Clay Court Singles
Failing to Pay Dog Tax;
is
Detroit
Championship to His List
Building a
of Titles.
Municipal Garage.

'M:

5b

:
come
Captain Jay Turley has
from Washingon, D. C. toof New
the
Mexico as a special expert

'

PARDON S

CUP CQNTESTAN T

SUNSHINE STATE

i22

lflf,

MORE T

DEFEATS

JAPANES E DAVIS

RECLAMftTION IfJ

:

July

.Impossible
duplicate.

.

Guaranteed bv

to

SANTA FE

RAILWAY
Machinists, Boilermakers, Sheet Metal Workers,
Electricians, Car Men and Helpers. For these
classes apply in person or by letter to nearest local
Santa Fe mechanical officer.

meed Rollers and Shade
(in
Cloth.
Let ns give yon an
estimate.

ANDERSON BROS.
Phone

370--

J

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

f

423 North Flr.l Street

r.

Pae
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BUSHNELL'S CARTOON MOVIES OF NEWS EVENTS IN EIGHT REELS

IS

CONGRESS GOES BACK HOME
FOR A VACATION TILL AU6.ISH!
flOW WHO Y60HNMA rk

NECESSARY. SAYS

VOTE

FOR-J)-

WHILE THE SENATE STICKS ON WE
TO REACH A FINAL
VOTE ON THE- - TARIFF BILL
I
BEFORE CONGRESS J?E TURNS- JOB-HOPIN-

I

?-

THE GEORGIA HATERMELLON
PERSON IS Hv FULL JININ6 THOUSANDS OF CARL OnDSARE
DAILY-

CONSUMED

-

PA-TH- E

STATEMENT 0

PAlKHORfE OF THE JOLLY

mwc SEASON
II

''

IV

f

BY HERNANDEZ

NESTOR iONTOYft

The following statement was Issued recently by Collector ot internal Revenue B. C. Hernandez, of
the district of New Mexico:
Forms for making returns of
special taxes, due under tho Reve
nue act of 1921 during tho month
ot July, are now available nt tha
offices of the collector of internal
revenue. Albuquerque, N. M.
return and
To avoid penalty
payment of the tax mut be niailo
on or before July 3 1, 922.
Return of the capital stock tax
of domestic- corporations must bo
made on Form 707; foreign corporations, 70S. Form 11 is used
for making return of the miscellaneous occupational and tho tobacco manufacturer's special tax.
Regulations (14, governing the collection of tho capital stock tax,
Regulations 59 governing tho collection of tho miscellaneous occupational taxes and KegulalliuH to- 8
governing the collection o tlio
bacco manufacturer's special tax
also may he obtained upon request
of the office ot the collector ot
internal revenue.
The revenue act provides "that
every domestic corporation Khali
pay annually a special excise tax
with respect to carrying on or doing business equivalent to $1 for
each tl.OOO or so much of the fair
average value of Its capital stock
for the preceding ye:
ending Juno
In
30, as is in excess of $5,000.
estimating tho value of the capital
undivided
nnd
stock, tho surplus
profits shall be included.
"Every foreign corporation shall
pay annually a special excise tax
with respect to carrying on or doing business in tho United States,
equivalent to $1 for each $1,000 of
the average amount of capita? emof Its
ployed in the transaction
business In the United States, during tho preceding year ending Juno

Says ''We Must Get
These Independents Into
Line and Have Them Support Our Ticket."

He

Santa Fe, July

a
Nestor
of Albuquerque, representative in congress and candidate for
renomiitation by the ' republican
convention, feels confident that he
will have the support necessary to
assure his renominatlon.
After a
period of about two weeks spent in
and conferring
visiting counties
with leaders from other counties
which he has not been able to visit,
ho has a cheerful outlook upon the

9.

Mon-toy-

1

situation.
"Republican success may be
achieved in the election next November by selecting the right kind
of candidates." ho remarked. "The
candidates must be good runners
and good mixers, in addition to
their other qualifications. In other
words, they must be qualified to
get office,, as well as to hold it. And
then the party must be united.
This means, of course, that the Independents must be conciliated.
The independent movement grew
originally out of differences in the
party in county matters, but it has
spread until now it threatens to
hurt the state ticket. We must get
these independents into line and
have them support our ticket."
Montoya did not suggest how
much it may be necessary to give
the "independents" in the way of
recognition In order to effect the

The matdesired "reconciliation."
ter Is vital to him in his own county
of Bernalillo.
Frank A. Hubbell,
for many years a great rower in
Bernalillo county, and in 1916 the
republican nominee for United
Mates senator, is occasionally off
the reservation." In 1920 he was
one of the most active workers
among the insurgents and fought
the whole republican ticket, nub-heIs far from friendly to Montoya, which mans that any con
cessions to Hubbell would mean
the building un of Just that muchstrength in Montova's home county.
However, Montoya seems to feel
that his support elsewhere will be
n strong that the delegates gener
ally will overlook the difficulties
There are
In Bernalillo county.

DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE SAYS TH
LOCUST IS DUE TO APPEAR
THIS YEARNILLIN0IS-MICHI6HN- -

TH
CHARMED WITH THEIR "JYNGN6 "
AND OFTEN KEPT THEM IN CAGES
THHT THEY NIGHT ENJOY THEIR nuriC

rumors current that the supporters
nf TT. R. Holt of Las Cruecs lor
United States senator have formed

a combine which will give Valencia
rounty to Holt, for whicn in return
rinng Ann cnuntv will support an
opponent of Montoya. Whether
such a combine is being formed or
not, Montoya is disposed to concede
the loss of Dona Ana and Valencia,Is
and possibly also Santa Fe. It
conceivable that change? might
occur which might not cost Montoya the support of Santa Fe and
Valencia counties.
Color is lent to the rumor of the
combine hv the fact that Holt, In
nnoosine Senator H. O. Bursum for
was
the nomination last summer,
conceded to have the Valencia delfroHnn Thft tinpxnooted happened.
the first time since
though, and for
the conquest of the ancient capital
hy General Don Diego De Vargas
a.' republican state convention was
conducted without the presence of
a Valencia county delegation. MonIt Is beyond argument that
toya has had the material of which
to build a powerful organization.
The representatives control the apThis
pointment of all Inpostmasters.
which the senaIs a prerogative
senate
The
tors do not interfere.
maw for va.lld reasons, decline to
confl.-the appointment of any
has the
postmaster. A senator the
postprivilege of sayins.that
master appointed In his home town
is personally objectionable, and this
is sufficient to prevent confirmation, without further showing.
New Mexico has a great pinny
postmasters, and Montoya hasofrec-all
ommended the appointment
of them. It is true that the department regulations forbid postmasters to take any active part In polofitics, yet it Is possible for these
fice holders to wield influence
without becoming so offensively
active as to endanger removal.
How wisely Representative Montoya has used the appointive power
will be shown as the convention
draws nearer.

RACE
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THE TARIFF Bll L EVEN PROTECTS
OUR BUSY AMESCAN HONEYBEE
FROM FOREIGN COMPETITION-- '

ST. LOUIS CLUBS, SAY EXPERTS
(Bt THE ASSOCIATED PKESS.)
Xcw York, July 9. Passing the ineffective twirling, although the
half way mark during the past Tigers emerged victors in the maweek, the ' races In both major jority of their games. The While
whose pitching and "fielding
leagues gave further indication .Sox,
fell off, could get no better than
that the real pennant fight rests nn
even break against Philadelbetween the New York and St.
Louis clubs. The Browns profited phia.
The
terrific, attack ot the St.
by the Yankees' second straight
carried them
reverse at the hands of Cleveland IjOUis Cardinals
to the top In the National.
today and held a lead of one and nearer
making it eight
a half games while the Cardinals, Rickey's clouters
out of their last ten
taking their fourth straight from victories
while
games
the Giants
the Brooklyn Dodgers, climbed to were today,
handcapped
by an abbrewithin three and a half games ot
the 1.1Giants, who were idle. Anil viated schedule.
Playing the aggressive brand
flt1,n,v
of ball that has carried them to
the
top many times before, llc-C- J
Jhe ga) 8t,paraUllB them frora
started another imtheir rivals at least two clubs jn raw's outfit
each league are still in threaten- portant western tour in Pittsan
ing positions nnd by one of the burgh, thewinning
longest of the season.
rapid changesof fortune that have game,
8
to
tvom
the
rirates on Fri- marked the season so far, might
V.
change the present aspect ot the Ull With Alexander
and the rest ot
races.
the pitching staff in top form the
Chicago and Detroit in the Am- Cubs
are
well
fortified for the dash
erican are clinging to1 tho heels that has
them to the first
of their fast
going opponents, division. carried
The
Pirates have failed
while Chicago and Brooklyn are to
show any improvement in genfollowing the pace setters in the eral
play since tho change In manThe Cubs, who disNational.
whilo
agement,
pitchplaced the Dodgers in third place ers, with the Cincinnati'sof Couch
result ot their and Donohuo, exception
today as tho
have
to
failed
I10I4
Bosfourth straight victory over
Cardinals, were up.Among the second division clubs
ton, while the
trouncing Brooklyn again, have in the American, ineffective hitting
won eight ot their last nine
while
Washington,
games. The, Yankees, backed by hampered
Cleveland's pitchers have failed to
superlative twirling with hard round into form
with
tho
hitting, gained on tho Browns, of Morton and Coveleskie. exception
Boston
who were able to get only an and
clubs
retained
Philadelphia
even break in the three
holds on seventh and eighth
one with Chicago and their
although the Red Sox showtwo with Boston. The rivals for places
ed improvement in pitching, and,
the lead meet again Tuesday at by dividing with St. Louis and taktho Polo grounds, and another ing two out ot three from Wash"crucial scries" is anticipated.
threatened to go higher.
a difficult schedule, ington,
Playing
The week's record in each leaguo
which included four doublehcad- of games played, won and lost, toDetroit's tcrrlfio batting gether with runs, hits and errors,
ers,
strength was somewhat offset y including games of Saturday, is as
follows:
American Tjoaguc.
P. W. I,. R. H. E.
4
7
3 33 78 10
St. Louis
8
2
6
2 51 90
New York
4
5 42 78 13
9
Chicago
.

T,

!

double-heade-

--

Wreck Part of Camp Kearney
It will
if

Washington
Cleveland ,
Boston

Philadelphia

308-f- t.

SEALED BIDS
le received by the Commanding Officer, Camp Kearny, Cnllf., until

JULY 31, 11 A. M.
is open for
one week prior
Detailed maps are
available on tho ground. Tho
camp has a freight depot and
with
tho
rail connections
Santa Fe. Tha government
reserves tho right to reject any
or all bids.
Tho buildings to be sold
13
warehouses,
comprise
0xl68 ft.: 13, stables, 20x140
20x119
20
stables,
ft.; 1
ft.;
45x170 ft.; and 42
t,
Inmiscellaneous
buildings,
cluding carpenter shop, plumbing shop, garages, infirmary,
mess halls, lavatories,, shops
and barracks. Bids for same
should Include inside wiring,
plumbing fixtures, and water
and sower pipes within outside line of building.
Tha water system includes
23,270 ft. of Redwood stave
water pipe, 6" to 12"; 38,078
to 4";
ft. black iron pipe,
sub-depo-

gate valves, check valves, fire
hydrants, , rcducer3 and other

fixtures.
The sewer system Includes
45,317 ft. concrete sower pipe;
24,404 ft. vitrified sewer pipe;
765 ft. 10" C. I. pipe; 14 flush
tanks, 1 septic tank and 153
manholes.
The electrlo system Includes
B66 cedar poles, 30 ft. to 40
ft.; 821,310 ft. wire, weatherbars
proof, rubber covered,
copper and galvanized: cross-armInsulators and other fixs.

tures.

.

...
...

0

6

7
8

2
3
4
3

7
8

The railroad Includes 87,858
lin. ft. 85 lb. A. S. C. E. steel
rails; 19,581 cedar crossAles;
Redwood ties; switches,
l,lj9
trestle
frogs, etc. The 308-f- t.
must be bought with the railroad.
Hero is your chance to buy
equipment you can use at
right prices. Send for circular
proposals now. Address:

4
5
5
3
5

r.6 121 8
8
2fi 61
34 79 11
15 fi2 10
23 54 i

....

8

6
Boston
8
Chicago
a
PhiladelDh
...4
x Tie game July
innings.

For purchase, of all the above will

sale.

,

National league.
P. W. I,. R. H E.
5
1 34 59 11
3
xN'ew York
7
2 69 117
7
9
St. Louis
7
2
4 37 77
, . .7
xBrooklyn
4
81
5
43
9
Cincinnati
It

'
you can use one or more of
pay,
89 Buildings (frame)
An Electric System
A Water System
A Railroad, 8 miles long,
woSd trestle Pittsburgh
A Sewer System
Including a

to

I

"Xf

2
0
7
2

60 20
49
55 100 7
4
12 32
4, 5 to 5, 14
6
6
1
2

33
21

NUMEROUS FINDS OF
PAYING ORE ATTRACT

MINERS,PR0SPECT0RS
(By Tho Associated Preaa.)

Alaska, July 9.
Anchorage,
Numerous finds of paying ore
along the lino of the Alaska railroad hava attracted prospectors
and miners are flocking Into the
hills, creating a shortage of lalior
for the coal and quartz properties
near here.
Foundations have been combe
pleted for a mill which is to on
erected Jointly by properties
Willow Creek which have blocked
out 30,000 tons of high grade ore.
Workmen drifting in tho Kenal
star mine at Hope, near here, today are reported .to have cutto into
tho
a foot of ore running $125

ton.

The mine Is a gold property
owned by a group of Anchorage
business men.

BASHFUL SWAIN-

SAILS

I

S- -

K'

1W

F00

STATES

Is Not At All Satisfied
the Outcome of Her Contest With Mile. Lenglen,
French Net Star.

(4

COMMANDING

OFFICER,

V CAMP KEARNY, CALIF.

We want good clean cotton
rags, good size, no small
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL OFFICE.

(By The Associated t'ress.)

one-thir-

ucmiu .re...,
Topeka, Kan.. July 9. Three
troops ot cavalry,, ono machine:
company nnd a medical de-- l
uh'ihiu-iiin intj rvansiiM imuunm
guard left their homo stations to
night for Parsons, according to
an announcement hero tonight by
Gov. Henry J. Allen.
Martial law has not been deanGovernor
clared.
Allen
nounced, nnd is not likely to bo
as long as officials, county and
with the troops.
city,
General Charles 1. Martin, adjutant general, is In command of
and
future actions
operations
have been left to his Judgment,
the governor, announced.
Every effort has been made
stto officials to keep movementsby
secret and no announcement was
made tonight until they wero reasonably close to their

,

e

1

SHOOTS AND KILLS
HIMSELF AT A HOTEL

MAN

Lns Angeles, Calif., July 9.
Bet ftOfl
mwl S.atlil
r,lt.
t.'iineil by two young bandits, who
late today, in at) elevator in a down

tween

town office building, held up and
robbed E. Hamlin and E. O. Han
son, collectors for tho Puento Oil
company.

-j

WITHHOLD STRIKE
ACTION OF UNION

T

s.

cor-gu-

i

week today.

because

huecosM'iil

comprises
mainly
practical, dally need,
iiu'liidlns Items in every department in the store. J',c
fresh your memory und nuiUo
up your shopping list for the
day from this list:
Ladies'
Slip- QA
Over Sweaters
UvC
Floating Castile Soap, largo
it,

bars for

99c

. .

Ladles' Swiss ltihbert Union
Suits. Real values at $1. Our
special leader at
ftOn
liSe, two for
Genuine Cowhide Bos- ton Bugs. Special
e
Bluck Satin Mescaline. Regular $2
QQ
value. Special
Good quality,
Muslin.
n
yards for
iJijC
Ladies' Sheer Hemstitohed
Lawn Handkerchiefs.
CiCkrt
Very special a dozen ...
Kverfast Sultinpr.
Three yards for
hi IK Hrocaded Brassieres. Reg
ular sz.uu
Sellers . . .
Values up
Remnants.
to $2.50.
tSiU I
Special
Children's Stockings.
QQ
Seven pairs for
Red Seal Gingham. A big assortment of choice pat- - (QQ
terns, 4 yards for
N'ew
Modl Corsets. cotton
brocade. Real values
QQ
at $2.50. Special
Keds Oxfords
Children's
in
black or white. Sizes
R
to ". Special
!lC
Unbleached
Muslin, Cretj-mntrimmed House
Dresses, Special
Ladies'
Patent Leather andi
l'lain Kid l'umps,
tMir
$3.50 vues. Special. ... njVk
Ladies' Guanine Leather Novelty Hand Hags. Ono ot our
best specials at $1.83.
QQp
Vcrv special, each
Ladies' J'auania Hat Shapes, i

,...ttC

fftC

tiC

o

yard-wid-

fin

'JijC

f(
IC

,99c
n

ritC

7ls

ttC

O0

OOi

tti

and

$3

99c
99c
99c
.... 99c
.99c

values. Special
Men's 7Dc Neckties.
Special 2 for
Men's $1.50 Neck- ties. Special
Men's Heavy Bib
Overalls.
Special
Men's Good
iiacK
Quality
Suteen Shirts.
Special
Men's $1.23 Fancy
Sox.
Special .
Men's 25c Sox,
6 pair for
Men's Khaki
Coats. Special
Mercerized Cotton Mull, a spe- clal 50c seller,
now 3 yards for
and
Tissues
Tissue
I'holoo
Ginghams, 75c values,
OOm
special 2 yards for. . . .
Fancy white basket weave
Skirting,
regular 45c jralue.
Very special,
4 yards for
t ilk
black
fabric
gloves, silk gloves, Small sizes
only, $2 value.
Special
Good (pinlity toilet
soap. 20 bars for
Boys' Sirt Bluuses in tripos,
dots and khaki; regular
$1.25 values
Uash Suits;
Boys Chambray
regular $1.50 sellers.
Special
Girls' whlto Middy Blouses;
regular $1.25
C4Q
values.
Special
XJj
Girls' gingham Dresses, ages 2
to 6 years. Special $1.25 and

..99c
...... 99c

99c
,99c

,

Edward F. Grable, president of the
rail maintenance of way employes.
After a conference with members of the U. S. rail labor board in
which certain concessions are said
to have been made, President Edward F. Grable and leaders of the
maintenance of way employes have
decided to withhold strike action by
their union.

5

99c

j

99c
99c

Qfrt
tJJC

.......

Outrunning the Marathoner

Straw Hats

years B.

up-to-da-

quality

te

READ THE ADVERTISEMENTS REGULARLY
READ THOSE IN THE MORNING JOURNAL.

OQi

SpcliiC

99c
Ofl.

--

liC

two yards for
Dotted
Imported
Swiss and
Organdie; regular
$1.95.
:.VUC
Special
$1.50 Corduroy.
Special
DVC
Heirloom
Charmeuse
Cloth.
Lingerie
Special
Shirting Flan
nels. A yard
niiK Blurting.

C.

.Today, the papers of the world would get the news almost simultaneously with its happening, slap extras on
their presses, and shortly the thrilling story would be in
the hands of some millions of 'readers.
Papers have supplanted the courier, multiplied his effectiveness and increased his speed a hundred-fold- .
Not only does the newspaper make public the news in
the world of events, but it also keeps our information
on every article of human need, whether
food, clothing, household appliances, necessities or luxuries. The latter news is found in the advertisements.
'Advertising will help you. AVhcther you realize it or
not, advertising is a big, vital force in your life. Through
it, American genius and American manufacturers arc
putting within your reach the many comforts and conveniences of modern life.
Do not overlook" this mighty and indispensable service
which this paper offers with the rest of the day's news.

..99c

.

Wool
Wcvo
Athletic
Boys'
Union Suits, a cracker- - QQ
jack C3c value. Two for77C
,
Ladies' light and dark
special
bungalow
aprons, leaders at
$1.35 and special
JUC
Ladles' White Lingerie
QQ
Blouses, reg. $1.45.
Lames ?J.2 ana $1.50
Middies. Special
Good quality black,- - white
bluo petticoats & petti- bockers
sateen. SpecialtiL
3 2 inch
silk striped
JLidras
Shirting, a very choice value at

ancient Greeks drove the Persian
WHEN
hordes from the plains of Marathon, they at once
dispatched a courier to Athens to bear intelligence of
their victory.
It took the messenger hours to reach the city, and so
breathless was he that, as the people thronged eagerly
about him to hear the news, he merely gasped, "Victory
is ours" and fell' dead. That was several hundred

'

99c

&w

10,000

(f
ff

99c
99c
yyc
Necklace?

special

'

Amber colored Bead
in stunning pendant
Afiy
styles. Special
Octagon shaped, sliver plated
powder boxes.
Special
Novelty barrings, worth Art
$2.00.
UVC
Special
Ladies' Cotton Stock- fOy
ings. Nine pairs for .
Ladies' White Fibre Silk
Stockings. Two pairs for
Ladles' Reindeer Fabric Gloves,
Hansen make; a splen- - AQ
did $1.25 seller. SpecialJJC
Yard-wid- e
Check,
Rnjama
tine quality. 6
QQ
yards for
Soft, sheer quality
6 yards for
sook.
Col- Organdy Gingham-Edge- d

ifC

...99c

.icv

99c
tVV

:V99c

laring, regular

.75c

99c
99c

2 yards for
value.
Colored Organdie Embroidery,
$1.3a seller.
Special
.Gingham Loop Trim- - ftfl
mings, 6 yards for
Fancy Gingham Jig-Ja- g
Q
yards for
Four-piec- e
Enamel
Kitchen
Cannister Sets, worth AQ
$2.00.
Special
Hand painted Rattan QQ
Waste Baskets. Special. .tJU C
Wall Paper, special
5 rolls for
.
Colonial or Optle Water
Tumblers. Special, 13

iil

iC

QQ.
JJL

r99c

Revenge for her

'ill

TIT"

Its second

nrllclcM of

Z

l'RE.NCH NKWRPAPKRS
COMMENT O.N VICTOR!
8.

Kntcrs

It lias been signally

...... )iJj

of a f(,rrlKn corporation is "carry- iug on or doing business In tho

n
United States." A foreign
pnration is carrying on or doing
IUSj nrss in the t inted States if it
maintains an agent or an office or
warehouse in the United States, or
in any other way enters the United
States for the purposu of its business.
Following are the miscellaneous
occupational taxes: Brokers, $50;
pawnbrokers. $100; ship brokers,)
$50; customhouse
$50.,t
. ,i. brokers,
ii.....ia,...
"'l'"'-'""museums
and concert halls where a charge
for admission is made, having a
seating capacity of not more than
250, shall pay a tax of $50; having ii seating capacity of more
than 250 nnd not exceeding 500,
$100; having a seating capacity
exceeding 5u0 nnd not exceeding
800. $150; having a seating capacity of more than S00, $200.
Circus proprietors aro required
Buckingham palaco occupies the to
site ot the mulberry gardens laid out of pay ii tax of $100; proprietors
bowling alleys nnd billiard
by James XL in his unsuccessful at- rooms are
required to pay $10,
tempt to start a silk Industry in for each alley
or table; proprieEngland.
tors of shooting galleries, $20;

SAL

Yard-Wid-

Salt Lake City, July 9. A nnan
about 30 years old, supposed to be
Raymond Keyser ot Napa, Caltf.,
a guest at tho Newhouso hotel,
shot and killed himself here today.
In his room were several letters),
Including one addressed to Mr. and
ot Napa, in
Mrs. R. M. Keyser
which he asked his parents' forAnother
sealed, was adgiveness.
dressed to Pcrcey E. King ot the
liank ot Napa.
A magazine open at a lurid tale
of murder was found on the floor
besido tho body.

i

Pans, July

;iiHlifflH;iii;H:i-)ig8i:)iW);;:l'l-

The basis of the tax In the rase of
a domestic corporation Is "carrying on or doing business" In the
capacity of a corporation or association. Quoting from tho Capital Stock Regulations No. 64, "The
words 'carrying on or doing business' must bo given every ordinary
and natural signification.
'Business' is a very comprehensive term
and embraces whatever occupies
the time, attention or labor of men
for the purposes of livelihood or
In other words business
profit.
necessarily Involves the idea of
gain."
Every domestic corporation must make a return on Form
707. even though the law may indicate that it is exempt from the tax,
Tho question of exemption is one
for determination by the commissioner of Internal revenue.

B

l

Wimbledon, Eng., July 9 (by the
Associated Press).
Mrs. Molla
Bjudstedt Mallory, who will leave
England on July 12 for tho United
.States on tho steamer Homeric, is
not at all satisfied with the outcome of her contest with Suzanne
Lenglen for the tennis championship, in which the French champion
demonstrated quickly and in no
doubtful fashion, her superiority
over the American
champion.
Speaking of the match todny, Mrs.
Mallory said:
d
"I am Burn I did not pluy
as well against Mile. Lenglen as I played in New York, but
she played better against mo than
I have ever seen her play before
She was heaps better than against
Miss MqKano or Miss Ryan, it is
when Mile. Lenglen has the upper
hand that she plays so well; it
would have been a different story
had I got the first two games.
Heat HerhOir.
"But it could be seen how 1 wan
playing when the French woman
got the first game by my boating
myself, In hitting out widely on the'
first four shots. That Is not my
game. Many people tell mo the;'
thought I was nervous because 1
seemed to them not to have the
game control over the ball us had
against Mrs. Beamish the day before.
I
"But It was not nervousness.
simply felt from the beginning, even
when we wero Just knocking over
a,few halls that 1 could not hit the
ball and was not on my game. Perhaps I was
"I do not think, however, that a
match of this Importance should
have been put on at 7 o'clock in
the evening, after we had been kept
waiting about four hours and were
not even expecting to have to play
on Saturday at all. Tho light was
very bad; the sun was low down in
tho eyes on ono side and heavy
shadows were over parts of the
court cast by the stands. I am
not satisfied with the score and
the verdict and my chief anxiety
now is to play Mile. Lenglen again
at the earliest possible moment.
"My suggestion is that she come
over to our national championships
in America to play, in tho hope that
we meet again, becauso now each
ot us has one victory on the grass
to our credit.
Waited In the Cold.
"Sifting around waiting hour nf- -ter hour In tho cold was no pre
paration for this match. 1 do not
consider Saturday a fair test: many
others have said so, too. I thought
the great crowds of English speota- tors were perfectly fino. Ana i
hope to come back again next yeaiand then to meet. Lenglen again.
But as the French Davis cup players are going to America to plnvthe Australians at Boston in August, why does Mile. Lenglen not
come also? Then we need not wait
a full year for another match. My
one wish is that Mile. Lenglen will
take up this expression of my de- sires as a challenge."
Mile. Lenelen declared today tnai
she Is returning to France Imme
diately after tho Wimbledon tourn- a
ament and will go to Dieppe for
few days rent. She satii sne was
feeling very Jolly after her victory
of yesterday and that it was a very
good match, indeed.
"I had to keep all my strength
for this match," she went on, "an-- I
I played very much better than
did against Miss Mcitane or hubs
Ryan and so, as I had been careful, I was perfectly well on Saturday and had all my strength."
"I was not a bit nervous. I think
Miss McKane and Miss Ryan better players, don't you?"

required to pay $10 for each such
automobile having a seating ca- parity of more than two and not
moro than seven, and $20 for
e.'tcn such automoliilo having a
seating capacty of more than
seven.
Section 1003 ot the revenue act
of 1921 imposes a tax upon the use
of yachts, pleasure boats, power
boats, sailing boats and motor boats
with fixed engines, of over five net
lions, length over 32 feet. Numer
ous inquiries have been received
concerning this tax. These boat1-ardivided into three classes with
r spect to length, and a separate tax
is provided for each class as ful- lows:
Over fivo net tons, length
over 32 feet and not over 60 feet,
$1 for each foot; over fivo net toim,
length over 50 feet and not over 100
feet, $2 for each foot; over five net
tons, length over 100 feet, $ for
each foot. The commissioner of in- ternal revenue has held that a ves- sel must be both over five net tons
and over 32 feet In length in order
to be subject to tho special tax imposed by this section. No return
of certificates of exemption will be
required in the case of boats falling
below both or cither ot these

30."
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KANSAS TROOPS ARE
With
ORDERED TO PARSONS

j

RAGS WANTED

7gffMzA?Jrfushneil,

'

Forest Hills defeat and expression
of the hope that the American tennis public "will be satisfied" respecting Mile. Lenglen's superiority
over Mrs. Mallory, constitute the
substauco of the comments in the
French newspapers on tho French
woman's decisive victory at Wimbledon on Saturday. Preparations
have already started to givo "tho
glorious Suzanne" a banner reception when she returns to Paris.
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SENATE COMffTTEE ON TARIFFS 0n
WJ. ilEL LA CHENEY -0F
FOODSTUFFS APPROVES DUTY ON AfHTABULA-O-HA- S
JX BABY
HONEY OF 3 CTS. PER.
SKUNKS AS DO1ESTIC
E
RATE
"LOVE
MY PETS'

I

I

proprietors ot riding academics,
Persons carrying on the busi- ness of operating or renting passenger automobiles for hire are
$100.
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL!
NEW PIRATE BOSS
ONCE LED FEDERAL
TEAM TO PENNANT

ATTACK BY CUBS

1

SITU

Villi

FE

SENATORS TRIM

TIGERS

FROM GRAYS TO

EFEKT5B OSTOM

TUNE OF 9 TO 5

it Four
Makes
Chicago
Braves
Over
the
Straigot
Sunday's
By
Winning
Game; Score 7 to 2.

Santa Fe, July 9, Santa Fe
feated the Albuquerque Grays hero
Sunday afternoon, Weiss outpltch-In- g
Tho score was
O'Connell.
9 to 5.
Santa ttl-- s star portslder
had to strike out 13 batsmen in order to remove the "Indian sign"
that the Grays have had on him all
season. He was touched for safeties in every inning except one but
the hits were bunched for rung in
only four innings.
Albuquerque took the lead by
scoring one in the firsti but Santa
Fe converted a triple and three
singles into four runs in this intwo
ning.
Albuquerque scored
more in the second, one in the
third and one in the fifth. Santa
Fe added three in the fifth, one In
tho seventh and in the eighth J.
Rnardinelli hit over the right
field fence with one on.
Parentl for Albuquerque and P.
Martinez for Santa Fe made sensational catches of long flies.. Chief
Krvin, who has been specializing in
homo runs in recent games, was
struck out three times by Weiss.
flatteries: Albuquerque O'Connell and Krvin; Santa Fe Weiss
and Grlego.

D

de-

.

Chicago conChicago, July
centrated tho n a el In two Innings today ana defeated Bostoo.
7 to 2, making
it four straight.
Oeschger permitted only one hit
when the
in
the
Innings
except
Aldredge twirled a
Score:
Boston.
A 15. li. H. PO. A. E.

Cubs scored.
steady game.
Powell, cf

Barbare.

If

DTixon,

Cruise,
Holke,

Ford,

s

.

.

0

3

0

12

3

n

1

3
"

0

0

1

3

.1

0

'J

2

2

0

4

if
lb

Kopf, 3 b
Oowdy, c
Oeschger, p .

1!

1
3
5
1

4
4

...

2b

Totals

2

0

8

24 12

ClllCllgO.

a is. n: h. ro.

Malsel, cf . . .
Hollocher, ss
Terry, 2b. . . .
Miller, If

1

1

Bid

a. e.

8
0

4

3
1

3
4

Barber, lb .
Friberg. i f .
Krug, 3b . .
O'Farrell, c.

.TODAY'S
CsAMES

Bill McKechnie.

17

Bill McKechnie, new manager of
the Pittsburg Pirates, piloted the
Indianapolis team in the Federal
league to a pennant in the hectic
days of the baseball war. Bill has

.

Aldrldge, p

A

0
7 10 27 20
32
Totals
By Innings:
000 101 000 2
Boston
000 002 05X
Chicago
"
o
hits NixSummary:
on, Powell (2). Home run HolSacrifices Malsel, Oowlocher.
Double plays Aldrldge to
dy,
Terry to Barber; Krug to Harbor.
Struck out By Oeschger, 1; Al1. Hit
by
pitcher By
drldge,
Wild pitch
Oeschger (Terry).
1:27.
Time
Oeschger.

played with three National league
clubs and the Yankees.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
New York at Pittsburgh.
Boston at Chicago.
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.

V

Two-bas-

dore, 1. Struck out By Doak, 4;
Cadore, 1. Hits Off Doak, 9 in
8; off Barfoot, 3 In 1; off Cadnro,
11 In 8
off Vance, 1 in
Winning pitcher Barfoot; losing
pitcher Cadore. ,

HOME RUNS IN
MAJOR LEAGUES

ll

Chicago, July

9.

Home run

1

1

.....

37 6 12x26 10 1
Total
x Two out when winning run
scored.
xx Batted for Myers in eighth.
St. I.ouix.
AM. H. IT. TO. A. E.
r

Flack, rf

Smith, cf
Hornsby, 2b
Schultz, If
IT.
Vnurn
Stock, 3b
AInsmith, c
Lavan, ss

Doak,

...
. . .

0
0

1

1

0

1
1

2
2

3
4

4

5
0

i

1

1

G

A

3

l
0
0
0
0

1

1

1

2

1

n
0

5

(I

0
0

1

1

1

I)

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

4
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

4
4
4

4

4
2

p

0

Barfoot, p
zMuellcr
KzToporcer
zzzMcCurdy

....

...

American.
Williams, St. Louis, 20.
C. Walker, Philadelphia, 19.
Ruth, New York, 14.
Ed. Miller, Philadelphia, 13.
Hcilman. Detroit, 13.
Falk, Chicago. 8.
Meusel, New York, 8.
Baker, New Y'ork, 7.
Judge, Washington, 7. '
Dykes, Philadelphia, 7.
Slsler, St. Louis, 7.
MrManus, St. Louis, 7.
Burns, Boston, 7.
National.
Hornsby, St. Louis, 21.
Williams, Philadelphia, 12.
Wheat, Brooklyn, 11.
Ainsmlth, St. Louis, 9.
Kelly, New York, 9.
Meuscl, New Y'ork, 8.
Parkinson, Philadelphia, 8.
Lee, Philadelphia, 7.

1

0
1

0
0
0
0

30 6 12 27 15 1
Totals
z Batted for Doak in eighth.
zz Batted for Lavan In ninth.
zzz Batted for Barfoot In ninth.
By innings:
0000001 52 5
Brooklyn
100 000 113 6
St. Louis
Two-bas- e
hits
Summary:
Hornsby, Stock, High, Toporcer.
Three-bas- e
hits Fournler, HornsHome runs Do
by, AInsmith.
and
Mueller.
Double plays
Berry
Hornsby, Lavan and Fournler;
Hornsby, AInsmith and Fournler.
Bases on balls Off Doak, 3; Ca- -

If you

The baseball team of the Isleta
Indians, which was scheduled to
play a game yesterday afternoon
with the Albuquerque Tigers, forfeited the game to the Tigers when
they did not appear on tho diamond for the fray.
The Tigers played the Isletans
last Sunday and lost. Yesterday's
game was to have been a return
match.

The

Club
jMwj--

wiuhuii;

fc

AMERICAN LKAUl'E.
W.

St. Louis

46

New York
Chicago
Detroit
Washington
Cleveland
Boston

46

Philadelphia

prefer

a'

41

40
37
36
33

30

1

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
W.
U
46
New York
,r,S
25
.SGS St. Louis
33
4:
3K
.19
.532 Chicago
.,r.06 Cincinnati
37
39
38
.487 Brooklyn
37

L.
32
35
;:6
3!
3!)
4:1

43
42

Pet.

.459
.434
.417

.648
.571
.520
.513
.507
.473
.386
.375

35
27

Boston

light,

39
43
45

27

jjl

mild cigar,
"Give me LaAzora"
is the way to ask

e

(Bj fhe Aanoclntw; I'rein.)
Washington, July 9. Washington
defeated Detroit today, 13 to 7, In
an old fashioned slugging bee, 30
hits being registered off the five
pitchers used In the game. Score:
Detroit.
AB. R. H. PO.
4
1
2 11
Blue, lb
0
5
2
0
Haney, 3b
5
Cobb, cf
5
0
each, If
Heilmann, if., 5
4
4
0
.
0
.
2
Cutshaw, 2b.
RIgney, ss . . . 4 2 2 1 3
1
Bassler, c . . . . 3
xxGagnoii , . . , 0 0 0 0 0
Manlon, o . . , . 0 0 (I 1 0
0
Ehmke, p . . . .
1
0
0
0
0
xClurk
.

....

12 11
13110
10

114

Cole, p
xxx.Tones

1110

.......

Holling, p'
Totals

1

0

1
0

0
0

39

AB.
4
2

6
5
5

3
4
5
1

2

0
0
0

2

0
1

7 14 24 15

Washington.
Bush, 3b
Peckinpaugh, ss
Rice, cf
Judge, lb
Hrower, rf , . . ,
Shanks, If
Harris, 2b
Gharrity, e
Zachary, p
Johnson, p

0
0
0

n. H.

1

PO. A. E.

City Ball Dope

1
1

2
2
3
1

2
1

0
0

36 13 16 27
1
9
Totals
x Batted for Ehmko In 4th.
xx Ran for Bassler in 8th.
xxx Batted for Cole in 8th.
Score by Innings:
7
002 300 101
Detroit
503 010 04x 13
Washington
e
hits Rice.
Summary:
Brbwer (2); Rigney, Bush, Heil
Three-bas- e
Blue.
mann, Harris,
hits Shanks. Sacrifices Shanks,
Peckinpaugh. Double plays Bush,
Harris and Judge; Cobb to Blue.
Bases on balls Off Ehmke, 3;
Johnson, 1; Cole, 1; Holling, 2.
Struck out By Ehmke, 2; Cole, 1;
Johnson, 4. Hits Off Zachary, 5
in 3 (one on, none out in fourth);
off Johnson, 9 in 6; off Ehmko, 9
in 3; off Cole, S in 4; off Holling,
4 in 1.
Hit by pitcher By Johnson (Blue).
Winning
pitcher
Zachary.
Losing pitcher Ehmke.
Time 2:10.
Two-bas-

The New Mexico Y'ankees won
from the Round House Wolves yesterday morning bv a score of 9 to
2.
The Y'ankees' pitcher struck
out seven men. Batteries for the
Y'ankees were F. Campos and B.
Gutierrez.
The batteries for the
other team were Jones and
The game was played on St.
Mary's grounds.
Car-rillo- s.

Santa Fe Juniors forfeited to the
Tildillos, 9 to 0, in tho ninth inning
of Sundays game at Barelas field,
with the score standing 9 to 7 in
favor of li o Juniors when, accordthe
ing to tlie Jiinirs' manager,
umptro rendered a decision which
( lie Juniors
though was wrong, f
one given in one of the
earlier innings which they also considered unfair and the team left
the field.
1

LEGAL NOTICE
State of New Mexico, State Corporation Commission of New Mexico. Certificate of Authority.
United .states of America, State of
New Mexico, ss.
Is Hereby Certified,

It

that there

Kellv Kan

IE,
Fifthand Central
privileges, franchises and licenses,
as may be convenient and neces
sary to properly carry on the main
objects of this corporation as here
inbefore stated.
Sec. 3. The principal office and
place of business of said company
in the state, of Indiana shall be In
the city. of Goshen; and said com
pany shall have authority to carry
on business and maintain offices in
the city of Cleveland, in the state
of Ohio, and at other points outside the state of Indiana wherever
It may b desired to do so.
ARTICLE II.
Stockholders' Meetings.
Section 1. Regular or special
meetings of the stockholders of
this company may be held outside
of the state of Indiana as the same
may be authorized by law.
ARTICLE III.
Capital Stock.
Section 1. The capita stock of
this corporation shall be seventeen
thousand five hundred dollars
($17,500), divided into one hundred seventy-fiv- e
(175) shares of
the par value of one hundred dollars ($100,001 each.
Sec. 2. Said capital stock shall
be issued and signed by the president and treasurer of said company, and said stock shall not be
transferable except upon the books
of the company, and shall in no instance be transferred until any in
debtedness to said corporation of
any person holding the same shall
have first been paid and discharged.
ARTICLE IV.
Term of Existence.
Section 1. The term of existence
of said corporation shall be fifty
(50) years, with powers of renewal 'and succession.
ARTICLE V.
Officers and Directors.
Section 1. The affairs of this
corporation shall be managed by
four directors, and the directors for
the first year shall be Samuel H.
Whitmer, Thad E. Whitmer, Ward
B. Jackson and Israel O. Wood;
and at the end of one year the directors shall be elected by the
stockholders, each of whom shall
have the right to cast as
as he is the holder of shares
of stock, and any one holding
shares of stock may by written
proxy authorize any other person
to so cast his votes.
Sec. 2. The meetings of the directors of this company may be
held within or without tho state of
,
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amount of $8,000.00, so that the In Goshen, Ind., commencing on
day of
capital stock of the company shall Monday, the twenty-secon- d
be $25,500.00 and that said com- May, 1922, before the Honorable
of
James
said
Judge
Story
Drake,
pany, In so Increasing its capital Court, the following judgment and
stock, accepts all the terms of the decree was rendered in the above
statutes of Indiana entitled, 'An entitled cause,
act concerning corporations other In the Matter
of the Petition of
than municipal and common carWhitmer Jackson Sash and Door
rier corporations,'- chapter 192 of
Company to Change Its CorpoActs or 1907, approved March 9,
rate Name. Cause No. 15981.
1907, and that said action is taken
Comes now Whitmer Jackson
in pursuance of said act."
Sash and Door Company, by its atAnd at a duly called meeting of torney, and makes proof of the
inu directors or said company at publication of notice of 'tn petition
the City National Bank, Goshen, to change Its corporate name which
Ind., on August 4, 1914. at which notice was so published
in the
all the directors of said company Goshen
a newspaper
were present, said directors did by of general circulation In Elkhart
unanimous vote pass a resolution county, Indiana, on March 22 and
ratifying the said action of the March 29 and April 5. 1922, an af-- .
stockholders In resolving to in- fidavit of proof thereof with a copy
crease the capital
stock of said of said notice attached thereto beWhitmer-Jackso- n
Sash and Door ing set out as follows, towlt: (here
Company as aforesaid and that insert).
true copies of the minutes of said
the application to
Thereupon
meetings of the stockholders and change the corporate name of
directors at which said resolutions Whitmer Jackson Sash and Door
were passed, ore hereto attached. Company is submitted to the court
In Witness Whereof, the afore- for hearing and determination.
said W. 11. Whitmer, President, and
And tho court having heard s ' I
vv. IS. Jackson, Secretary
of the application and being well and suf
Whitmer-Jackso- n
Sash and Door ficiently advised In tho premises,
Company, noting for and on behalf now giants the prayer thereof and
of said company, have hereunto set orders that the corporate name of
their hand this fourteenth day of said Whitmer Jackson Sash and
t:

News-Time-

August, 1914, and on snjd date affixed hereto the seal of said corporation.
WHITMER-JACKSO-

N

SASH

AND DOOR CO.. By
S. H. WHITMER,
President.
(Corporate Seal)
WARD B. JACKSON Secretary.
Special meeting of the board of
directors of Whitmer-Jackso- n
Sash
and Door Co.:
August 4, 1914.
Pursuant to the call of the president, the board of directors of the
Whitmer-Jackso- n
Sash and Door
Company, held a special meeting
Immediately following the meeting
of the stockholders at the City National Bank, Goshen, Ind., August

many-vote-

1

La Azora is milder and finer
than ever. While its filler has
the bouquet of true Havana,
that Havana is astonishingly
mild. At a strictly mild
cigar, yet one of the most
delightful cigars to smoke,
we consider La Azora today
triumph in cigar making.

ires am

Weed Chains

s.

To the Friends of La Azor,

SI d

was filed for record in the office of
the State Corporation Commission
of the State of New Mexico on the
nineteenth day of June, A. D. 1922,
at 3:15 p. m. by tho Whitmer- Jackson Company, a corporation
duly organized and existing under
4, 1914.
and by virtue, of the
ws of the
The meeting was called to order
state of Indiana, a certified copy
by tho president; all the directors
of its Certificate of Incorporation,
of tho company being present in
1
amendments and statement desig
7
2
VV'ainby, 2b
person as follows:
nating principal office in this state.
S. H. Whitmer. President.
Speaker, cf . . . . 6 2 2 3
as
1
Section
6
etc.,
3
2
agent,
provided by
T. E. Whitmer,
Wood, rf
of
Laws
1905.
102,
79,
1
2
3
6
Chapter
T.
.
.
.
ss.
O. Wood, Treasurer.
J. Sewell,
Now Therefore: The said corpo
W. B. Jackson, Secretary.
Gardner, 3b ... 7 1 2 3
is hereby authorized by the
ration
6
1
2
12
on motion of T. E.
Whereupon,
lb
MclnniS,
State Corporation
Commission to
3
4
0
2
Whitmer, seconded by W. B. JackO'Neill, c
in
transact
business
of
state
the
1
2
1
l
son, the following resolution was
lUhle, p
New Mexico, and the business is
1
0
0
0
passed by unanimous vote of all
Mails, p
as may be lawfully transacted
such
directors:
0
0
0
0
xEvans
under
Indiana.
organized
by corporations
of
0
0
0
"Whereas, the stockholders
xxNunamakcr
corstate.
of
Sec.
3.
the
this
this
The
officers
of
laws
tho company have passed a resolu8
2
0
0
L. Sewell, c
In
the
consist
of
a
shall
Whereof,
Testimony
presiporation
tion providing for the Increaso of
2
0
0
0
Lindsey, p
Chairman and Clerk of tsnid Com- dent, a vice president, a secretary, the authorized
stock of the
mission have hereunto set their and a treasurer, who shall be elect- company fromcapital
$17,500 to
9 18 39
55
Totals
and affixed the seal of said ed annually from and by the board
hands
as follows:
New Y ork,
Commission .at the City of Santa of directors of said company.
"'Be It Resolved, that the presAB. R. II. PO. A. E. Fe, on this twentieth day of June,
Sec. 4. Any person who is a ent authorized capital stock of the
b
Witt, cf
A. D. 1922.
stockholder in this company may company be Increased In the
3
B. MONTOYA,
McNally, 3b
hold more than one of the offices amount of $8,000.00, so that the
(Seal)
1
Chairman.
Attest:
above enumerated.
Ruth, If
total capital stock of the company
4
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Meusel, rf , .
ARTICLE VI.
shall be $25,500.00 and that said
11
6
0
Seal.
Pipp, lb
Corporate
Company, In so increasing its capi
5
2
5
State of New Mexico, State CorpoSection 1. The corporate seal of tal stock, accepts all 'ho terms of
Ward, Sb
3
MexcirNew
of
of
Commission
a
ration
consist
ss
this
company shall
Scott,
the statutes of Indiana entitled "An
6
ico. Certificate of Comparison. cular disc, around which jhall be act concerning corporations other
Schang, c
1
--States
of
State
of
name
United
Inscribed
of
America,
the
the
company,
p
Jones,
than municipal and common car
0
New Mexico, ss.
and In the center shall bo the rler corporations," chapter 192 of
Shawkey, p . . .
the
that
0
Is.
1909
It
Hereby Certified,
words, "Incorporated,
xxxSkinner , . .
Acts of 1907, upproved March 9,
annexed is a full, true and comARTICLE VII.
1907, and that said action is taken
of
Certified
the
2
transcrlnt
7
39
Amendments.
19
16
50
plete
in pursuance of said act.'
Totals
Section 1. Any of the provisions
Copy of Certificate of Incorpora
"Be It Resolved that the action
x Ran for O'Neill in the 8th.
Whttmcr-Jarkso- n
Comof these articles of incorporation of the stockholders in authorizing
xx Batted for Malls in the 8th. tion of The 1
enwith
the
annual
(No.
at
be
1422).
any
may
changed
the increase as aforesaid be and
xxx Batted for McNally in 13th, pany
dorsements thereon, as same ap- meeting of the stockholders, or at the same Is approved and ratified
Score by innings:
In the any special meeting called for that
of
record
on
file
and
pears
000
and
and the secthat the
Cleveland ...010 102 102
of retary of the president
office of tno state uorporauon purpose, by a vote of
company be author-lie- d
New York... 002 130 010 000
com
or
Commission.
said
the shares of stock
to file a certificate of said in
e
hits Warn-- I 'In Testimony Whereof, the State pany.
Summary:
crease with the secretary of state.'
Gardner, McTnnls, Corporation
iv,- 2; Schang,
of the
we
Commission
have
In
Witness
Whereof
meeting of stockholders
Wood, Speaker. Home run Meu- State of New Mexico has caused made and signed this certificate In of Special
Whitmer-Jackso- n
Sash and Door
sel. Stolen base Meusel. Sacri- this certificate to be signed by its duplicate this second day of March,
Company:
fices Jones, Scott (2), Shawkey, Chairman and the seal of said 1909.
August 4. 1914
Double plays Scott, Commission, , to be affixed at the
J. Sewell.
SAMUEL II. WHITMER,
Pursuant to written call of the
50 shares.
Ward and Plpp; Wamby and Mcln-niCity of Santa Fe on this twentieth
to each stockmailed
president,
Bases on balls Off Jones, 3; da.of June, A. D. 922.
THAD E. WHITMER,
said
holder thirty days before
2.
B.
50
MONTOYA,
2;
Lindsey,
shares.
Uhle,
(Seal)
Shawkey, 1;
meeting, stating that an Increase of
Chairman.
out Jones, 1; Mails. 4; Attest:
WARD B. JACKSON,
Struck
com
the authorized capital of the
50 shares.
A. L. MORRISON. Clerk.
Lindsey, 3. Hits Off TJhle, 8 In1
pany would be considered and act
ISRAEL O. WOOD.
4 (none out in fifth); off Malls,
ed upon at said meeting, the stock
AMERICA.
OF
STATES
25
10
In
shares.
UNITED
in 3; Lindsey, 7 in 6; Jones,
holders of the Whitmer-Jackso- n
State of Indiana.
State of Indiana, Elkhart County, Sash and Door Company held a
off Shawkey, 8 in fi
State.
of
of
Office
ss.
Secretary
Winning pitcher Lindsey; losing
special meeting at the City National
I, Ed Jackson, Secretary of- State
Personally appeared before me,
Goshen, Ind., August 4, 1914.
pitcher, Shawkey. Time 3:30.
of the state of Indiana, hereby cer. the undersigned, a notary public, Bank,
The meeting was called to order
conannexed
pages
the
that
said
in
and for
county and state,
tify
the president and the secretary
on this second day of March, 1909, by
tain a full, true and complete copy
reported that there were present
or Samuel H.
of the articles of association,
E.
Thad
Whit
Whitmer,
stockholders
holding shares as folagreement in writing of Whitmer-Jackso- mer, Ward B. Jackson, and Israel lows, all stock of the company beSash and Door Company O. Wood, to me personally known ing
represented in person or by
with the several certificates there- to be the persons described In and proxy:
on filed March 6. 1909, and Sep- who executed the foregoing certlfl
S.
H. Whitmer, 40 shares.
tember 1, 1914. May 26. 1922, as cate, and severally acknowledged
T. E. Whitmer, 50 shares.
law
as
on
the
file
same
appears
the
that they executed the same for
H. K. Whitmer, 10 shares.
the purpose therein set forth
directs, in this office.
I. O. Wood, 25 shares.
In Testimony Whereof, I hereWitness my hand and notarial
W. B.
35 shares.
unto set my hand and affix the seal the day and year above In this John Jackson,
Jackson, by proxy. 15
Great Seal of the State of Indiana.of certificate written
shares.
Done at my office, in the City
My commission expires August
NATIONAL LEAGCE.
Whereupon, on motion of T. E.
day 6, 1911.
Indianapolis, this twenty-sixt- h
Whitmer seconded by W. B. JackChicago, 7; Boston, 2.
A. D. 1$22.
C. HUBBELL.
of
SCHUTLER
May.
was
son, the following resolution
Cincinnati, 9; Philadelphia,
ED JACKSON.
(Seal)
(Seal)
Notary Public,
all stockholders voting In
passed,
St, Louis, 6; Brooklyn, 5.
Secretary of State.
1909.
Filed
March K,
favor there of and non against.
No other scheduled.
FRED A. SIMS,
"Whereas, It Is found necessary
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
of State,
to provide additional funds for
Secretary
AMERICAN LEAGl'E.
SASH
WHITMER-JACKSOOF
on the business at BufCleveland, 9; New York, 7 (13 inAND DOOR COMPANY.
CERTIFICATE OF INCREASE OF carrying
falo, New York.
,
nings).
The undersigned do hereby asCAPITAL
STOCK.
"Be It Resolved that the present
sociate themselves together as a
S.
Washington, IS, Detroit, 7.
and
the laws of W. B.II. Whitmer, President,of tho authorized capital stock of the
No others scheduled.
body corporate under and
Secretary
Jackson,
in the
company be increased
for that Whitmer-Jackso- n
the state of Indiana,
Sash and Door amount of $8,000.00 so that the
exeand
adopt
do
SOCTIIEilN ASSOCIATION'.
hereby
In
purpose
the total
Company, duly authorized
stock of the company
Little Rock, 5; New Orleans, 2, cute the following articles of as- premises and acting on behalf of shall capital
be $25,500.00, and that said
sociation:
the said company, do hereby cer- company, In so Increasing Its capiBirmingham, 4; Nashville, 2.
ARTICLE I.
Mobile, 14; Memphis, 2.
that on the fourth day of Au- tal stock, accepts all the term of
and Places of Busi- tify
Nam, Objects ness.
gust, a. 15. 1914, by a vote of the the statutes of Indiana entltle'd, 'An
Atlanta, 1; Chattanooga, 5.
holders of all of the stock of said act concerning corporations other
Section 1. The name of this
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION,
company at a meeting duly called than municipal and common carlaws
the
under
organized
and held at the City National Bank, rier cornorations ' chanter 192 nf
Kansas City,
Minneapolis,
of the state of Indiana shall be Goshen, Ind., of which meeting Acts of 1907, approved March 9.'
10-Door written call has been mailed to
n
and
Sash
"Whitmer-JacksoColumbus,
Louisville,
1907, and that said action is taken
Company."
each stockholder thirty days before In pursuance of said act ."
Milwaukee, 4; St. Paul, 5.
Sec. 2. The objects and purposes said meeting stating that an InFiled: September 1, 1914.
Toledo,
Indianapolis,
for which this corporation is form- crease of the authorized capital of
L. G. ELLINGHAM,
To manufacture, the stock company would be confollows:
as
are
ed
COAST I.EAGrE.
Secretary of State.
sell lumber, sash, sidered and acted
and
at
said
purchase
State of Indiana, Elkhart County,
upon
Seattle,
Lot Angeles,
blinds mouldings, columns, meeting and at which meeting all
doors,
ss.
Portland, and exterior and interior finishings,
San Francisco,
the holders of the capital stock of Petition of Whitmer-Jackso- n
Sash
glass, paints, oils and building ma- said company were present in perand Door Company to Change Its
Sacramento,
Vernon,
of all kinds; said company son or by proxy, tho following resterials
Corporate Name.
Oakland.
Salt Lake,
to have power to carry on business olution was passed:
In the Elkhart Circuit Court, May
or all of aid objects, and
under
any
found
it
necessary
"Whereas,
Term,
WESTERN LEAGCE.
shall have full power and authority
additional funds for carBe It Remembered, that on the
Dcs Moines, 8; Denver, 7 (12 in 'to conduct and transact such busi to provide
on
twenty-second
business
at Buffalo,
the
rying
day of May, 1022,
nings).
and to purchase, acquire, hold New York.
ness,
same being the first judicial
the
St. Joseph, 8; Tulsa, 9.
real
or dispose of, such property,
"Be It Resolved, that the present day of the May term, 1922, of the
Sioux City.
Omaha,
qnd pnrsnnal, tangible ind intan aittnorizcil
stock of the lUknart circuit court, begun, held
capital
Oklahoma City, 3; Wichita, 7.
glble, and such rights, casements, company bs increased in jWand continued, nt .the' cpurt iiojise
Cleveland, 9; New York, 7.
New York, July 9. Cleveland
e
won the last game of the
series with New York today In 13
Innings, 9 to 7. Tho Indians played
an aggressive up hill name.
Cleveland.
AB. It. If. PO. A. E.
0
0
Jnmieson, If ... 7 0

Two-bas-

for it

t

$25,-500.-

Pet.

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia

Hits Are Registered By the Two Teams
Off the Five Pitchers
Used in the Game.

Thirty-Nin-

10, 1922.

FOR THE RAINY SEASON

..1

olandii

C(AHT

SLUGGING BEE

BT NORMAN K. BROWN.
Billy the dppendahlo.
That's ifr. snorrtell, the pitching
aco of the battling St. Louis Cardinals these days. With more sat
isfactory and constant work from
his entire pitching staff Branch
Rickey could give the Giants neck
and neck race for the flag this
year. As it is Billy Sherdell Is
about tho only moundsman who
can be counted on to turn in a
victory at regular Intervals.
This is Billy's fifth season with
the Cards and bids fair to be his
banner year.
Sherdell, a Pennsylvania lad,
broke into baseball with the Hanover, Blue Ridge league In 1915.
He fairly burned up that circuit
for two years, winning 29 games
while losing but 10 in the two seasons.
Milwaukee then bought him. His
first year In the A. A, he failed to
make an impression. The following season ho won 19 and lost 10
games for the Brewers.
Ho was turned over to the Cardinals in tho spring of 1918 tinder
a player agreement between tho
two clubs.' His first year up he
won six and lost twelve
games.
The following season five wins and
nine defeats was the best lie could
do. Then ho entered the wlnninir
class by a narrow margin, copping
it out or zi in 1920 and & out of
17 last season.
Ho Is a southpaw and was born
in Hanover, Pa., August 15, 1896.
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i

TheTEengHive

13-- 7

....
....
....

AMERICAN LEAGUE,
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Boston.
Detroit at Washington.

Cincinnati, 0; Philadelphia, 3.
Cincinnati,
July 9. Daubeit'.o
home run into the right field
St. Louis. : Brooklyn, 5.
bleachers with two men on In the
St. Louis, July !. Tho Cardi- lant half of the seventh
put the
nals chalked up their sixth straight Iicds to the front today and
ninth added six more runs in the nextthey
victory today by staging a BrookIninning rally and nosing out
ning when they drove both Hub-be6
5.
to
Score:
lyn,
and Winters out of the box.
Brooklyn.
a perfect day at bat
A B. K. IT. PO. A. E. Danbert had
with a home run, three singles and
5
High, 3b
a sacrifice fly out of five times up.
Johnston, 2b . . f 0
Cincinnati won, 9 to 3.
T. Griffith, if.. 4 1
It. IT. E.
Score:
fi
1
Wheat, If
n
Philadelphia 010 000 0113 10 2
3
Myers, cf
Cincinnati ..000 000 36x 9 14 1
B. Griffith, cf . . 0 0
Batteries: Hubbell, Winters. Pin
Mitchell, lb ... 3 0
to and Henline; Rlxey and Wingo.
0
4
Olson, ss
De Berry, c . . , 4 1
4
ISLETA INDIAN TEAM
Cadore, p
o
0
Vance, p
FORFEITS TO TIGERS
0
0
jtxNels

A

July

7;

2;

Door Company be and the same Is
hereby changed to The Whitmer
Jackson Compnny and said petitioner is authorized to adopt and
use as its corporate name hereafter
tho name The Whitmer Jackson
Company.
It is further ordered that said
petitioner pay and satisfy the costs
and charges herein laid out and exdollars and
pended, taxed at
cents.
State of Indiana, Elkhart County,
ss.
I, Chas. TT. Foulks. Clerk of the
Elkhart Circuit Court, in and for
said county and state, do hereby
certify that the above and foregoing Is a full, true and complete
copy of the judgment and decree of
said court in the above entitled
cause, as the same appears of record In mv office.
In Testimony Whereof, I hereunto subscribe my name and affix
the seal of said court, at Goshen,
Indiana, this twenty-fourt- h
day of
May, 1922.
FOULKS.
C1TAS.
W.
(Seal
Clerk Elkhart Circuit Court.
Filed: May 26. 1922,
ED JACKSON.
Secretary of State.

.
ENDORSED.
Foreign. No. 114 22. Cor. Rec'd.
Certified
145.
Vol. 7, Page
Copy
of Certificate of Incorporation of
Whitmer Jackson Sash and Door
Company and amendments changing name to The Whitmer Jackson
Company and Increasing the capital stock of $25,500.00. Filed in
office of State Corporation Commission of New Mexico, June 19,
1922. 3:15 n. m.
A. 1.. MORRISON. Clerk.
Compared: J JO to EMA.

State of New Mexico, State Corporation Commission of New Mexico.
Certificate of Comparison.
United States of America, State of
New Mexico, ss.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the
annexed Is a "full, true and complete transcript of the statement of
The Wrhitmer-Jackso- n
Company,
designating character of business,
etc.,
(No.
principal office agent,
1 14
23), with the endorsements
thereon, as same appears on file
and of record In the office of the
State Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Commission of the
Corporation
State of New Mexico has caused
this certificate to be signed by Its
Chairman and the seal of said
Commission to he affixed at the
City of Santa Fe on this twentieth
day of June, A. D. 1922.
B. MONTOYA.
(Seal)
Chairman.
Attest:
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
.

STATEMENT OF FOREIGN COR"
PORATION.
Know All Men by These presents: That The Whitmer-Jackso- n
Company, a corporation organized
and existing under and by virtue of
the laws of the state of Indiana
and desiring to transact its business
in the state of New Mexico, doth
hereby make the following statement In accordance with the provisions of Section 986, N. M. Statutes,
Codification of 1915:
The amount of its capital stock
500.00
and the amount
is
ac'ually issued is $25,500.00.business
'"he character of the
which it Is to transact In the state
of Now Mexico Is: Manufacturers
and iobbers of mlllworK.
Tho location of its principal office in tho state of New Mexico la
as Albuquerque, New
designated
Mexico and the agent upon whom
process against the corporation,
m. wniimer, a
may bo served it
natural person of full age actually
of New Mexstate
In
the
resident
ico, whoso place of abodo Is Albuquerque, N. M.
in Witness wnereor, me saia
The' Whitmer-Jackso- n
Company
has caused its name to be hereunto
subscribed and Its corporate seal to
hereunto affixed, and these
' resents to be executed by Its pres- -'

f"

t

t.

'ent and secretary, this

twenty-ent-

h

dav of April, A. D. J 922.

THE
COMPANY, By
W. B. JACKSON,
3eal)
President.
Attest:
JOHN JACKSON, Secretary.
WHITMER-JACKSO-

N

10-2-

2;

Two sizes
--

always

mild

alight delightful smoe light one!

Theit cigars
shown
actual size
re

1

ENDORSED.

Foreign. No. 11423. Cor, Rec'd.
Vol. 7,. Page 145. Statement of The
Whitmer-Jackso- n
-Company
natlng character of business, prl n- etc.
In
Filed
office,
agent,
clpal
office of State Corporation Commission of New Mexico, June 19,
1922,

:15 p. m.
A. L. MORRISON.

JJO to iSilA.
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KEEP A BABY COOL AND FEED
HIM PROPERLY AND DANGER OF

DISEASE IS MADE MUCH LESS

ODD BRAIDING AND
SASH mSTTTVnmSTT
THIS CREPE FROCK
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CANNING

County Healtji Department Says Death Rate
Among Infants Can Be Keduced Greatly if
Mothers Will Take Proper Precautions;
Beware of Flies.

proven table
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(By Dr. O. 0. Wost, County Health excessive heat. Should the baby
be so unfortunate as to develop
Officer.)
The protection of babies during diarrhoea, it should immediately be
recognized as a dangerous condithe hot summer months requires tion.
Watery stools or the presence
diligent car on the part of the of mucous
and blood in the stools
parents.
indicate
trie need of a physician
are the danger
July and August
Tomorrow
may bo
mnnthfi fur habies. Every year a immediately.
many Dames too late. Give no food until trained
great
'
W"" .
ilia in Albuqucr-- ; advice orders it. Dolled water in
quant lues may and should
que during the hot small
ho
to make up for tho water
period from easily the given
baby's body is losing. If away
muses. The pro- - for the summer where milk is not
toction of the pasteurized or its sourcewellquestionas the
boil the milk as
baby rests almost able,
water. There are three things to
entirely in the remember
about keeping a baby
the
hands andof uncool;
Proper clothing, frequent
mother,
and
tho coolest spot on the
ions the mothers bathing
of Albuquerque's premises.
gauze shirt,
little babies take Clothing: Sleeveless low
necked,
a a r n diaper, short sleeved,
,iroinitir
.xjyyLlnnd practice these thin, short outer dress. On Ahottest
shirt
and
only.
baby
diaper
things essential to the!.' summer days,
and if baby
care, the baby death toll will be continually perspires
feels moist he has too many clothes
large again this year.
It is provocable at times to see on.
Clothing for sleeping: The diaper
what risks parents will take in lissheet are enough. A
tening to unsound and dangerous and ais light
better without a pillow nt
advice of untrained friends and baby
The number of deaths any time of the year, but especially
neighbors.
More babies suffer
could readily be reduced if every so in summer.
mother would learn to call a phy- from too many than from too few
sician before tho baby Is seriously clothes.
Heat rash is due to excessive perill, and would unfailingly practice
spiration or to irritation caused
a few rules in baby care.
next to the skin. The baby
There are two things which must
be done to encourage a baby to live does not need wool in hot weather.
Resides a minimum of clothing, he
through the summer.
frequently, at
First. Baby must be fed prop- should be bathed
least twice n day. A tub bath at
erly.
Second. Bnhy must be kept cool. bed time will help him to sleep
To be properly fed baby must quietly, lie should be taken out
have breast milk, must bo nursed for his airing early in the day and
indoors in the coolest spot,
regularly and have plenty of cool kept
boiled water between feedings (no farthest away from the cook stove
the heat of the day.
sugar added). If there is not during
The health department cannot
enough breast milk, the child must
be placed on cow's milk properly save babies from summer disease;
that great responsibility rests with
modified or prepared.
The department can
means the mothers.
prepared"
"Properly
point the way. but mothers must
many things, Including:
First. No guessing of quantities realize that they have a serious
of water and sugar, but measured duty to perform; that trained su- a
feeding of babies is not
strictly according to the directions. pervised
Second. Made of milk that is put fad, but tho results of scientific
In the refrigerator
immediately study, which has proved Its usefulbaby life.
after it Is delivered, and not allow- ness bv actuallywesaving
reduced the InIjist month
ed to stand in the sun.
Third. Milk that is kept prop- fant death rate exactly GO per cent
last year. Let's try
erly covered so as not to become compared with rate
down for July
and keep the
contaminated by flies.
The health departFourth. Flies and babies can- and August.
not live in the same house. Screen ment Is willing and anxious to furand demonstrations
the house, not particularly the nish advice care.
While we are
about infant
baby.
these days there is always
Fifth. Nursing bottle anil nip- busy for
one more.
ples thoroughly boiled daily and time
riot used again until
wiM;
All utensils, usod in the
Ki.th.
Nizhni Novgorod, Russia, July 9.
preparation or the feeding thorhave been put in order
Buildings
before
boiled
and
cleaned
oughly
for the revival this year of the
coming In contnet with the milk.
From the above we readily see Nizhni Novgorod fair, tho cenwhat a blessing to all concerned turies old market at which the
breast milk is. Fortunate is the merchants of tho east and tho w est
babe that escapes artificial feeding. met to exchange the famed silks
Once the feeding Is ready, remcm-he- r and spices of the Indies and tho
this point: In summer the feed- furs of Muscovy for the woolens
ing must not lie too frequent or of England, tho wines of Kpain and
too generous. Either or both will the best craftsmanship of other
or even worse binds. The council of labor and
cause vomiting
A baby, Just like grown defense at Moscow has spent
trouble.
of soviet rubles to th!3
people, needs less food and more
water in order to keep cool during end.

A.
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Success in canning corn depends much upon the selection of
tender, juicy corn which has not
yet reached the starchy stage. It'
allowed to grow beyond the point
it beof greatest succulence,
comes tough and dry and is not
canned satisfactorily. Can it as
soon after picking, as possible.
After removing husks and silk,
put tho cobs in a cheesecloth bag

DECORATION IN
HOME AWED BY
LIGHT FIXTURES
I&

Ml

KIRK-MA-

and lower the bag Into boiling
water from one to three minutes
(depending upon the tenderness
of tho ears; very young ears need
be "blanched"
In this way for
"
only one minute).
follows, which consists of plunging
tho bagful of ears quickly in and
out of a pan or cold water. Then
the kernels are cut from tho
cobs as follows:
Some housekeepers like to cut
the kernels very close to the
cob and do no scraping; this
method gives a canned corn with
nearly whole separate kernels.
Other housekeepers prefer to cut
off the outer end of tho kernel
first, and then remove the lower
end Liy a sucouu uuiliiik,
plan gives a creamy consistency
which
to the finished product
i, personally, like beet. Still a
third stylo of cutting tho corn
from the cob, is that of slitting
the end of the kornel and squeezing out the contents; this meths
od gives a
product sim"korn-lct.- "
ilar to the commercial
"Coid-dipping-

MARKET GREENS ARE
KEPT FRESH BY USE
OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

Javanese Design Done
In Cretonne or Linen
If

Having
successfully fooled the
lien Into laying eggs by artificial
daylight, the next trick of the electric light man will be to keep vegetables and fruits from withering
by means of special lighting
Maury E. Dlggs. architect of a

neW market now being erected in
San Francisco, has been studying

botanical chemistry and the effects

of light on planets for this purpose,
ami he declares he has found a
method of lighting that will materially help In preserving the crisp

PRESERVERS

struction. "f Manufaci
turers then became
SPECIALISTS on one,
or two models of vary

MAY

lf

c.

One-Perio-

wash-boil-

er

all-ov-
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BY

Ta-en-
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and promises to he of such popularity that all the higher class
passenger vesels will adopt It In tho
near future.
The device Is a
a sort of huge spinning top, placed
somewhere in the bowels of thd
vessel, whose motion keeps tho
craft steady In Its course by a similar whirling motion to that whlcn
keeps tho earth steady as it revolves.
Sea legs will he needed no moro
by those who go down In ships. The
vessels themselves will be given
sea legs, and seasickness will pass
Into history.
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O WOMAN'S

INSTITUTE
Fashion Scrvlc.

By

MARY

AN

BROOKS

PICKEN

unusual fabric design calls

a distinctive arrangement
of line, both of which are evident
In this cretonne or printed dress of

yellow, brown, nd black.
Conspicuous designs do not bear
much "cutting up" or decoration,
hence the unbroken line from neck
to hem and the Inconspicuous facing used In finishing the neck,
sleeve, and side front edges. A
deep tuck Is used at the side skirt
to give weight and to Intensify
"line" nt this point.
If material of a less prominent
design Is used for this type of
dress, a black- ribbon binding may
be used to finish the neck, side
waist, front, and sleeves.
The chief Interest, Is centered
t the side, where the black velvet
sash holds the side belt In position.
This sash extends from the right
side seam at the waist line across
the back and around to the left
side back, where a loose, drooping
bow Is made.
The hat Is black with a long
right side and Is ornamented on
the left with
smart yellow coqus
pompon that harmonizes with the
tone of yellow In the dress.
AM Kit I CAN" tllOSKX.
Cairo, July 9. French colonial
authorities havo selected an Amer-iiia- n
engineer to report on a project of irrigation in the Niger valin
West Africa. He Is Dr.
ley,
Herbert It. Forbes, former dean
ot the College of Agriculture of
Arizona, and lately agronomist of
tho Hoyal Agricultural Society of
Cairo.

Journal Want Ads Bring Results.

Tch
ing body types.
day, although auto me- chanics are paid five;
times the wages they
were then, far more ret
liable cars can be purchased for much less.:
f The same is true of;
stores which special
ize in the sale of cer- -.
tain things. The sale"
of staple articles in'
such stores are not'
forced to carry the
g
de
load of
partments. fiThe Na
non-payin-

tional Garment Com

pany specializes in the;
sale of women's, chil-

dren's a n d infant'
readv - to wear gar

ments. rThe savings
effected arc apparent:
to even the casual observer of the merchandise and prices of Na
tional Garment Company, 403 YV. Central.

1
KeepYourSkin-Pore- s

Active and Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
kri.lrcM:

OatUTLbwtoHw.Dpt.X, IUldi,Mw.i

STABILIZED
ELECTRIC DEVICE

Mechanism that will make ships
as steady as ballroom floors has
been tried out in an oeenv liner,

Another New
The

Mfflomf--

Servant of the Home

Automatic Electric Iron

Miss Dorothy Frooks.
Miss Dorothy Frooks, New York

attorney, will forsake the bar for
a seat In the national house of representatives If the voters agree to
her plans. She is running on the
republican ticket.
soldiers' bonus.

f 00

MISS BURKE RECEIVES

A,

FROM
CONGRATULATION
DIRECTOR R. ASPLUND

i
note
1

She favors the

Boole

I was late for supplr agen
making the 3rd time thij
week and pop getting madder each
time, me thinking on tho way
home, O. I know, I'll think up some
Ixclting news to tell pop and take
his mind off of me being late.
Wlch I started to do, going In
the dining room ware they was all
eating alreddy and saying. Hay
you
"Judging from what I have read pop, wats you thVifc, wat
administraand learned of your
think, pop?
maksed.
are
late
pop
It
that
agen,
tion
I think youre
you
appears
I know, pop , but wats you
ing a real attempt to keep your
as think? I sed. Wats ypu think hapschools upon an economical
well as efficient basis.
pened to Puds Bimklnses unkle? I
"This matter of the efficiency of sed.
He dident make you late for supthe schools is one that interests me
If money is to be spent plr, did he? pop sed.
greatly.
No sir, but wats you think, pop,
upon the education of our children
every dollar should bo shown to something fearse happened to him,
In
Its full value
have produced
I bet' you cant gess wat, I sed.
I can gess wy youre late, though,
the training ot our future citizens.
Of what use Is It to appeal strongthrough meer obstinacy and
thats my gess on that
ly In behalf ot tho children in
places where apparently there Is subjeck, pop sed.
Me thinking, Go, G wIjiz,
no Idea of what a good school
should be? My sympathy goes out wish he'd keep his mind on Pudsoj
to the children In which a poor, in- unkle. And I sed, Well wat do you
competent teacher Is employed think happened Pudses unkle,
whose charactor and qualifications
pop?
I never met the man or even
are such as to be in reality rather
an Injury than a benefit. We are herd of him before and I havenf.
educational
the
that
for
slightest Interest In wat hapstrong
looking
leadership that shall have a 'clear pened to him or eny nature watso
Idea of what a school should ac- ever, but I have an ixceedingiv
Interest In
complish, and who shall work in strong and personll
season and out ot season for the your getting home In time for
realization of that kind of school meels, and Jest to prove It I heer-b- y
invite you to refrain from eatsystem. Money will be forthcoming for the schools that prove ing dlzzert and to remain in the
their value. Countx superintend- house after mippir, pop sed.
Wlch I did, not even having a
ents, like yourself, can do much in
to
bringing about the condition to be chance to say wat happened
Pudses unkle. Wat happened to
desired."
him being that he started to slip
d
seaweed grows In on something slippery and dislothe lakes of the Manylshlak penin- cated his shoulder trying not to
sula in the Caspian sea, and the sprane his ankle.
odor therefrom scents
pleasant
the air for miles frm Us Kiuite.
Journal Want Ads Bring Results,
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Satisfies the sweet tooth
and aids appetite and digestion.
Cleanses mouth and teeth.
A great hoqn to smokers,
relieving hot, dry mouth.
.

Combines pleasure and
benefit
Don't miss the joy of the
.

new

WRIGLEY'S

sugar-coate- d

peppermint tid bit!

I

.

wropptrt

I

I'lr

Good for
fSt
iTjI valuable

prtmlumi

Miss Irene Burke, county superintendent of schools, has been congratulated ny the Taxpayers'F. association, through Rupert
director, upon her excellent service during her administration. Following is an excerpt from
a letter sent to Miss Burke by

d:

Violet-scente-

This is the latest an'd most won'derful servant of the Hotpoint Electric
Appliances that has ever been on the market.
It has all the features of tlie otlier, Hotpoint Iron and one additional one
That's the Automatic part.
7'
IT MEANS THIS
(

.

It

is th'c practical

servant the house .wife has long been looking for.
.With the automatic feature the current is cut off wlien the highest ironing
temperature is reached, thereby preventing waste of current.
The current is res'tore'd by merely pushing in, tlie switch" button located on
'
the side of the iron just under the handle bow.
The clement of th'c Hotpoint' Automa tic Electric Iron can not b'c b'urne'd
out on account of overheating. If you are called to the door an'd forget to
turn the current off yourself tlie automatic feature will 'do it for you.
'

SEE THIS IRON TODAY.

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

,

job of con

dividual

hul-les-

oii-ha-

read--

CIALIZATION, when,
each order was an in

freshness of "garden sass" offered
for sale In city markets,
"Plants exposed to too much direct light," he explains, "will quickly wither. Chlorophyll Is what gives
the crispy greenness to freshly cut
vegetables. And we have found
that a certain plan of Indirect lighting, crossing the sun's rays with
glass of certain tints, will preserve
this chlorophyll."
Tho coloring of the glass Is a
secret chemical nrocess. Diggs In
tom3 using his discovery in the
rghting svstem of tho new market
he is building.

"I think I have at last discovered
OBTAIN MACHINE TO
the Jarring note In my scheme of
PROCESS
FACILITATE
decoration," said Morning Caller,
"and maybe you can help me to
Ktrg preservers, great and small,
correct it. My electric lighting
nred not complain over the trials
fixtures aro all wromj. I've anHave sterilized glass jars ready, of dipping eggs. Appearing on the
alyzed every room in the house
and I'm sure that different light- r.y "sterilized" I mean jars that market there are a great many soof lutions for preserving eggs for six
ing fixtures would transform the have been placed in
warm water, with their covers nr eight, months, not by the process
place."
ours." laughed lying in the pan besida them, andlnf keeping the eggs Immersed con
"We changed
"Our funds wei) left there till tho water has been stantlv as in "water glass," but or
Homemakcr.
so limited when we built the house brought to the boiling point and dipping them for several minutes
and by tho time we got ready to allowed to continue boiling for 1 in solutions
which
hermetically
select electric lighting fixtures our minutes. Pack tho kernels of seal them. Along with these socorn
in
these
sterilized
So
hot,
exhausted.
run
was
devices are
almost
jars
budget
lutions electrically
we got a. flat price on a single style to within one Inch of the top, udd used, as egg weighers, conveyors
one
and
teaspoons of salt and counters..'
of fixture to bo used throughout;
sugar mixed together (half
and, while they' were suitable in and
Baskets containing eggs swing
in
and
water to from
half)
boiling
many of the rooms, they jarred cover.
moving chains which let each
in
others."
hopelessly
basket down at Intervals Into a
Insert a clean bamboo, or small
"It's a pity that bath room fixlank of the preserving chlm-Ica- l,
tures, electrical equipment and smooth wooa, panato" (whicli is
As the baskets Slowly travol
Ry KI.01SE.
a
o
narrow, long strip
wood) underneath the machine, the lower
lighting fixtures are classified un- just tho
If you would be fashionnblo try der
Jars, to help tho boiling
building expense. They really into
part of it forms a shelf upon which
to
water
to
to look like a reneil in your newest should
bottom
the
permeate
be considered as furnishrunof tho jar, then remove paddle, the eggs drip, the surplus fluid
frock. This effect may bo obtained ings." Volunteered Homemakcr.
on new rubbers (which you ning off tho shelf into a receptacle
put
sum
I'm
murh
would
get
people
below.
These larger machines are
by diet, exercise or a gown built
" u"u 0 Jc "l run
u'""lT ,'UM:K,1?
small motor and can dip
on the right lines and in tho righl more artistic: effects if that were
a
by
sicrn-i::c- d
UUJUSI
uiu
wuLui;
returned
Morning in'iuiii,
several thousand eggs nn hour.
material. The simplest method, of Ihe case,"
and
cover,
the
ton
glass
put
"When people build their wire
There is a .mailer duplicate of
course, is tho gown. It. is much Caller,
up over tho cover but du
homes they usually set aside a not
this large machine shown which
easier to buy a slenderizing gown certain
press down tho side wire.
comes
amount
and
when
it
If you are using a Mason jar ran be attached to the home elec-irithan to exercise. Here is an utter-noo- n time to select the electric fixtures
screw down the top only half
circuit only one or two small
frock which is scarcely more
have exhausted way.
they invariably
egg baskets being used. This is a
than pencil-lik- e
in its proportions. their
old
and
budget
any
accejit
Now
comes
the "processing." useful device for the housewife who
A narrower skirt was never seen in
tho contrlctor has to To bo sure, corn
Job lot
may bo pro- wishes to buy up fresh, eggs from
the old days of bobbles. Yet with offer." that
d
cessed by tho
Cold her country friends when they aro
its extremely slender lines it is in
"I went to tho other extreme Pack Methoa
wmch consists of
and Insure her household
no way a bizarre or fantastic crea- when I selorted
said boiling the Jar on a rack in tho (heap a
my
fixtures,"
against
tion.
shortage or the danger of
Caller, "and picked out
Morning
for
three
on
hours
bujiiig stalo eggs in the winter.
Indeed It is quite unobtrusive In all different kinds "without once one
but
the
surest
method
day;
its effect although braided in an visualizing how they would look in of
processing it, Is to put tho
design In white. The ma- the various rooms."
Jar into tho washboller for 0110 BOY SCOUTS CREDITED
terial of the frock is black crcton
"That was tho fault of the fix- hour on each of three successive
WITH SAVING A TOWN
crepe and tho white braiding is re- ture dealer," said Homemakcr. days, keeping them in
miniscent of an oriental design. "as long as you were not limited
FROM A FOREST FIRE
between each
overnight
White piping is au interesting for funds there was 110 reasoi. In day's processing.
This method
touch and a black sash of satin the world why you should
the
not
gives
killed by the
spores
Tacoma, Wash,, July 9.
faced crepe hangs in draped folds have just the right fixtures.
The first boiling of the Jar, a chance
Boy Scouts at their sumfrom the waist at the side front.
dealer has his store to develop into tho easily-kille- d
mer camp on American. Lake,
It is held in place by an ornament arranged liko a series of rooms
vegetative form and then bo d. near here, are credited with sav- of white silk braid and tassels.
living room, dining room, and so ll"jeu
second period of ing the town
of Steilacoom.
A smart black crepo hat with on; and suitable fixtures are disuye,
luu 11111(1 IlOriOU Ol W.,li
"..wih.
Vr,, a fninut t IO Thn
white button ornaments and a sil- played by daylight and lamp light boiling makes tho method doubly fire started near Camp Lewis and
ver fox fur completes tho costume. so that you will know just exactly
nc amir eacn periQti ot boil- was a mile from tho outskirts of
how your rooms will look when ing the jars, the side w'iro should Kteilacoom
when halted by the
be
tho fixtures are installed.
More
pressed down to
after a detail
boys yesterday
seal tho jar but this completely
than this, be usually asks customwire must from Camp Lewis had fought the
WOMAN LAWYER
ers to describe their furnishings, bo raised again before processing tiro all
night. The scouts started
fixtures may bo selected the jar for the second and third and controlled
a back fire, savSEEKS NEW YORK sothatthat
will harmonize.
Most fixture time, to lako care of tho expan- ing approximately $15,000 worth
sion
of
aro
tho
corn
SEATi'lealers
CONGRESS
caused by the of cord wood and a great deal of
doing all they can to
keep people from making mistakes heat.
green timber.
such as yours and mine."

Every; .woman

ing this advertisement
can remember the days
when a reliable automobile, cost between
five and ten thousand,
dollars. f Those were
the days before SPE

s.
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GOVERNMENT BUSIXKSS METHODS CHANGING.

js

O

O

SIGHT SEEING.
We used to love to watch the hats
And parasols and pearl-gra- y
spats,
But now a fellow never sees
Such things conventional as these:
For as he stops where traffic whirls
He stands aghast he sees the girls,

10 1922

Government business methods are changing
since the passage of the bzudget law and creation
of the budget bureau. The government is beginning
to do business on a common-sons- e
basis, although
much remains to be done before all the evils from
which we have suffered for years have been
removed.
William P. Helm, Jr., wilting in the last Issue
of "The Budget," the official organ of the National
Budget committee, tolls of a case in which Albuquerque was concerned, which shows how it Is possible to save money when government business is
handled as It should be.
"Not long ago the Indian field service at Albuquerque, New Mexico, because short of mules," Mr.
Helm writes. "It needed two. Instead of going
Into the market and buying mules
ft would have
done under the old order of affairs, the Indian service put it up to General Dawes to get the two
mules if he could; If ho couldn't then, of course,
the service could get its own mules.
"It Is generally the case that whenever the government goes Into the market to buy supplies of
any sort, the market Immediately stiffens and prices
run up like the flag of a morning. It seeni9 also to
be customary for prices to come down, like the flag
of an evening, whenever the government goes into
the market to sell anything.
"In thlse case, however, It developed that the
government was In the market both to buy and sell.
"While It needed two mules at Albuquerque, it had
more mules than it needed at Fort Bliss. Buying
mules at Albuquerque the government faced a price
of $200 a mule; selling mules at Fort Bliss It was
realizing only $60 a mule."
Through the budget organization, the Indian
ervlce paid the war department $50 a mule. Transportation to Albuquerque cost $16 a mule. Therefore, the mules, delivered, cost $96 each less than
half the price asked by private owners.
And, Mr. Helm adds, the Port Bliss mules "were
quite as good for working and kicking purposes as
the hlghfalutin $200 mules of Albuquerque."
Under the old system the Indian service would
have gone Into the open market and bought its
mules, regardless of the fact that the government
had a surplus "stock" on hand.
The savings In this case did not, of course,
amount to any considerable sum, when it is considered that larger items are being handled In the same
careful manner, no on can rightfully dispute th2
value of the budget system to the nation.

"Saint Teresa." by Henry Syrlnor
Harrison. Houghton, Miff lln.

(Editor's Note Fcarlnfj some bouquets (or
lirickbnts) may bo hurled nt the bird who
usually inflicts this column upon a dcrense-les- s
public, we wish to state that wc lire not
responsible tor this week's contribution of wit
mid wisdom. It was gotten out by A. Trellis, which, of course, wan not his nnnto back
cast nml Is not tlio nninc under which he Is
traveling since locating In Albuquerque. Is Itn
should not, he taken for cmnlcd Hint ho
inenilicr of the Clinging Vine family just because lie chooses to write under the nom do
plume of Trellis. If you think you can Improve on tlili, try yiior hand. The entry books
ore open and nobody Is barred.)
O

o

o o

THAT'S TRU1-:- TOO!
Dr. Frank Crane says: "From your chin down
you are worth about a dollar and a half a day,"
and a local rummage man advertises that there is
"Money in your attic."
,

o o o

PERHAPS A REMNANT SALE.
Mrs. Peter Oleson, democratic nominee for the
United States senate from Minnesota, says that
she spent less than six hundred dollars for her
Mustabcen marked down to about
campaign.
O

O

O

Adam:
"Aren't the Crabbscrawllngs funny this
week?"
Eve: "Do you mean funny ha! ha! or funny
queer?"
O O O
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle says that he will return to America next year on a lecture tour. We
hope that he will bring us better service on his
Sub Terrestrial and Celestial Telephone, Inc. We
failed to get our number this year.
o o o
"Now that I am nominated," says a woman
candidate. "I will do the best I can for the party
throughout the fall campaign.
My one desire 1m
to serve the peoplo of the state who nominated
me." Gosh, that sounds familiar. It slid into our
cerebellum without a squeak.
o o o
We are Just fidgeting all over to know what
Mr. Harvey Ferguson is going to tell in his book
about Washington.
We hope he will not publish
anything terrible about Wilton O. Hardwing, or
any of our friends for that matter.
O

O

"Paint Teresa" makes an Ideal
vacation companion.
It Is the Interesting story of a girl who
thought she was' sexless, and how
she was reclaimed from herself by
a man who thought he hated her.
Teresa De Silver was a reformer,
and like most of the tribe loved the
limelight more than anything else
except herself, This gets on the
hero's nerves.
Unlike most reformers, she had
scades of money. She thought that
the way to protest against war was
to buy a steel plant to stop it from
selling shells to the allies. Dean
Masury, hero of the novel, and former magazine editor, sets out to
capture control of the company,
and instead captures its president,
Miss De Silver. That's the story.
To say that Saint Teresa is brilliantly written would be to pay
Harrison a compliment
that he
hardly deserves for this effort. But
It is interesting frorrrcover to cover
and what more does one demand
of a summer novel?
For a touch of drama and special Interest Harrison has Masury
and Miss De Silver do a rough and
tumble in approved bar ropm style.
Of course the hero is licked. She
lays him out with a coal scuttle,
but of course feels sorry when It's
all over. The fight occurs because
he accuses her of laying aside her
sexlessness long enough to vamp
the controlling block of stock away
from lis owner, which Is undoubtedly what she has- done. Doug
Fairbanks ought to take a few
rough and tumble lessons from
Harrison. He makes you hear the
furniture smash, and smell the

perspiration.
"Saint. Teresa" Is mighty easy to
read. The author evidently writes
by ear, because the book is so easy
tii read aloud. A simple plot simply written, but withal a conscien-

tious, workmanlike

By Howard B. Garls.

Copyright, 1821. to McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

friend who will meet mo fair and
And lend mo the lift that Is right; square
Who will urge me along while the chance
is there
And soothe me to sleep in the night,
o O o

UNCLE AVIGGILY AND THE
RAKE.

THE OLD HOME TOWN.
While on a thirty minutes
through the
business section of the city wetripheard
red-hspeeches on the following subjects:
"Paving
When?
Where?
And to Be Sure." "University
Heights the I'onf Garden of the Southwest," anil
Sell
or
Yourself a Future."
"Drainage,

o

o

o

o o

h. a.

For Little Ones

A

o

Job.

Bedtime Stories

O

TOMORROW.
Tomorrow is my friend they say,
A friend I have not met;
A friend who will watch the price I
pay
And measure the goods I get.

Dear Ed:
Does Miss Minnie Fewclothes
plume?

wear a nom do

"Uncle Wiggily, will you have
limo to mako a little garden for me
this morning?" asked Nurse Jant
Fuzzy Wuzzy one day, as sho saw
tho bunny gentleman getting ready
to hop away from his hollow stump
bungalow.
"Make a garden?" exclaimed Mr.
I.ongears, with a twinkle of his
pink nose. "Why, I made you a
garden iu the spring, Nurse Jane.
dug up the ground, I raked it
smooth and 1 helped you plant the
lettuce, cabbage and carrots."
"Yes, I know you did," spoke the
muskrat lady housekeeper, as shi
tied her kitchen apron around her
waist to wash the breakfast dishes.
"You made a fine garden and evfasherything is growing irf lovely
ion. But now I want you to dig up
another bit of ground, rake ic
smooth and then I can plant some
late beans."
"Late beans? What do you
mean'.'" cried Uncle Wiggly. "Do
you mean the beans will be late
for school and will they have to
stay in and learns to tie knots In
1

Miss Zelia wants to know whether the Dr.
Crighton who drives a Ford cabaret is a lung specialist or a nerve specialist.
She says that she
railed him in last week and that he demanded a
once
at
went
and
off
without giving her
deposit
an examination.
She is sorry now that sho told
Eternal youth will have been solved when they him anything about her condition.
o o o
determine what It was that was injected Into the
BIXG ZIP!
mother-in-laJoke.
A hit is never a miss, but a Miss may be
SOME Hit.
o o o
e
In Ohio a candidate for governor advocates
Dr. C. O. West, city health officer, advises us
pensions, but the candidate who would make a to eat less during the hot months, but te. he, wo
real hit would be the one who advocated pensions happen to board at the same place where friend
for all before they were too old to enjoy spending Doctor does.
o o o
them.
An office holder had been In luck for years
elected so quietly that he harbored no fears. And
when the new voters sought to oust him from
SWAPPING STUDENTS.
there, the poor old incumbent had grown to his
Americans gained a new and correct impression chair.
o o o
of the French people during the war and learned to
Our - idea of the grandhighcockolorum of the
of Inconsistencies is a druggist who
appreciate their many admirable qualities. The Brotherhood
lucks about the price of meat.
French, too, were enlightened regarding Americans.
O O O
The traditional friendship of the nations, dating
MISS ZF.LIA SATS:
"The flapper is so unruffled:"
from Revolutionary times, is to be further encour"Often beauty is not even skin deep."
aged by the system of exchanging scholarships In
"Friendship, as charity, should begTh at
schools and colleges, which is only a part, however, home."
of the unofficial exchange of students which Is
She also adds that sho knows how to say "yes"
in three different languages.
going on all the time between France and America.
O O O
Forty young men and women have Just been
I stood on the bridge at midnight.
awarded scholarships by the French ministry of
Fevered and thirsty and dry;
Something was wrong with all nature
publlo education and will spend next year abroad.
For there was only one moon in the sky.
American universities are awarding opportunities to
O O o
a similar number of French students to come to our
IF YOU SHOULD WANT TO KNOW.
Dr. Josiah B. Game Is Professor of Classics in
country for an academic year. There was a time
when our young people flocked to Germany for the Florida State College for Women, and at
A. B. Hunkapillar.
instruction, and it may be admitted that the ma- Adair, Okla., lives Rev,
O O O
jority profited by the discipline and thoroughness
ATTABOY!
of German educational methods. Now France is the
Prospective Purchaser:
"This is a mighty
mecca and it Is said that the Sorbonne and other smallVanlot for $300."
Landingham: "But you must Just remem-be- r
universities number thousnnds of Americans among
that it is 6,000 feet to the bottom of it "
their students, including a large proportion of
O O O
women.
ALBUQUERQUE DIARY.
Albuquerque shop men
When the system of exchange of professorships takeSaturday, offJuly
to see the
time
Not a bad idea
was established, years ago, it was hailed as a means either to look the old town city.
over once in a while.
of bringing the nations closer together and thus But we have an idea '(no matter where we got it)
promoting the cause of peace. And shortly after that many of these boys will spend their vacation
washing windows, minding the baby, and cleaning
the world was shocked by the greatest war In its the
kitchen range. That's all right men, you can
history. The Olympic games also were relied upon be glad you don't have to churn.
g
I. F. Edredge, Inspector from the Washington
by some enthusiasts to promote a better
office
the Forest Service, predicts that the foramong nations that would help to prevent ests of ofNew
Mexico will soon
Oh
war. The chief benefit, however, will come from no, not that! They are to be be full of stills.
turpentine stills
Forty-nin- e
the broadening of mental horizons and the apprelarge buildings are to be erected on
ciation of good in other nations which is the be:st the mesa east of the city, according to the plan
proposed by Major J. H. Toulouse and endorsed
cure for. excessive national egotism.
by the recent convention of Disabled Veterans
the World War. Albuquerque will await with af-of
France Is sending a financial mission to the fection's deep interest the coming of this host of
United 8tates to supply this country with informa- heroes:
"O blest communion, fellowship divine!
Much interest
tion regarding her war debt.
We feebly struggle, they with glory shine"
attaches.
Sunday, July 2. The City Band announces
that they will render "Caresses" at their regular
band concert at Robinson Park this
A
evening
Democratic leaders who a few months ago were large crowd is
expected to be present to enjoy
accusing the republican administration of sending Caresses" as well as other features of the interth country straight to the dogs now point to the esting program.
Monday, July 3. This whole day was spent
last administration's policies as responsible for the preparing
picnic lunches and greasing up the old
In
business.
boat for the Fourth.
recovery
Tuesday. July 4. NOBODY HOME!
Business
men, attorneys, clubmen, doctors and churchmen
TAKING QUESTION TO TKOPLB.
an go to the mountains and the
police have a dull
day in the city.
In his talk to representatives of agriculture In
Wednesday. July B. It Is announced that a
lork cartoonist has won an Albuquerque girl
behalf of the ship subsidy President Harding New
Some New Yorkers are lucky in spite
of It
reminded his hearers that anything which Is overJesus Sedillo was dismissed from Justice
court where he had been arraigned on the
whelmingly of Interest to one group of our
could not help being beneficial to all. If one charge of drunkeness.
Quite a large crowd
him away asking him questions.
(roup la prosperous the prosperity Is shared In
6.
Two divorces asked for and
ome degree fcy all other groups. If a' merchant two Thursday, July
marriage licenses issued. Everybody else busy
marine would prove of benefit to manufacturers it as the dlckents.
Friday, July 7. A new
would also profit the farmer.
park and camp
site for summer homes In picnic
Tejano canyon in the
In carrying the question to the public by means .Sandla
mountains Is to be-- equipped and opened
of iuch conferences President Harding is pursuing up by a new road to be built by the United States
wise policy. He wants the people to understand forest service.
First thing you know a fellow
won t be able to slay In
town enough during the
the proposition as he sees It. It is a politic course summer
to
months
hold down his Job.
and such as should result in a decision whi' h will
"I hoar ill canyons csllinsr.
benefit tfye country.
But the butcher is calling too,
old-ag-

th.lr strings?"

"Dear me! Joking so early in
tho morning?" laughed Nurse Jane.
"What I mean by late beans, Undo Wiggily, is that they will hi
ready for eating a little later in tin
summer."
"Oh," laughed Uncle Wiggily;
then I'll make the garden for you.
I'll dig up the ground, rako it
smooth and you may plant the
beans."
Leaving aside his tall silk hat,

undar-atandin-

Mon-toyi-

fs

"How many girls and boys have
formed wrong conceptions of life
and the real purposes of living,
through having read books filled
with prurient descriptions and sug
gestive and intimate descriptions of
men and women living illegally and
asks Gene Stratlon
Immorally
Porter, famous author of many best
sellers, in an article in the July
McOall's.
In an emphatic indictment of
modern books, she says:
"Printed matter has its Influence
even in magazine and newspaper
form, and while the world has been
going mad with unbridled sensualdress and risque
ism, immodest
dances in some quarters, it has
as
far In others by
gone equally
putting these things Into print. I
a dozen publicacould name
tions that shock my
soul almost to paralysis.
"From 10 upward I shall give my
children the books I read myself at
that age: 'Dorcas, the Daughter of
Faustina.' 'Uardn,' 'Paul and Vir'Undine,' 'The
'Picciola,'
ginia,'
Vicar of Wakefield,'
'Pilgrim's
Progress,' 'John Halifax, Gentleman," 'The Three Musketeers,' 'The
fount of Monte Cristo,' 'Jane Eyre,'
'The Mill on tho Floss,' 'Uomola.'
'Adam Bede, 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,'
and so on through a list that has
been proclaimed classic.
"Coming into our own country
and nearer our own age, I like
Cooper's tales, Washington Irving,
Hawthon.e, and the contemporaneous poetry, Judiciously sifted.
Outstanding lights of the next generation were of course Holmes.
Emerson and Thoreau whose books
can by no possibility be too highly
recommended for their truth '.
human nature.
"Coming down to tlje present day
there are a great many books on
the market for children and young
people so many that it is almost
impossible to name the ones which
would be best. I think it must be
the dutv of all parents to study
their children and to select for
Iheir reading books which will best
help in the education they intend
to give them."

hlf

perhaps the Woozio Wolf or th?
Fuzzy Fox had hidden in the shed
and was now Jumping out to get
some ear nibbles, but a moment
later the rabbit uncle saw that hieit
was the garden rake which had
hit him on the nose.
Tho rake stood in the corner,
with its teeth out and, stepping on
these teeth, as Undo Wiggily did,
made the handlu of the rako fly out
and hit his pink, twinkling nose.
"But I'll be more careful next
he
time," laughed Mr. Longears, as out
and went
picked up the rake dug-up
ground
to smooth over the
so Nurse Jane could plant the late
beans.
Uncle Wiggily was raking away,
and raking away and raking away,
sort of laughing to himself to think
what a funny bang on his nose the
rake had given him, when, all of
a sudden, there was a rustling in
the weeds Just outside tho garden
and forth sprang the Bob Cat!
"Good morning, Uncle Wiggily!
snarled the bad Bob Cat. "Good
morning to you!"
"Bad morning, I call it. when
bunyou come around," sighed the
ny.
"Well, vour cars are good, anyhow!" growled tho Bob Cat. "And
as
I'm going to nibble them," andbade
be said this the hair on the
it
th nr,h rat. heean to ruffle
self up. Just as tho back of your
cat gets all flutrea up wnen
,.,
the rmiKil
Kopine
back of tho Bob Cat gave Uncle
Wiggily oan idea.
moment, before you no
'T,.of
ble my ears!" rried the bunny. "My
oniy nuns
garden isn t the
needs raking to mako It smooth.
Your rough back needs raking, Mr.
Bob Cat!"
With that Uncle Wiggily began
with hfs rake, as hard
scratching
Via nnll lrt
Ihe back of the Bob
Cat. Hard and deep tho bunny dug
into
the sharp thorns of the rake
the tender back of tho bad Bob
Cat
"Nibble my ears, will you!" cried
the bunny. "But first you must
have your back raked!"
rii ninw' That's enough That n
Oh, wow! I'll bo good!
enough!
I won t nliibie your ears umihj
howled the"Bob Cat, and away he
ran.
.. ,,
.
"Ha! ha! laughed Uncle wiggny,
as he kept on raking tho garden.
"It Is a good thing Nurse Jane
wanted to plant some late beans'."
Ar.,1 if tho, narlor rue doesn't try
to go to sleep on the ceiling, and
fajl down on the head of the match
I'll tell you next, aooui uhl-iand the hose.

"
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TO WORK ONLY AS NEW
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which he had put on to go adventuring, Uncle Wiggily started to
make a garden for the late beans.
Hie bunny gentleman'! feet were
very good for digging n tho soft
earth. Before he moved inti; nis
hollow stump bungalow Undo Wiggily used to dig himself n hole, or
burrow, In the earth, where he
lived.
"But I'll have to get a rake, such
as boys and girls use, to make my
garden smooth," thought Uncle
Wiggily, as he dug and dug, making the dirt fly, Just as your dog
sometimes does when Is digging up
a bono he had buried.
Soon Uncle Wiggily had dug over
a large square bed of earth and
now it needed to be raked smooth
so the late beans could be planted.
Uncle Wiggily had a rake, which
he had made by sticking some
thorns from the locust tree through
a strip of birch bark. The hark,
with the thorns, like the teeth of
a rake, sticking through It was
fastened to a long handle.
"With that thorn rake I can
make Nurse Jane's garden smooth,"
said Uncle Wiggily.
The rabbit gentleman hopped
over to the woodshed back of his
In this shed he kept
bungalow.
such of his garden tools as he needa
ed to use,
rake, a watering can
and a wheelbarrow.
It was rather dark as Uncle Wiggily entered the shed, coming In as
he did from the outdoors. Just as
it is extra dark when you first go
in to see the moving pictures. Uncle Wiggily stepped toward the corner where he knew the rake stood,
when, all of a sudden, something
banged the rabbit gentleman hard
on his pink nose.
"Oh. dear me! What's that?"
cried Uncle Wiggily.
At flint Uncle Wiggily thought

New Text Book Tells How to Improve Interiors
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(Special Correapondmce to The Journal.)
East Las Vegas, N. M July 9.
All strikers have been informed

that their seniority will be done
away with, and that they will return to work as new employes of
the railroad, should any of them
return to work. A diner and
sleeping car have been installed
near the shops here so that any

of the men who care to take advantage of Mich accommodations
may do so. No trouble seems to
have arisen over the strike. It
is believed that It is the last thing
any of the strikers would do.
either to make trouble or cause
any injury to the property of the
road. The railroad peoplo did r.ot
say that there would be any disposition to bar the strikers, but
that they would go back as new
men, and all privileges held high
by railroaders are lost under the
forfeiting of the seniority.

The Principles of Interior Decoration by
Bernard C Jakway (Macmlllan).
The campaign for more homes in

America should certainly have as
a parallel movement a campaign
for better homes. As a guide book
for such a campaign, no ono could
make a mistake in buying "The
Principles of Interior Decoration"
by Bernard C. Jakway, 'extension
lecturer in Interior decoration at

the University of California.
In his book Mr. Jakway has cov
ered the whole field of interior dec
and
He gives scientific
oration.
artistic bases for Judgment and
taste in decoration, presenting much
helpful information for the amateur and professional worker in
home beautification.
Of his work the author says in
a preface: "The book is designed
primarily to be of interest to the
housewife, concerned with the at
tractiveness of her home; to the
worker in house furnishing shops,
concerned with increasing the value
of his services; to the teacher, concerned with imparting compact and
workable knowledge, and to tne
reader who desires a general un
To
derstanding of the subject."
Mr. Jakway's credit, it should be
said that he has written so clearly
that his text will be intelligible and
Interesting to all the classes named.
Mr.
In his nnenlng chapters,
Jakway considers the nature and
to
fitness
the
the
of
method
art,
purpose, the grammcr of decoration, lino and form, color and the
significence of texture. He later
considers the elements of beautv.
tho law of contrast, proportion, balance, light and shade, the dominani
hue, color harmony, ornament, excellence in design and period decoration.

illustrations

Jakway's

Mr.

are

largely line drawings or simple
each
emphasizing
photographs,
the
(sometimes
involved.
Certainly they are
point
so well chosen and so closely connected with the text that they add
greatly to the educational value of
the book.
It seems safe to predict that Mr.
standJakway's text will become asdecoraard in the field of interior
tion as Kelnach's "Apollo" has become in the field of art. It is a
surprlnlngly good exposition of the
subject.
C. P. A.

BOOK ENDS

I
1

I

Marjorie U C. PIckthall, the in a
rtlpri recently
hospital in Vancouver after an op
eration. She was tne auinor ui
.,,

r

two volumes of poetry, a poetic drama on,) twn novels, the latest, re
"Tho
entitled
cently published,
Bridge."

Don Stewart, recently pictured in
a Danish movie newspaper as "the
he
murdered Captain Taylor," saystorn-tmany not deflect his European
Denmark to find out what is
rotten in the state thereof. Don
,M,va ho ia nn Tfnnilp.t and that to be
or not to be is in no sense the ques
tion.
Cornelia Straton Parker, author
"Working With the Working
Women," and, by the way, she took
a Job in a laundry to get some of
this material, has left Switzerland
for Italy in order "to find a scrap
of sun some place," so her two
hlldren may more quickly conva
lesce from an illness.
f

When he writes his next book,
Booth Tarklngton may and probably will not sign himself I.ltt. D.
lie gets his degree from De Pauw,
his father.
of which Institution
Judge John Tarkington of Indianmioli3 is the eldest living graduate.
seThat's what a little group of
rious thinkers like Pcnrod, Alice
Adams, Gentle Julia and tho Magnificent Ambcrsons can do tor a
fellow.
T.l
T .
ftf
n1,i-- ,
evviLiiv,
J.. ,l. tlnll
Xiaiii
Sheik," has written another rfovel
"The Shadow of the East," to be
published on August 24 by Small,
Maynard & Co. "It's another best
seller," the publishers declare.

Cables from Uondon' and Berlin

state that the long expected book
Wilhelm is now ready
hv
and one report Is that an American
has
bought the option on
group
world rights. It Is stated that the
er

expects to jet most of the
income from sales in countries othHis memoirs
er than Germany.
will cover the period leading to the
war as well as the war time. The
litle has not been decided upon,
hut the book is said to run to about
has
100,000 words. The
had heln in preparing the manu
script, and it is reported that Hinregara
dcaburg was consulted in of
the
to a considerable portion
narrative. "Coming so soon after
the publication by Scribner of the
"Memoirs of the Crown Prince,"
says "The Publisher's Weekly," this
would seem to indicate that the
reading public is to have a goodly
taste of Hohenzollern literature In
the ensuing months." A report al
so comes from Berlin that the foreign office is about to make available all of the secret papers in tho
archives.

EXPLOSION TEARS OFF
BOY'S THUMB, FINGER
(By The Associated Press.)
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merry with the fruitful grape
sadder after none, or bitter, fruit."
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hereby given
Joseph II. Grant was duly adjudged Strictly American neighborhood. Phone
.
a voluntary bankrupt on July 3,
that first meeting of his w aT 1
19L2;
Kb Miscellaneous
office
at
held
the
will
be
creditors
WA
of the undersigned, Rooms
i U 'ion truck. Address
1412"-Cromwell building, Albuquerque.
furniture of all
New Mexico, July 20, 1022, nt 10 WANTED
kinds. Phone 044-o'clock a. m.( at whirh time crediCON'THACTOUS
Cavolt and
tors may attend, examine the bank-ru- CEMENT
Pedro. 603 South Seventh
and transact such other busimeetWANTED Washing and ironing, by day
ness as mnv come before the
or by t lie dozen.
J'iione 1703-GEORGE C. TAYLOR,
ing.
WANTED
.Vloney
to loan on good first
Referee in Bankruptcy.
&

s.

,

)

r

17i:i-W-

'1'

.

post-offi-

SecomT-lian-

nt

McMMIIon

mortKaffes.

NilTl

15

Wood.

SEVEltAb LOANS wanted on good real
estate security. Ileal Estate Exchange,
4f: West Copper.
e
""e HAVE several
first mortMe- gage loans. Who want, them?
Million

Wood.

&

TitANSFEIt and scavenTer work doni.
reasonable rates. E. A. Urlf.fi th, 711
East Iron, phone lOlll-'- f
WALL l'AI'EU and Kaisomin. cleaned.
floors and woodwork oiled; sure; clean
oil. John Uoodson, phone 634-MAX J4AKGAIN STOKE, at 316 South
First, will piy the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, .hoe. and
fumlttre. Phone 858.
WANTED Ice cream tables and chairs,
also small cash
and floor show
Large Number, of Republ- case; must be In register
Adgood condition.
care
dress
Journal.
icans Are Said to Believe WANTED "violin stmienis;
)
private ln- That Judge S. B. Davis chlld now.' rhone 1777-J- ,' between It A
and 3 p. m., and ( to f p. m. J.'B.
Should Be Chosen.
Pearee.
ItUU CLEANERS
(Special Corresiximlenre to The Journal.)
9x12 Rugs Cleaned.
(1.25.
Sanla Fe. July 'J. A condition MATTRESSES renovated. $3.60 and up;
furniture repnlreu ond Backed. Ervla
y campaign oraoften dracribea
or 5035-J- .
-,
Bedding Co.. phonea C.I3-tors and publicity bureaus, but sel- WANTED
CaFefui
Kodak finishing.
Tw'ce dally service. Remember, satis.lorn existing In reality, is found In
Bend your finishing
guaranteed.
tho race for the republican nomi faction
a reliable, established firm.
Hanoa
nation for United States ueiiaior. to Hanns.
Master
Photographers.
of
that
is
rim unusual suectacle

SEEKING

INTO

RUN F0R SENATE

going after the
The man is Stephen B. Davis, Jr., of Las Vegas, now serving
as a Justice of tho supreme court.
For nearly a year there has been
a growing belief among a large
of
number
party leaders that
Judge Davis ought to be tho nomi
nee of the party, to maue me race
agaiiiHt A. A. Jones, tncuniDont,
who Is certain to bo renominated
hv the democrats.
Reasons lor this
selection as given by leaders behind tho movement, ro many and
varied.
Ono of the most widely known
republicans in the state said:
"While we want to name a man
who is qualified in every way to
serve in this high office, we also
want to have a nominee who can
win. Therefore, tne selection ui
Judge Davis is not unmixed with
expediency or, practical politics,
to put it plainly. The judge is rec
ognized by the Judiciary and by
the bar generally as one of the
foremost lawyers of the southwest.
Not only that, but he is a student
in many lines, a clear thinker and
successful in his own business af
fairs. What Is of great value to
New Mexico, lie has made an exhaustive study of irrigation and
reclamation. As the slate's special
he has
Irrigation commissioner,
been all over the country attendand
ing preliminary conferences,
will represent the state at the final
conference to be held in Santa Fe
on August 1 by Secretary Herbert
Hoover when the several states af
fected will reach a binding decision
with respect to irrigation of tho
Colorado river basin.
"On the political side: His record Is above reproach. He has not
been a candidate for office and has
not been involved in any factional
differences. As the party nomlneo
he would merit, and would receive,
the support of republicans in every
precinct. He would unite the party
in San Miguel county as no other
candidate would, andvould poll
more votes in East
Vegas than
a candidate from some other section."
Whether Judge Davis might be
nominated is only part of the problem. Almost as serious a question
is whether he would accept the
nomination. It is generally known
that his preference is not to remain on the bench, but to return
to the practice of law. However,
he is not unmindful of the great
honor, and of the service which he
might be able to render In so high
an office. One of his close friends
has declared that the nomination,
if made by the convention, would
not bo declined. This Is as near
an authoritative statement as it is
possible to obtain at this time.
Judge Davis himself has proved
an accomplished listener, but his
activity has not gone beyond listening.
Supporters 'of Judge Davis say
they are not lacking in respect for
the claims of others who may be
candidates for the nomination.
There Is no reason
that such
claims should not be presented to
the convention, which will pass
upon the merits of all candidates
and make the decision. It would
not be at all surprising if San
Miguel county should present the
name of Judge Davis.

oncusesi ra an5 band
SCHOOL

the nomination
man.

Is

East Las Vegas, N. M., July 9.
I.co Venable, Jr., Is in tho hospital
suffering severely from the loss of
his thumb and first finger as a ree
consult of picking up a
tainer covered with wax and lighting It. The boy only touched a
match to It and It exploded tearMAN IS HELD AT LAS
ing away those members of his
hand and causing a loss of an
VEGAS IN CONNECTION
of blood. The lad was reamount
WITH SWICK'S MURDER turning from the Agua Pura Ice
house when he saw the harmless
(Special L'orreapoodence to xne Journal.)
looking object in his path. Ho beEast Uas Vegas, N, M July 10.
gan to investigate, with the terriW. I Griffin, who was a foreman ble outcome
at the New Mexico Construction
HOMK IS HOBHED.
company quarry, has been arrested
hero In connection with the murEast Las Vegas, N. M July 10.
der of Charles Swick, a Raton The home of Ralph W. Emerson
taxi driver, who was slain by some was entered Friday night and $100
of the passengers he was driving In money was taken, and a roll of
in the Gardner road about a year rugs which had been made all
ago. Swick's body was left lying ready for the escape when the robin the road after a terrific strugbers were frightened away.
gle. In which he was shot and
Some of the students In Paris,
dragged from the car to tho road.
Sheriff Ullbarrl Is holding Griffin when persuing ancient books In
Colof
for Sheriff Hixcnbaugli
the national library, protect themselves with
fax county.
This Is
done to prevent the Inhalation of
Tibet is larger than France. Ger
Tomatoes are said to ripen best lniigerous microbes said to infest many and Spain combined, but has
old volumes,
by the light of the moon, ,
only 6,000,000 inhabitants.
tub-lik-

Houses

PETTI KORD THE ODD
JOB MAN. FOIt SALK
house, partly furAH kinds of work.
Phone 167S-nished. 704 South High.
I WILL, ESTIMATE all or any part of
Flve-rouFOR bALK
bungalow, modyour wor;; I make a specialty of lath-In- g
ern. 1U03 West Marquette.
and shingling, w. M. Conver, phone
VOH SALE jjuuao and lot.
Call after
I416-.;6:30 p m. Got East Grand.
FLOOR
SANDING
We can resurface
Twu-ruuFOK
two
SALE
ci'UK".
. your old floors and make them like
porches. Hatton's Store, phono 216-Jne
and moke your new floors perfect.
Phone S070-W- .
tieriL fT balance buys four-roo?iut) (.'ASH.
almost new modern home. Phone
LET mo figure your new house or re1PS2-.pairs; reasonable prices; work guaranE. t'OU SALIi Three-roomodern furnishteed; estimates free. Call 1755-E. Johnson, 618 John.
ed house; garage,
lot, $500
and down, :(Q ppr month, l.T6 South Anio.
WEbo obi) ?01i carpentering
house building, reasonable-,- ; Investigate I' OK SALK
Three fine homes, Kant Cen-- our low prices; estimates free.
Phone
Kast
Silver and
tiiil,
University
2:l9(i-J. P. Kluken, 112 Tale.
Heights, J. A. Ha i tumid, -i Kast Silver.
D
Four-rooK AI.KOM MNG, also Jf'u't SALE
PAINTING
and bath, frame,
ctnse In highland?, $;i00; easy terms.
roof palming; very reasonable prices.
Call at 1 524 West Mountain road, or Room l.i. First National Bank building.
7!.1-o'clock.
5
noon
or
at
after
phone
FOK 8 A LE By mvnei, suburoan borne,
I WANT you to Investigate my low prfc-efour moms and sleeping porch, city
on any kind of a building proposition water, fruit trees, grape arbor.
Post- have In view. A. B. Palmer, Bunga- offlne box HI 3, citj.
f
low Rulider. hot 41. eltv. Phoos 17SS-FOK SALE ur trade fur good Improved
residence, one
ranch, mis nine-rooDRESSMAKING
Address
residence; highlands.
J. (J. M., care of Journal.
FUR SAi;E New house, three r oms, Inclosed porch, built-iFIKST-CLAKfeatures, fyrnlih
dressmaking, work guarpd, South High, clsa to new
anteed. RL'O West Lead, Tihone 17:ll-t!U4-Phone
takes
$0.0
owner,
it,
VVANTKD Sewing, 20c hour; satisfaction
SALE UeHurlfully furnished modguaranteed. 311 South Harvard, phone Full
car line,
on
home.
ern
54U0-Rhighlands,
balance like rent;
$4,000; $L',000
PLEAT1NO,
accordion, side and box; from owiipr. Address H. H., care Journal.
mall orders. N. Ciane, !lu North
adobe houss
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814- l''OK HA l.K New
with slppplng porch, front porca, plaswhlte-liisiilon
am
o
out;
Conor lot;
MATTKESS REN OVAT1NG tered wntpr;
city
price J1.3T.0, cash. Inqalf
.
iSyRISirGEMjV ATl.NO. 3.60 and up. lr,"4 North Seventh.
. Rug cleaning, furniture
repairing,
SALE New
Dy uwneri u.i,
F(h
2035-613-or
Phone
packing.
one
si, room. flL'4 West Cold;four-rooKrvln Bedding Company.
819
110 North Maple; one
North Maple: terms. Call Ml West SilWELL CONTRACTOR
ver, phone 1949-m
VVEU.H Dill I. LEU. driven and repaired: l.'OU KAI.K OK RENT
By owner,
furnished house, neat and clean;
pumps, tnnks, towers. J. K. Wolklng.
water and electric lights, chicken house,
42.1 West Marble, phone 1452-W- .
and wood shed. 130(1 Virginia houlevard.
(.'.ill ot 102H North Sixth, phono 1G8U-LEGAL NOTICE
Foit i)A l.K Well-bui- lt
by
practical
OTirK.
builder, $i75 cash, or best offer, buys
In the District Court of the United
and Klassed-l- n
porch.
sleeping
States for the District ot New Electric and city water. The best In
town for hcalthseehers.
Palmer, 18!a
Mexico.
South Hlph phone 17&S-No, 406. In Bankruptcy.
bun- By owner, five-rooIn the Mutter of Joseph Heather- - FOlt
caluw. modern except heat, two and
iiiRton Grant, Bankrupt.
one-haKoUnson
blocks from
park; lawn,
that said
Notice ia

have an orchestra or band Instrument and wish to learn to play
correctly and receive class Instruction
In sight
musical arlthmatlc,
reading.
time, tone, tempo, scales, chords, transand
ensemble
posing
playing. Join our
school now.
s'red K. Ellis, phone 302-TOU

IB"

FOR SALE
b'OH KALIS

Ranches

small ranch, three-fnunh- a
mile eit of bridee: modern home. A
J. James.
KOBEnrti-TUflNKcompany, 218 Weft
(Jo (J, have establishpil a. npill tnnrl
department.
KoH HA LE We have some splendid
in suburban ranches and
propositions
Hohertw-Turne- r
h'pw.
Company.
.300-acre
'UK HALE
ranch, n eastern part of atato. ir.O tr.n-rum.
dress Hatton's Hiorc. general deliver.!.
l'Hiqueri,.e, phone 2I16-J6Xn HALE Itaiich ot thirty-tw- o
aers.
twenty-tw- o
neres of It alfalfa; ranch-m- a
n't house, harnt for storlne alfalfa.
and complete farm equipment. Santiago
Garcia, Itanclios de Albuquerque.
OH BALE OR TRADE FIvo acret In
Frultvale, near .mved ruad: flnt txrant
or chicken ranch; easy termt to right
party . Phone 693. or apply room 15. First
uanK, or Jiuu soma waiter.
FOK HALE
Highly Improved twenty-fiv- eauro 'suburban
ranch: excellent
dairy proportion; twelve acret alfalfa,
balance small truck. Thousands of dollars
In Improvements; must be seen to be ap
obrts-- i urner Company.
preciated.
HANCH
A (food one, fur sale; all kinds
of fruit, alfalfa. Implements, cows,
horses,
house,
garage, baru,
twenty-tw- o
acrns close In, Old Town
Boulevard; must he sold on account ot
health.
or 848;
Phone owner. 2417-Rpostoffice box 192, Old Albuquerque, N.
M.
A

H A N OH of four acres,
entirely fencedwith flve-foooultrv
wire, threefourths mile west of Bnrelni bridge;
house, three screened porches;
water In
nnw garage and chicken
houses; full blooded chickens and turkeys; also furniture; terms. Call owner.
l.'4Ifi-J-

j.

WANTED
W A NTED

Position

Housework

the day. Puou,
ll'4.'.
EXPEUIE.NCED FtenoKiapher wants po- Ly

Bnion.

WANTED
1343--

Work by the hour.

after

Ptrona

6:30 p. m.

WANTED Girl wunts position in general housework, (.'all 6S.
GENEKAL HEPAIFt WORKS
REPAIR anything. (113-ask for W. F.
HOUSE
cleaning, floor waxing, lawn
work.
Call J. W. I.owe, phone 1430-WANTED
Experienced
stenographer
wants suhstitute or part-tim- e
wot.
Phono 1S30-J- .
WANTED-Posttloas nurse and com
panion; willing to go anywhere; best of
city references. Miss Baker, phone 1130-600 North Second.
WANTED tipanlsh-speakin- g
.nog-uph-e- r,
with several
yea'-experience,
desires position In bank or law office.
Wll' go out of town. Adlrcm Stono.. car
Journal, Albuquerque, N. M.

It"Al2sixr,y

i'O
niouTrT'Mic'hen;
and rooster. Phono I!3.P,!'W.
MILK FED. orate fat fryers, alive or
dressed; also Rhode Island Red lay- Inir hens.
J. D. SwifL Boulevard .unri
pnnne izu-v- .
A FTER July
t, In order to make room
for young stock. Kill tell at bargain
8.
R. 1. tied bens; also a
prices, fifty
. law.
few mste hirds! flnea ato,,!..
era. C. P. Hay. 236 North High.

a

FOR SALE

KAI.K
E'lin.....11.11.,

.,,.

Kllual,

Renl t.atate

flna ir,,.,

n.a.

i.

U

rt n ... ......

.hi..J

I...
1.

.

....'itt

easy terms. ). K. Hammond. 824 East
Miv.r.
iron SALE Ult TRAhli t.'ur auto, lot on!
North" Seventh; auto must be In gmioj
romllllon. flione J7j. Address 3: SuutM
Btcouo,

1
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BRINGING UP FATHER,
WOULDN'T

I

frame
Brand new
and stucco house with oak
floors throughout, large basement, full sized lot and garage,
in South Highlands.
Price Is
$3,000. This is one that will
bear the closest inspection.
five-roo-

fcvS
f

V,
V

"I

WOULDN'T WANT
HIM TO KNOW ME

1

I

Titers

"f"

r.

A

f

1

1

LET NE OUT IF tsHE
KNEW
WUZ OjN'

I

1921 by the International News Bervlca.
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tive;

down and

$20.00

110.00

J, KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Heal Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
D,

210

W. Gold.

MUST

Realtors.

MANY
GOOD
HAVE
WE
buys in choice homes right
now. Delays will be costly
from now oc.
WE HAVE SOME EXCEL-lebusiness and apartment
sites on Copper avenue.
WE HAVE ONE OF THE
close-i- n
choicest
business
corners on W. Central.
WE HAVE SOME CHOICE
Income and vacant corners
on W. Gold avenue.
WE
HAVE
MANY
GOOD
buys in income and vacant
on
8.
Second
street.
property
WE HAVE MANY SPLENDID
apartment and home sites
on the west side including
Fourth ward.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST
list of homes In
the city. Let us show you.
No trouble for us to explain. At your service.
nt

ROBERTS-TURNE-

218

CO,,

R

W. Gold.

Phono

407.

Phone 414.

S. Fourth--

FOIR

SALE

white stucco bungalow, modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, garage, corner lot, fine
location; Fourth ward.
f 8,760 Eight-roopebble
flashed dwelling, bath, etc.; also two-rooadobe in rear, Jot 75x142; Third
ward, close in.
Borne good buys In Central avenue business property.
white stucco frame
M, 600
bungalow, modern, oak floors, built-i- n
features, garage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward
fi,

Fw Site

SELL

house, bath, 2 porches
Well
redecorated,
arranged,
both exterior and interior. Walks,
vines, full size lots. Priced to
sell.
ACKEUSON & GRIFFITH,
Five-roo- m

120

Phone 90

000

Five-roo-

A.

fflHSClEK. ReiDtor

Acrldcm, Automihlle insurance,
Surety Itoi la, Loons.
No. Ill 8. 1 ourth Ht.
.elcnbone 874.
Fife,

A

REAL BARGAIN

stucco
bungalow
sleeping poroh. Modern.
In Fourth ward. Will take car
on first payment.
RKALTV SALES CO.
and

FOR REm- -

-

Dwelling.-

KOU HUNT

Furnished tour-roohouse.
North Fourth.
FOIt RENT Four-roounfurnished cottage, 613 North Second.
FOri KENT Two-roorurnlshed house,
with porrh. 1Q22 South Walter.
FOR RENT Five-roocompletely
modern house.
Phone 2!t-3L'S

Two-roo-

i'ibih; una snane,

housTlnd

"A REAL HOME"
Constructed of press brick, B
largo rooms, and glassed-i- n
Bleeping porch, oak floors, built
In features,
fir
place, hot
water heat, large basement,
room
and laundry
laundry
equipment and etc., located on
East Silver avenue. For prices
and terms call.
A. L. MARTIN' 'A COMPANY.

'

Realtors.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.

Real

and

Thone

W. Gold.

223

156.

INSURANCE
in checking over our
INSURANCE
accounts that
there Is an abundance of property that we do not have any
INSURANCE on.
We feel that we are entitled to
a share of your business and
assure you that any amount
will be appreciated and taken
care of.
"Our
attention to
personal
every little detail"
Phono 657.
FRANKLIN & COMFANY,
Realtors.
Insurance, Loans, Investments.

Very good four-roomodern
house, two sleeping porches, exceptionally closo m. Lowlands,
250 cash and monthly
13,800;
payments.
North part Fourth ward, new
sleeping porch and
front porch, substantial, cool
house. Just completed,
corner lot, fine garden soil,
200 cash and $25 a
month.
Good four-roohouse and
sleeping porch, concrete walls,
completely
furnished, Highlands, $1,950; $100 cash and
monthly payments.
Thoroughly
new
grey brick house, five rooms,
breakfast
room, all built-i- n
features, Areola heat, fireplace
Highlands, $5,000; $500 cash
and $65 a month.

J.

ILoommlbceir

two-roo-

Estate Exchange,

Real

As Long As

400 West Copper.

LADIES'
SHOP; THE ONLY THING OF
THE KIND IN THE TOWN.
COME AND LOOK IF

FOK

l.iOS-J-

.

LEAVING

TOWN

Ulack

SALE

Angora

HELP WANTED
wj.MlO-II- un

for farm work. Apply
flozemek Dairy.
Duccher at once; good wages.
""'
Mllr''v Haltup. New Mexico.
FIREMEN, bSakeME.V, beginners T?o"
later 2R0. No strike.
Hallway, care
Morning Journal.
WANTED One
n
plasterer ai.d
n
one
carpenter. Appiy 1207
North Twelfth.
i.i' a rirst-cltis- a
bookkeeper for
locai corpora- - n; must have
Address E. H, r re Journal. experience,
RELIABLE agui.ia wanted for New Mex-Ic- o
and Arizona to sell th haut rini,K
and Accident insurance In the world for
Roberts-Turnethe money.
r
Co.. stnte
ugeois, 21s west uold, Albuquerque, N. M
vy
ihd (santa Fe Railway! Machin
ists, Douermakers, blacksmiths, sheet
metal workers, electricians, carmen and
helpers for these classes" Apply In person or by letter to D. K. Barton,
superintendent of shops, general office building or J. P. McMurray, master mechanic,
.108 South Second street.
Albuquerque,
WANTED

IVnutle.

Phono

full
217

Phone
kittens.

Phone

MILK; BEST IN TOWN.

2413-H-

BALE

Double

North Third.

FOU SALE

cart.

MiscefUneous

SALE

TRY NODDY'S'

I

ARIZONA

SALE

18.16--

FOIt

Will gell my home at a bargain. Seven-roobrick. Two
sleeping porches. Located on
North Walter. Call for MR.
BURMEN, Gillette Tailor Shop
118 2 West Central.

R

STYLE SHOP,

FOR

set none harness.

.Small refrigerator

Phone

2U85--

and baby

KOOFINCJ

EXPERT guaranteed work, phone I884-Foil BALE Cherries on the trees, six
cents a pound.
209 East Trumbull,
FOU KALE Ivory baby carriage, good as
new, and child's bed, $25, 415 Marquette.
FOU BALE Two littera 'of
pure-brT- d
Airedale puppies, price $7.50 to $20.
.e

P'

191B--

FOU

BALE Oood upright piano, cheat)
for cash.
Call immediately
at 214
West Gold.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred pit bull terrier puppies. 0, H. Blumenshine, phone
2412-K-

FOR SALE Thoroughbred English bull
terrier puppies, five weeks old. Apply
1512 North First.
FOR SALE Scnles, cash register, meat
sllcers, grinders. Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange.
FOR SALE A few S. C. R. I. Red hens;
also some spring chtcks and some furniture. 1116 Fouth Arno.
TYPEWRITERS, all mukes. 116 and up.
13 per nionth.
.lbuquerque Typewriter
Exchange. I? J Bouth Fourth.
FOU SALE
Apples, seven and one-hacents, delivered, or five cents if jou
call.
Roehl
Old
Placo,

.SintflCl. Inc.

Fra-rnn-

ii

i

...

j

DISCOUNT

o

two very desirable
east
front lots in University Heights
terma i wanted,
Owner will aacrlfica
brick home, close lr. and on a
splendid corner. Easy terms.
On

J,

D.

$50.00

By taftlnif year lease on fine new
modern apartment In PARK VIEW
COURT, at $50 per month, including heat, hot and cold water.
Ask to see them, and reserve one
now.
J. A. HAMMOND, Afrent.
821 East Silver.
Phono 1522--

THE

EXCHANGE

120

211 W. Gold.
T.

W. Uold

nry rkmj on trade
lTIiXlTUIUO, ETC.
Ii.

&

E.

I;.

rhone

Town.

FOU

SALE
Heavy black enamel porch
wing; alao Singer aewlng machine. In
710 West Lead.
goodcondltlon.
FOR SaYe Used" tra'ctwa76Tii ami
with gang plowa. Hardware
Department, J. Korber & Company.
fOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Ewayne'a Dairy, phone 191S-M- .
FOU KALE Pianos and player pianos,
pre-wvalues. Phone 106. Geo. P.
Loarnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
FOU SALE
Standard make used player
piiinos, in a-- 1 condition; will sell at
bargain on easy payment plan. Phone

WANTED Woman to do light house
work; good pay for
party, Ap
P'v 1416 South Edith. right
WANTED Young girl to do housework,
stay nights; permnnent position. 313
Columbia, phone 1626-WANTED
Competent housekeeper to
mae cnarge or household of six men
at San Yslrtro; help provided. Call at
3"2 North Eighth street.
WANTED Ladles' experienced In fancy 1459-n
work, anxious to earn extra money at FOR
SALE One
stroke
home, spare hours, write Immediately to
Wayne gas pump, at a bargain: also
I'nderwood Art Goods Co., Portsmouth, one chain hoist, one and one-ha- lf
ton..
Ohio.
tua south Second.
EVERYTHING IN PLUMBING FIXTMli nrnl renin If.
URES, and material.
Pumps and well
CIVIL SERVICE examinations, July,
Thaxton Supply Co., I'hone 472-August; many vacancies, $120 mmthly, points.
1111 North Fourth.
18
age
upward. Experience unnecessary.
MANZANO GINGER ALE
For free list positions now open, write
R. Terry (former Civil Service examiner), TRY your home products and say it Is a
26 Continental Bldg., Washlngt in, D. C.
little better than any shipped in.
ten centa a bottle, everywhere.
For Rent-Roowith Board FCT BALE Black currents for makingjellies, plea, preserves and jama. BentTABLE BOARD, single meals served.
n Ranch, phone 2417-Rfrom I to 1
313 North Terrth.
"
"on. i to i ana o to v nignis,
FOU RENT Room
with board. 218 CEIJRO CANYON Firewood Co., firewood
South Bros d wa y.
direct from Cedro canyon to user:
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
porch, with sawed and spilt In atova or fireplace
114 North Marie.
tv.ard.
lengtha; prompt delivery. Phone 2400-JROOM with aleeplng porch and board; SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushion!
.
1679-Wgentlemen only. Phone
prevent falltn Insteps; cures all foot
troubles,
CANVAS aleeplng porch,
Planter
Arch (supports. Thos.
II.
with board, F.
Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
1207 East Central.
$10 per week
ROOM AND BOARD with glassed sleepCHICKENS, CAR, FURNITURE
TWENTY good chickens, Grant ear, 1311,
ing porch; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
seven tires, new battery, aome furniture,
BOAUD
home
uuod
cooking, rates by
the meal or week. Mra. Knight, cor- - lease or sell place. 1224 North Second.
ASBESTOS
ner Broadway and Gold.
PAINT
r lOD for all kinds ROOF
of roofi, $1 per galROOM, BOARD and aleeplng porch, for
110 South
lon,
The
Co..
Manzano
two. In private home, highlands. Phone
Walnut, phone 1834-Try a built up
nzz-w- ,
n.'O East Silver.
roof; will last aa long as the building.
FOIt RENT Have lovely vacanoy for two FOK SALE Three-burnoil stove and
convalescents. Mrs. W. H. Reed, phone
oven, four camp chairs, two steel fold1226-J- .
406 South Walter.
Inches wide, and one
ing cots, thirty-si- x
FOR KENT Nicely furnished front room set of bed springs. tiShi North Fifth.
with board, suitable for one or two. pnone z:s(j-Phone 1472-618 West Fruit,
FOR RENT Large front room and SLAB WOOD Limited supply of green
slab wood S3 full truck load delivered.
aleeplng porch with board. Everything
new and modern. Call 110 North Maple, Phone 169S-W- '.
or pnone 1,468-SPECIAL summer rates- - $65 per month; FIVE full seta of telegraph Instruments,
excellent board, private room with
Includes key sounder, wire, resonator
aleeplng porch and tray service. 8t. and batteries; two aeti already assemJohn's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491. bled on good table and ready for two
MRS. CARL BEROLUND, private sana- persons to learn on; will sacrifice. Call
torium, 1416 South Edith street; accom- 411 East Silver, after 6 p. m.
modation for two bed patlenta needing USB EFFKCTO AUTO TOP and seat
special nurse care. $30 per week or $100
dressing. Effeoto Auto Enamel, Vals- per month also accommodation for two par.
Valspar Knamel on automobiles.
In
Homestead
annex,
gentlemen patients
needing Plymouth Cottage Print,
general nurse eare; tray service! excel- Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement, satlent meals; also special diet. Phone isfaction assured. Thoa. F. Keleher Leath
1365-W- .,
er!.. 401 Wei. Central.
Thone 1067-- J
FOIt SALE Nearly new player piano
SALE Furniture
wiiii juv runs, uavenuuri ueu,
fTJRN I Tti iuE'R'E HA I hW6"andu pfiolstw: Ion metal churn,
glass churn.
wy v.o iive-pan613-1035-uoor, iiew ,n,o
or
Phone
Ervin
Ing.
roller pipe cutter,
grindstone, one-Inc- h
Bedding Company.
post-hol- e
hay knife, .two
digger, saw-cFOR SALE a complete line of high-graoui-njiwiBuuro wire, cneap.
used furniture; also new matSALE
(By Chas. Mann), show
tresses and Simmons beds, tit South FOR
press, Oliver
casts, scales, copying
First.
typewriter, Dalton adding machine, three
DinUsed
FOR SALE
furniture:
H. P. electrlo motor, four H. P. gasoline
ing table. $11.75: chairs, $1.75; bed,
sanitary ancing macmov, vu,,two
$9.00; single bed, spring mattress, $18.75; engine,
mill, twelve-ligsystem,
chiffonier, $18.00i Ivory dressing table, imjx springs and twogasoline
cow
$18.50; mahogany rocker, $6.50; wicker
3
one
TO
FORCED
per cent loan
SELL,
chair, $14.00; wicker rocHer, $5.76; leathIn United States Loan and Investment
er rocker. $7.60. Call at American Furbeen run
haa
which
company,
for
82,600,
667
niture Company. 223 South Second- Hold, phone
Also one 8 per
ning sixteen months.
FOR RENT Office Rooms
cent
In
loan
Home
Builders
United
WANTED Real Estate
FOR RENT Miscellaneous America for 12,000 which bna been runof
ForTTbnt Two 'oifice rooms over Kist- - T$ YOU'hive
RENT
FOR
for
business
sale,
130 per nionin;
month.
Both, should
property
Plauo, excellent condition, ning twenty-tw- o
llgni.
i'hone 1804-list It With HclUUloa
Wood,. ,,
mature soou. Box, 63, Clevis. H. lit

Hi

winr

modern five room home in
Heights. Hardwood floors, heating plant, Karaite. Close to car
line, $4,750. Terms.
New five room home, Heights.
Hath, hardwood floors, $2,950.
Part cash.
Six room brick, Highlands. Bath,
sleeping porch, garage. Corner
lot, $4,700. Terms.
Five room brick, close In, Highlands, Furnace, full lot, east
front, shade, $5,500. Knsy terms.
McMlLT.vOM, it WOOD,
Realtors.
208 W. Gold. Insurance. Iionns.

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
A

Better Orada

15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Land
Lumber Co.

McKinley
Albuquerque.

&

New Mexico,

ONLY

$3,800

For one of the best built modern four-roohomes on the
Glasscd-it- )
elevation.
sleeping
porch, breakfast nook with all
other built-i- n
features. Hardwood floors in all rooms and
porches. Look where you may
you can't beat it.

Will he harvested from a
orchard within five mllps
A lliuq uerrr'io, and
only halt
the orchard l,c:t in r this
year. This 0rcl1.11 d is on
"bench"
land, ami the
water is furnished hy pump.
We have a hundred acre
tract of tho same kind of land
that can lie boturht fur $3,500;
$1,001) ensh. Have also smaller
tracts of the same kind.
THIUI) WAItl).
Five-roobrick stucco in
easy walking distance of business
section.
floors
Maple
throughout. Nice lawn, younfr
shade trees, Vines, etc. Owner
is very nnxlous to sell.
A SAVINGS
ALCOl'NT.
$10.00 down and $10. Ou per
month will buy a
lot
In University Heights. This is
the fastest growing addition of
the city. Select your lot today;
we are general asrents.
I'Olt KENT
seven-rooNew
on
brlok
North Maple street. This house
Is furnished exceptionally well
and has nil modern conveniences. Will rent by tho month
or on lease.
H, CHAS
Phone

ROEHL,
(110.

Just Listed a Bargain

Keleher,

Realtor.
Thone 410

riHk,

McSI'ADDEN

1111.

OPPORTUNITIES

m

HOLBROOK

-

New,

Luna Blvd. Five-roobrick, hot
air, lawn, shade trees,
paved
street.
Can arrange terms.
It. MoCLUGHAN. Realtor
Phone 442-204 West Gold.

READY-TO-WEA-

1922 By Int-- i
.

SAVE

We find

$6,300

FOR SALE

sleep- -

fhono 2S48-bi,VJ'.ltAL modern houses, furnlshe.l or
Rg1- unfurnlshed. 20 to 100. Phone 1SS2-- J
PO" HEiVi' Furnlshea noma with two
FOR RENT jTurnlshed apartment.
80S
rooms and aleeplng porch. 522 South
South Third.
waiter.
FOR rkxt Furnished apartment!.
FOK KENT
Went Iron.
Furnished tour-roohouse
with sleeping porch. Inquire 614 South
TOR HE.vi' Cod, de.strabl. apartment;
E'llth.
adult, no sick. 816 Wear Roma.
Five-rooFOK KENT
Foil RENT Three ru"Ws anYbathT-- .?!
furnished house.
r,0. Inquire
Karaite,
S23 South Arno,
rnum ffevenin, pnone
close In.
Two furnished rooms with FOR
KENT One side of double house.
prlvale lialh; vary cool. Phona 1787-unrurnlshed, except range. 208 South
ONE SMALL, and one
furnished ft roan way.
are
apartment, with hot water, 1215 West TO KENT Flvo-rooRoma.
modern home,
1'OR RENT Furnished apartment and 7ni lh-- Ka". and Knraee. 'l'hona 14C2-JOrK.
i,;vv
garage. Call 1S90-after 6:80; re- FOIt KENT
Furnished four-rooduced rates.
brick
two large porches. Inquire
FOR RENT Three room and sleeping OHbungalow:
V.ip.u c
j
porch; prlvata bath. S16 West Granite, FOU KENT Small
rihono 171)1 W.
rnd.r.
cottage. Phone 8S1-at 1624
Po"lt KENT Apartment
furnished; nj East Central, from 9 to 12. keys
children; no sick; 22.50, 621 South FOIt KENT
Five-roounfurnished
With, phone 11J7-modern house,
with two sleeping
FOR RENT Modern
three and four-roor- u porihes. Phone 212S-with bath; furnished. FOIt KENT
apartmenti,
i!14 West Coal.
HotMea, an Kinds; furnished
and unfurnished.
McMlllloo ft Wood,
FOk RENT
Two furnished rooms, for Realtors. 206 West Uold.
llfht housekeeping; adults; no aick. Oli KENT Houses
and
T24 South Second.
apartments.
furnished or
Phone 1522-J.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment for A. Hammond. not.
24 En.it Silver.
light housekeeping; also three unfur- TO KENT Five-roomodern home,
nlslied rooms. BIS South Arnu.
with
and gnrage. Phone 1462-FOR RKNT Apurtmenia and houses, 701 WetgasNew York.
furnished or not.
l'hona 1528-1J.
Five-rooFOR
RENT
brick house, large
A. Hammond, 824 East Silver.
basement,
and gns.
Apply at
FOR RENT Furnished modern outside 701 New York,garage
or phone 14H2-bath.
Averill
apartment;
private
OH RENT Cottage, two rooms and
Apartments. 2084 North Second.
two sleeping porches, furnished or un- FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
furntshed, 413 South Broadway.
three rooma and private bath. 81614 FOU
RENT 108
South Arno. seven
North Second. Athurnierrnie Hotel.
rooms and bath,
n
basement.
FOR RENT Three
rooms and bath, Phone 1128-or P. F. McCanna.
$.12.60.
609 South First
furnished,
OH
I
RENT
Severa
modern furnished
street. Inqulie Savoy Hotel Office.
,
30 and 135; on car
co'tages; rent-25FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooms and line.
Apply at 1218 South Edith.
sleeping porch, furnlBhcd for light FOU KENT
Completely furnished, three
housekeeping. 321 South Walter, phone
room cottage, sleeping porch,
1C70-near Unicarllne. Phone 1478-FOR RENT Two rooms, completely fur- versity
I OR RENT Two-roohouse.
furnished
nished, electrlo lights and water, IIS.
with sleeping porchea; modern; $30
1601 East Central. Apply at 410 Nur'.h
Call
706
month.
at
Fe.
ptr
East
Santa
Sixth.
FOU RENT Some desirable houses, fur- FOR RENT Three-roonished
and
unfurnished. J. E. Gone,
apartment with shower bath adjoining;
also disappearing bed. Apply 600 East Real Estate, 116 West Silver, phone 477.
Coal.
your vacant houses wiln the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
FOR RENT-Thre- e
rooms, glassed In sleepem west uold. phone 667
vice,
ing porch, beautifully furnished, close
in. Vacant July 20.
Phone 18S8-for FOB RENT Modern hrlek ,.un.t,im
house,
furnished
suitable for boardere
particulars.
FOR RENT Two-roorurnlshed apart- or nomo, 118 North Maple, phone S272-ment; hot and cold water, lights and FOU KENT Completely furnished four-roo421 H
house with three screened porchea.
rent
reasonable.
phone paid;
Phone 143D-or Inquire 1204 East
South Broadway.
Three-rooFOR RENT
hot and cold FOll RENT Desirable four-rooapartment; modern;
water. 611 South Arno, Inquire 116
modern house, glassed porch
and screened porch. OH South Walter;
West Silver, phone 678.
FOR RENT One large and one small key 909.
modern furapartment, furnished
completely for FOR RENT Three-roo21a
nished cottage; also three-roofurhousekeeping. Crane Apartments.
"14.
nished apartment.
Seventh.
Call 412 South High,
North
phst;
1524-Phone
furLINCOLN
APARTMENTS, newly
nished, two and three-rooapartmente, TOR RENT Attractive four-roonewly
hot and cold water; cool and cloae In.
decorated completely furnished modern bungalow, highlands;
112 South Third, phone 814-no children.
FOR RENT Three large, cool rooma and Phone 1730-J- .
glaaaed sleeping porch, bath adjoining, FOR RENT One room cottage
with
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat
sleeping porch, completely furnished
and clean; desirable summer location. for housekeeping. Light and water paid.
616 West Coal.
816 West Coal.
FOR RENT Fu. nisiied apartments, con- FOR RENT Furnished two and three-roovenient to aanatorluma; four rooms,
houses, East pacific; three-rooglassed-i- n
sleeping yorchea, gas; ia East modern rurnlshed house East Santa Fe,
Central or KM. Call 1311 East Central, Apply 613 East Pacific.
or see McMlllloa ft Wood, chocs 118.
FOR RENT Furnished new stucco bunFOR RENT July and August, nicely
galow, with all modern conveniences;
modern apartment, gas, hot water, glassed-i- n eloeplng
furnished four-rooporch;
oak floors, newly decorated, large porches, reasonable. 60S South Edith.
fine shade, excellent location near
FOR KENT Two five-roofurnished
4J1
West
Marble,
phone
park.
bungalows, 214 and 218 North Maple;
HS2-will rent until September
at 185 per
1002 month.
APARTMENTS
WASHINGTON
Please . 11 at 724 East Central.
West Central; location one of the FOU RENT
furBungalow,
completely
of
Albuquerque; every
beauty spots"
nished, with three screened porches
apartment haa private bath, electric range across
the
street
from
excellent
boarding
St.
Phone
and all modern conveniences.
house. Phone 1439-call 1204 East
J. D. EAKIN. proprietor.
Central.
Two-rooFOR RENT
house and glass-ed-l- n
MONEY TO LOAN
sleeping porch, nicely furnished,
TO LOAN On watches,
aJUNEY
fine neighborhood;
modern,
except
bath;
guns and everything valuaole adults only.
Call 715 Eaat Silver, or
Mr. B. Marcus. 118 South rtret.
phone 1901-on
watchee
LOAN
TO
diamonda,
MONET
FOR RENT New three-roohouse, bath,
Claased-l- n
ant) good juwelry; liberal, reliable, conscreened
sleeping
porch,
IPS
N.
Co..
let,
fidential. Qottlleb Jewelry
porches, electrlo lights, gas and Areola
Opposite Methodist Sanatorium.
MONEY TO LOAN on cloae-l- n
city prop- heat 2400-RPhone
nortgagea. MoMlllion
erty, flret
Insurance, real FOll KENT Cheap, four-rooWood, 206 West Gold.
modern,
five-rooestate,
brick house, front and hack
by monthly savings, porch, large yard, shade treea. 905 South
i LOANS, aecured
Accumulate with the Commonwealth Broadway, phone HO, or call A.
624 West Tljoraa.
at I
Housing Trust and obtain a loan InvestiFOK KENT
Furnished new stucco bunper annum. You are Invited to
Commonwealth
gate. Call on or address
galow, with all modern convenlencee;
e,
116
South
Third,
hot
Trust,
glassed-i- n
water,
gas.
Housing
sleeping porch;
N. M.
will give lease If wanted; reasonable.
803 South Edith.
TYPEWRITERS
unfurnished
RENT Five-rooFOIt
'
frame dwelling, at 418 Weat Atlantic
All makea overhauled
,XY1JIWH1TEK3
Five-roobunmafurnished
modern
$30.
Hlbbone
for
every
and repaired.
Br galow, elegantly furnished, at 720 Weat
Typewriter
chine. Albuquerque
163.
80.1-!07
West
Four
Co..
Bnuth
Coal,
1?!
City
Realty
ohtnie, phone

Apartment

Owner Moved to Denver
INCOME PROPERTY
lor Sale, $5,000.
Eight-roobrick and frame;
is
nicely
three
furnished;
porches, bath, sidewalks, trees,
garage. One apartment Is rented for $60; the other rents for
130.
Good neighborhood and
only five blocks from Central
avenue.
DIECKMAXN REALTY
CO.,
REALTORS
Real Estate Insurance Loans
Notary Publio
809 W. Gold
Phone 670

II,-40- 0;

Four-roo-

FOU It EN T

JlPP.

(CJ

7-- Q

lUfCOIiN ADDITION LOTS
Are the nicest suburban lots
on the market. Location, soil,
price and everything is attracper month.

n

mitts

KEMEMRETt
We also BUILD HOIIES. If
Interested in building, call on
us. Wo would bo glad to assist
you with your plans, financing,
etc. Let us hear from you.

WORTH OF

of
of

r

liOTS
lots are being
picked up fast and prices are
continually advancing. If you
are planning on building, It
would be advisable to GET
BUSY AT ONCE and pick your
location. We still have a few
good ones in the Fourth ward.
Also some good buys in University Heights.
Good residence

$20,000

APPLES

ME WIFE FOUND
OUT r WUZ. COIN
WITH YOU SO tHE
WON'T LE.T ME

-l

This brand
new four-roostrictly modern home on corner lot. in Fourth ward. Price
$3,?D0, on easy terms.
PHONE 1582-.I.

WHY-YES--

WHY

Help the landlord, Ret this four
room modern home nnd he
independent. Only f 3,1 50 and
terms.
.T. E. GOXCR,
REATi ESTATE,
llfl West Silver.
Phone 477.

BUSINESS
iofi

WUICK

houe; bargain.

CHANCES

BALE Small
rooming
815H Bouth Second.

house on South Walfirst class shape;
lawn, shade, walks, garage and
other out buildings. A bargain
for Bonio one at $3,750, with
Kood terma.
Jas. M, Jofmson,
Insurance, Ileal Estate,, Loans.
21
V. Oold.
Phono 210.
Six-roo-

ter,

is

in

PROFESSIONAL
JUU.N

W.

CARDS

,i in;
WILSON.

Attorner.
and 111. Cromwell Building,
Phonj 11S3-PIIV.MCIANM AMI HI F.tiKOMI.
lilt. S. I.. Ill IllON,
DUeanes of tan Stomach.
Rulte. v. Burnett ltollrllng.
Rooms It,

17

lilt. 8, V. (I.AItki:,
Kye, I or, Noi,o and I'hront.
I'hone 8S.
Baruelt Building.
0

to

Office Hours
m.. aod 2 to t p. m.

12 a.

W.

M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Prnctlro l.lmKcd 10
REN1TO . CHIWItV IHSEASES
AND DISEASE OK TIIH SKIN

HilHHerniun

CIHzpiis

Luborotorv In Connection,
Bnnk Itlnit. Phom
HS.

FOR SALE Two-stor- y
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
orlck building
Sit Bouth First; location good for any Diseases of tho
Eye. Glasses Fitted
kind of business.
Office removed to 114 N. SecFOR SALE Crlspelte
popcorn outfit, ond fit. Ground floor. I'hone 842.
complete; good proposition for live man.
SURE SNAP
Inquire till North Flrat.
CHIROPaRACTORS
$1,600 For a good four-roo- m
A good paying business and
FOR SALE
Roberts-Turn- er
home out on the north side,
Ford car, $:uio If taken at once. AdCo,
on full
dress Hnx 75 care Journal.
Chlrnprnrtor.
lot; $300 down
SU
19 an
jVriuU
and $30 per month.
ttutl,'1i).
FOR SALE Clean stork general mera
chandise; good cash trade;
growing
Roberts-Turne- rhuslnes.: and a money maker,
FOR RENT Ranches
W, M.
Co,
FOR RENT Room
MoKeltnr, .lemes Springs.
FOR Ll:a&U a jo" unVs nf Knot! mountain
SMALL saw mill aod tlmt,er proposition,
FOR RENT Furnished
grazing and agricultural land ; good
room at HI
011 railroad, for aale, leuae. let on shares
grass and winter protection ; good four-rooNorth Third.
or will consider a partner. J. F. Bran-sohoue; '2'a an acre per year. Call
FOU RENT Furnished room.
AUTOMOBILE,
1239 North 8eventh, Albuquerque.
322 South
at
Virginia b"iW'vnrl.
Seventh, phone 729-FuU WA.LE i.'heup, two Ford oars, lady's
WE 11 AVE Amoney-makin- g
- Tvo
AJbuqueriiiie-Siiiiti- i
business
FOR RENT Light
T04 South High.
bicycle.
rooms.
as
such
DAILY hT.AGK
opportunities,
merchandise,
housekeeping
202 North Edith.
high-clas- s
FOU SALE
and
other
To
groceries,
garages
Taos
Down)
(Rend
1600:
Bulck.
light116
7 30
a. m.
RENT Several rooms, unfurnished. propositions not advertised locally. RobertsI.oave
Dodge.
West Gold. FOU
-Turner
124 SouthEdlth.
Co.. 218 WOold.
.10 no a. m.
Arrive
tiAfiiur RADIATOR REPAIRING. O FOU
.TO
u. m.
13:
Leave
RENT Very pleasant room, close FOU KALE One of Die bet grocery
K1SheeMMMa2 Works, 217 North Third.
.1 2 :3i p. m.
Leave
stoma fn Albuquerque, now doing a
208 North Sixth.
in.
FOU SALE
5
(t:o-Bulck
Arrive
car;
touring
to
p.m.
frond business.
If you are
first-clas- s
FOR RENT One large,
condition. llond-Dillo- n
To Alltuquenine (Rend I'p)
Co.
airy front room, ko Into btiilnesi It will pay wanting
you to Incity.
nironiieu. zon youth Arno.
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:0u p.m.
tills proposition; no agents. See
vestigate
4:00
..
Santa Fe
FOR KALE- - Ford touring car, in good
ieave.
ou RENT Furnished room and gar-ag- owner. Address J, G. M, care Journal,
p.m.
Santa Fa
Ariive. . .13:45 p.m.
818 West llazeliilne.
condition. &0a West Copper, phone
. . . . . . Arrive. . . 11 :1 5 a.m.
15U4-Espanola
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no chiT
FOR
SALE
Livestock
Taos
Leave... 7 SO a. ra,
1922"
FOU SALE
dron. 110 South Walnut
Light 6 Bulck, practl-call- y
FARE TO SWT A rn, $1.50
FOK SALE
Good
milk cow.
Phone
new,
718 South FURNISHED modern rooms; no
phone 2102-M- .
TO
TAOS.
l1.r0.
2 104 .14.
sick;
Third.
children. 414 West Silver.
Albuquerque Headquarters
Rlngllng
LIVESTOCK
PASTURED hy the month. Prothers'
FOR SALE
210 West Central
near
Some extra etnod used oare; FOR RENT Furnished room
Ptre,
.
and sleep-'nJ. B. Nlpp ph n
Avei
rhone GOO.
easy terms. Mclnto'h Auto Co.. 81I
porch S23 South Third.
FOU
SALK
Ranta Fe Peaibpnrters Bank Confecsaddle
Cheap,
gaited
cool room, beautifully furnished,
horn- - and saddle.
400 North Twelfth.
'OR HA I V:
tionery, lh"ne 2,.'?.
I.'lH.nl
T LAItOE,
w
j
or
voouner,
private hth 1211 West Roma.
will trade for touring car
FOIt BAI-dues am$ Tnu
Four
young
or truck. FOU RENT Furnished
TIME CARDS
bui'k.
S; average five pounds each.
rooins; iTThu
west atountain road.
JJhmlilephune. 414 w,.st Gold. Oa 1 487-OR SALE Mitchell 6, f
CLOSE
IN, jii month, bon rdr7u7Tred
FOR SAJE Flemish Oiants. Rufus Reds.
x'uiuiK, or wm trade ror Ford. 718
1
a day; no slek. 408 North Third.
"um iniro. pnone 2102-does and
biKks,
Black,
Belgians,
FOR RENT One furnished room for gen. fr. ers. 710 West Lead, phone 192S-'OR KAI.rc lln,l
ti,..,,,
tleman; also gnrnge. 704 West Coal.
Ford roadsier, Ford light truck, Bulck
FOU 6 A I. E Horses and mares; I have
light "6." Come In and see them, or FOR RENT Furnished room. In private
lust arrived with fifty head of good
home.
4;,1 South Third, phone 2U27-.phone 78S.
and mares, weight
young Colorado
WEBTUCU. J Dally.
from 1,000 to 1.600 pounds; rume broke
iOR SALE Overland touring cor, good FOU
RENT Pleasant
housekeeping
to work and some un broke; I can eel Train.
Arrive.
rooms, nenr sanatorium. Phone l:ll'S-W- .
p. part.
tires, new battery, and In good mechanical condition; price $100 If sold at FOU RENT Rooms for
also have good supply of Nu. 1 The Scout.... 7:30 pra ! 10 pm
very
cheap;
light housekeep11:00
am
No.
am
Limited
and
lu:3t
second
hand
t
(Tailt.
wagons
rnnna Itus-government
218 South Walter. Phone 1C67-harness. This stuff will be at Grande So. 7 Feign Fast. I0:&n am 11:20 am
V
SALL' Aut
Parte to one hundred FOR RENT Nice, cean sleeping and Wagon Yard, 310
Sli
.12
1:00
am
until
am
North
The
Broadway,
NaaJ".
dirterent makea and model cars; largest
housekeeping rooms. 12Ity North Third. old. See Scott Rldenour, phor; lPS-J- .
SOUTHBOUND.
stock of used parts In southwest.
Auto FOR RENT Two
10:10
El
Paeo
Nr.
tJ
pm
furnished rooms for
Eip
halvage Co., 215 West San Antonio itreet,
11:11 am
No. 27 El Pa.o F.ip
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 West
LOST AND FOUND
I'aso. Texas.
Iron.
EAST!" DtlND.
FOR. KALE OR EXCHANGE 1922
LOST Small black pcketlouk. containNo. 1 Tt
FOU KENT Two rooms furnished for
Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
roadster, driven less than 6,000
ing wrist watch, name engavid. around Nu. 4 ralif. Umiied. b .Co pm J 40 pm
light housekeeping. 1727 West
Ce- tral and Second; return to Miss Clemmllei, practically brand new; a bargain;
1 S. T. Elgbt.. 7:2fi pm
l'10 pm
No.
will consider Ford roadster or
ent. Y. W. C. A.
touring In FOR RENT Rooms
7:20 am ?:0 am
No. to The
vot
vo. nu'iiwi i3ox om. care journal.
furnished for house- LOST Between railroad tracks and
VS.CU SCUT3
keeping, aleeplng porch. 410 South
FOR SALE OR TRABE For a good
on TIJeras canyon road, portNu. JS "Tcim UI Paso 11:33 pm
roadster or speedster, a five passenger Edith.
cost bonk and order Nn, 80 From El Pasd 7:ft Km
folio containing
"stht six prlvato family touring car; used FO'. RENT Nice,
13
Oean apartments, blanks belonging to L. R. Putney Co.
No. it
Ko. 10 connects at retell
very little; In excellent condition and up
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211
West Please return and claim reward. I B,
Cli-vtVele- - Ka- - CH .a
poe
to date; over 20 mllea per gal. of gaso
Co.
Putney
O
Coast.
line; can oe seen at 301 North Third I'UU
oui-sta- e
RENT Nice
t Tieltt wltn No. tl
No. 51
sleeping
ireet. waae me an offer.
looms.
fr-WANTED Houses
Clovle anil points ea
.nil ee jth
Albuquerque Hotel,
ll!4
ooaunuiii iuuk CAR and dress up your North Second.
To rent
four or flve-rounuio tup. inane 11 iook new at small FOU RENT Housekeeping rooms and WAM'KD
or
furnished house
apartment, with
expense. Body polish, 81 per can. Top
sleeping porch, close In, reasonable. glassed-i- n sleeping porch, for sti months
2.26 a quart for large car. 207 North Fifth.
dressing.
or longer. Address Box X., care Journal.
Price 1.20 for small car. We guarantee FOU
RENT Light housekeeping rooms
these dressings to be the be it on the
and aleeplng rooms, close In; cool and
marker
will not Injure the material.
For sale at Hauser's Saddlery, 111 West shady. 421 South Third.
FOU RENT Large furnished bed room,
Copper, phone 406.-adjoining bath, to employed parties;
ALBUQUERQUE AUTO WRECKING CO. reasonable.
ONE HALF BLOCK FROM ROblNSON PARK
710 South Arno.
New and Used
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
REPLACEMENT PARTS
rate! by day or week. Over Pastime
In Stock for All Cara:
ALL parts tested before leaving shop. Theater, 211(4 West Central.
feaAlmost new, five rooms, and Bleeping porch, nice built-i- n
rtaaiators. electrical parts, tops, bodies, LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly furnish-etures, hardwood floors, pressed brick construction, basement,
lights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, eto.
rooms; hot water, cool and cloae In.
Parts carried for 21 makea of cara. New 812 South Third, phone 914-hot air heat, lawn, trees, sidewalk, on a paved street.
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears FOU RENT Two
beautifully furnished
carried for all cars. Keep us In mind.
rooma
This home will please you Phone 110 for appointment.
In
home.
Mrs.
modern
Apply
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
Fred Hamm, 828 North Second.
HOUSE.
B
RENT
FOR
One
housewell
furnished
Wast Central.
Phone 4S4.
room, close In; reasonable rent;
WM, J. LEVERETT,
6
SAVE
per cent on dismantled nokeeping
sick; no children. 804 West Iron.
parts, tlrea, batteries, springs, wheels,
ELCIN
HOTEL
rooms
and
Steeptnbearlnge, rime, fenders, electrical equipRealtor.
Phone 11C.
Third and Gold.
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
ment, magnetos, gears, axles and drive
shafa, rtdlators, etc; a complete line of week or month. 602(4 West central.
parti for Overland, all models; Wlllys-Knlgh- t, FOR RENT Furnished rooms with sleep- .
4,
8; Bulck, 4; gtudebaker.
ing porch for light housekeeping; water
4, ; Chalmers, Reo 4; Paige, 4; Overland, end lights furnished.
710 West Lead.
6; Hunmoblle. L-Maxwell, pleasure FOU RENT Front room, well furnished,
and trucks; Chevrolet, 490-B. ; Mitchell,
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
; Saxon,
6.
A complete line new rings, one
or two gentlemen. 703 West Sliver.
gears, pinions and transmission gears
FOR
RENT Furnished three-rooapart.
car.
Mcintosh
and axis shafts for any
ment, good location, ground floor, close
Autn Co.. 111-1- 6
West Copper.
In j reasonable rent) no aick.
806 West
WHEN IN NEED OF
Iron.
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, magIT IS CHEAPER TO OWN THAN TO RENT
netos generators, wheels, gears, axles, FOR RENT Two newly furnished light
housekeeping rooms, modern, ground
bearings, horns, accessories
no
106
floor,
close
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
In;
lick; 10 children,
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THI West Iron;
A five-rooJlobe stucco, glass sleeping porch, mod$3,750
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
VOH RENT Light
housekeeping and
ern throughout, oak floors, garage, in fourth ward, small
Bulck C24, C28, DV D66; Cadillac
well
rooma;
gas,
Bleeping
bath, phone;
cash payment, balance monthly Installments.
Chalmers, Chandler. Chevrolet 490, FB. people: no children; best location In city.
Dodge. Dort, 418 West Gold.
Baby Grand;
Mitch20.
K.
H.
;
Maxwell,
Ford, Hup
weTi
A modern five-Mefurnished
frame stucco, desirable good lo$4,000
ell Olds 8. Over, and, every model; Saxon FOTt RENT Exclusive!
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
cation on Roma avenue. Terms to suit.
t and ; Rtudebaker 4 and ; Willys-Knigh- t,
water
located.
heat
and
bath;
centrally
every model.
821 West Coal.
If yon don't see your ear la the above Phone 1744-$1,800
Buys a nice little frame bungalow nn Virginia boulist, remember,
FOR BENT Very desirable, oool bed
levard In an excellent neighborhood, small payment cash,
WB ARB SALVAGING
LATB MODEL
room with lavatory and hot and cold
DAY.
balance like rent,
CARS EVERY
shower hatha, In well furnished private
In addition to the largest stock of used noma; no
or
alck taken. Phone 1102-parte in the state, we oarry a COM- call 111 West Coal.
s,
For a close-I- n home on South High street,
$4,000
PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts,
axis shaft! and general accessories, for
basement, porches, hardwood floors, shade. This Is a barFOR
RENT
Storeroom
ev.ry ear,
gain and on most desirable terms.
OUXl PRICES ARB THH LOWEST.
FOR RENT Building at 412 West CopVIADUCT QARAOE.
H. R.
suitable
for
On soltable terms gets a completely furnished four-roo- m
per;
garage.
Inquire
$3,000
tOO SOUTH
SECOND.
Sherman, at Flrat Savings Bank and
frame bungalow on South Walter, modern in every
Largest parts house la the state.
Trust Company, phona I.
respect. A good buy.
FOR RENT Store room and cellar. 23
WANTED Salesmen
by 60 feet, the rear of 109 South First.
SALESMEN wunleil for all polnta In New accessible by alley from Second street.
W, C, 0ESTREICH, i Realtor.
Gold
and Central avenues, Fred Luthy.
Mexico to eel the Saving, Investment
and Loan Contracta of the Commonwealth at Cltlsene National bnnk.
Insurance, Loans, Abstracts.
noosing Trust, 118 Bouth Third, Aiou- WILL arrange to suit tenant a 26x100
nueruue. N. i Monev.ttmkhiir tirouosl- foot brick building; good oundltlon;
2
tlon.
If Interested write at once.
210
West Gold Arc.
Phone 899.
reasonable
opposite Santa Fe shops:
terms. See or write U Heyman. 109
Journal .Want A0 bring results, North First, AltHiterg,ue, X. U.
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..........
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NEW YORK PICKS QUEEN OF BEACHES

PICKETERS ARE
A Carload of Red

Star Flour

MOLESTED

July 10, 1922.
IWIIIIMIIJ.WMIIJIIW
'.JH.1W

MifniiAfW;-''-''""--

J..,.

THE TRE

LAST

LAST TIME TODAY

IT BY 2

was billed out of the Red Star mills at Wichita,
It's the flour
Kansas, July 6, for Albuquerque,

of Strike Situation
Perturbed By Small Affair Near Foundry at
Shops Last Night.

STORE, Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

Lewis

Eugene O'Brien
in

"Channing of the Korthwest"
(By Ralph Ince)
A Thrilling Story of the Northwest Mounted Police
Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day,
and a Two-ReComedy
Regular Admission Prices
el

POTATO

Coal Supple C Pjiooe 4 and 6.
Mineral Lodge No. 4. Knights of
toPythias, will meet at 8 o'clock
Representatives to the
night.
grand lodge will be elected and
the rank ot esquire conferred.
P. A. Chavez has bought the
house at 723 West Lead avenic
Lindeman.
from Mrs. Fred
Q
fVinVltnn
U
iMl. BIIU .Tt.o U'trta
"jmof aJ. daughter,
announce the birth
Vivienne Ann.
Dr. Murray, tisteopath. Ph. 741.
Dr. O. E. Hagland left last night
for El Paso, where he will attend the
Southwestern Dental convention
which meets there July 10, 11 12

and

13.

The American legion will assem-M- o
meeting
tonight for Aa dinner
Dt
In (lio V M
n'flnplf
Commander K. C. Balcomb requests that all those planning to
donate something to the SalvaUon
Army house fund will have their
gifts ready to place in the legion
S. A. fund at this time.
Bank clearings in Albuquerque
last week were I2ji87.950.99.
The regular meeting of the Social club of the Eastern Star his
been postponed until July 17.
Factory wood. tu truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company

f

Phone

01.

On account of this being
week and the Chamber of
Commerce
for
engaged
being
Tuesday evening, the meeting of
the League of Women's voters )isi
been postponed until Tuesday evening, July 18, at which time Attorney General H. S. Bowman and
John F. Klmms will speak.
The American legion auxiliary
of Hugh A. Carlisle Post No. 13
will meet with Mrs. J. II. Shuffle-barge- r,
616 East Iron avenue, at
2:30 this afternoon.
One hundred and fifty local business men will meet In the Chamber of Commerce parlors Tuesday
night at 8 o'clock, to discuss ways
and means whereby the activities
of the Chamber of Commerce may
be extended.
chau-tauu-

APPRENTICES WIN
BASEBALL

9.
Ceneral
Washington, July
in crop conditions
improvement
coasts
Gulf
Atlantic
and
the
along
and in the northwest, fast of the
Rocky mountains, was noted by
the agricultural department In its
crop summary for the last half of
June made public today.
"Throughout tho corn belt," the
department observers found, "small
grains were more or less injured by
the unusual hot and dry weather,
as were also some crops In parts
of the mountain and I'acific coast
regions. Irrigated crops were not
so much affected."
Tho corn crop generally, made
progress, except in the southwest
where It was neglected for cotton,
wheat is being harvested In New
York. Michigan, Wisconsin, Northern Iowa, eastern Colorado and
California while threshing Is going
on in tho routhwrst and some of
the southwestern states. Oats are
reported generally poor to fair,
and cotton had fairly good growth.
The Irish potato crop is reported
to be "fair to good" and a larg3
acreage of beans and cabbage has
been planted, and other vegetables
are said to be in good condition.

DAVIS MONUMENT
DEDICATION SOON

'
!?
mm

I!

,

mm

-
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CAFE
OPEN FOR BUSINESS
The latest business to op'en in Albuquerque and make its bow for
trade Is the "Delmonico Cafe" at
The

proprietor claims it to be the nicest
and most
little cafe In
the city, and "cleanliness" is the
motto of the "Delmonico." This
afternoon at 5 o'clock the place will Jefferson Davis obelisk at Fairriew,
Kentucky.
lie ready for business, and orders
will be cooked by a competent chef
Lexington, Ky'., July 9. The
Jefferson Davis monument, which
und served by courteous waiters.
is being erected at his birth-

DEATHS ANDFUNERALS
CORONA The funeral of Ellb:
Corona, who died last Saturday evening, will be held this morning at
9 o'clock from the family residence.
Burial will be at Santa Barbara
Crollott
will
have
cemetery.

charge.

DF

200

According to an analysis of the
registration records of the state
university summer session, the enrollment of students In the summer courses has reached the 200
mark.
The following counties are represented in the summer school by attending students, S2 per cent of
whom are teachers: Valencia, Tor.
rence, Curry, McKimey, Colfax,
Union, Sandoval, Bernalillo, Roosevelt, Rio Arriba, San Juan, Chavez,
Sierra, San Miguel, Quay, Socorro,
Dona Ana, Grant, Santa Fe, Lea,
Guadalupe, etc.
"Albuquerque is the largest city,
in the state," said Dr. Hill yesterday, "and a large enrollment was
expected from It and immediate
However, only abou1.
surroundings.
50 per cent of the students claim
residence in Albuquerque, and it is
certain that many of these have
moved recently to the city.
I'lftecn States Represented.
"Another interesting proof of the
drawing power of the newly established work of the state university
of New Mexico is tho coming to the
summer session of persons actually
resident In 15 different states,
namely, Arkansas, California, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri, New MexTennessee,
ico, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Texas and Vermont. This enumeration does not refer to birthplaces
of students which will denote 311
f'ifferent states and countries, Including England, France and
Dr .Hill continued:

DELM0NIC0

West Central avenue.

TOTAL

"The demand

in New Mexico is for more money

three-bagge-

,4

0. REACHES

Scot-,and.-

Happy-Go-Luck-

Ull

REGISTRA Tl
AT

17-- 9

The Car Department Apprentices defeated
the
afternoon at
yesterday
Barelas field bv the scorn nf 7
to 9. Brangle, pitching for the
Happys, was hit freely by the car
department team, who were able to
score six time in the first Inning,
five In the fourth and five In the
seventh. Home runs were scored
in the fifth and eiuhth Innine.
Sal Taboya of the Apprentices,
knocked a home run and
of
the Happys, knocked a Robyl,
r.
The batteries were: Happys
Hrangle and JamcB; Car Department Apprentices Romero and
Ortega. Romero, pitching for the
Apprentices, pitched a good game
but was given poor support.

(IP IS
TO

IN

GAME,

place, Falrvlew, Ky., and will be
the tallest in the world with the
exception of the Washington monument, Is nearlng completion and
will bo unveiled about October 1.
The great obelisk which sons
and daughters of the south are
building in memory of the president of the Confederate States of
America will be 351 feet high,
the base to the height of fifteen
feet being Confederate gray. In
re- granite and cement, and the conmainder of the shaft being

MARTINEZ
The funeral of
Voncesado Martinez, who died
tirday morning, will be held this
afternoon at 3 o'clock from the crete.
The monument Is located In
family residence, 424 West Santa
Fe avenue, to the Sacred Heart the center of the Jefferson Davis
church. Burial will be at San Jose Memorial park, a woodland tract
remetery. Crollott will be In of twenty acres in the middle of
Fairview, a village of 200 Inhab
'harge.
itants. A replica of the Jefferson
SANCHEZ The funeral of Al- Davis homo will be built for a
berto L. Sanchez, who died Satur- caretaker's house and tearoom.
day morning, will be held this according to present plans.
morning at 10 o'clock from the
II A N K r,. MucCRACKEN,
family residence. Burial will be at DR.
Santa Barbara cemetery. Crollott 1R. IAISY B. MaKRACKI
Osteopathic Physicians.
will have charge.
K. V. Building. IMione Office 8IMV
RHEUMATISM-NEURITIResidence 89-S
eopn I hlc Violet Kay Treatment
The (;lld'rsli"cve Eleelrie Co.
lilt. !. It. Ml! It It AY,
.
Plioue 711. 211 East Ciulrul, Phone
& X. T. Armljo Bids.
J.

--

797-W-

"THE RA1SGER

the American Citizen

ALSO

"Go Get 'Em Hutch"

lor deserving teachers and also for
oetter training for teachers, principals and superintendents. It 's
ilif f icult now for a person to
a good position In a first class
high school or euperintendency unless he or she possess at least that
training donoted by an earned bach-iors- "
after four
degree obtained
years of college work. An analysis

the summer session made by Miss Catherine Dear-in- g
shows that 82 per cent of the
enrollment is of teachers or prospective teachers. It seems evident
therefore, that In Improved knowlof

registration
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Merritt is seen in ths center

MJbs

SEVERAL INJURED

OOXTtXrOES

$12,000.

LAST TIME TODAY

CHARLES RAY
IN

"GAS, OIL AND WATER"
BORDERLAND THRILLS!
MEXICAN MYSTERY!
REAL RAY ROMANCE!

ALSO

.

B07--

"POOR BOY"

A

HAM

TWO-PAR- T

COMEDY
REGULAR PRICES

--

0115

2,0

36 9 13 27 7 4
Totals
By Innings:
5
121 001 000
Albuquerque
9
300 031 02x
Santa Fe
Two-bas- e
A.
hits
Summary:
hits
Chaves, C. Ervin. Three-bas- e
Parenti, Gallegos. Home run
Bases on balls Off
Berardlnelli.
Struck out By Weiss,
Weiss, 2.
bv
13;
O'Connell, 6. Sacrifice hits
Parenti, Martinez. Stolen bases
Passed ball
Salazar, Martinez.
Grlego, 1.
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Let Us Send a Man

nYERS

AND HATTERS
RUG CLEAX1NG
Phone 453. Cor. flth and Gold

NOW AT LYRIC THEATER

Motion picture fans who have
escaped the temptations of "oil
stock offered cheap" will have a
silent snicker to themselves in seeing Charles Ray's latest starring
picture for First National, "Gas,
will be
Oil and Water," which
seen today for the last time at the
Lyric theater.
Among the characters In tho
picture is Henry Jones, skinflint
hotel proprietor whose hobby is
selling shares In a prospective oil
field twelve miles from the nearest
developed well. He takes a party

Going to Build?

replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 4J3 Nortb First.

To

iPIHE Gleaners

DRAMA AND COMEDY IX
GAS, OIL AM) WATER;

One lot In a very desirable"
residence
district.
Close In
location.
Sewer, gas and waLess than a
ter convenient.
block to car line and two
paved streets.
Alley In rear.

W A N T E D I
pay good prices for fire-- 1
such as Rifles, Shot
Must be In
Guns. Pistols.
Acondition.
213 Somh Hrst Street
We

A

arms

MR, GLENXOX,

Presbyterian Sanatorium.

Transfer

Ecton's

Local and Long

Phone

Distance.

848--

FOR SALE

THE IMPERIAL

Rooming house. Fourth and
Central. See Landlady for

LAUNDRY CO.

SECOND BLOCK

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE

See'

bargain.

-l

"B" Theater Repeating
today
On Second street you can get your
for the last time Lester Cuneo as
watch repaired so It will run and
the leading star in "The Ranger
keep time All work guaranteed
and the Law;" also repeating the
Go Get tm Hutch" episode, and
the "Current Events" pictures.
Wo make a specialty on lumber
material.
215 South Second.
hauling niul building
Lyrlo Theater Charles Rav will Now don't forget the long trips.
close his engagement at the Lyric Phono 371.
321 S. Second
tonight as the leading character In
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
"Gas, Oil and Water;" also repeatRuns six days a week. PassenHam comedy,
ing the two-retaken. One way. $5. Leave
gers
"Poor Boy."
at 5:30 a. m.
Albuquerque
MAKING
EXPERT WATCH
Leave Jemez Springs, 2 p. m.
' U--. S.
Pastime Theater Repeating tomail by stage.
Engraving', Jewelry, Repairing
day the Fox picture, "Channing of
A. B. BACA.
Opposite I'ostofflee.
the Northwest."
with
Eugene
- - 2178-118 South Fourth.
Phone
O'Brien as the star; also repeating

WISEMAN

FOGG, The Jeweler

"THE

LAUNDRY.

OF QUALITY"
Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked,
Rug
latest
cleaned
by
process.

NOTICE
has

Pat McCaffrey

opened a
Plumbing Shop at 217 North
a
Third. Repair work
specialty.

PnONE

1870--

Phones

148

and 449.

J.

DAWSON COAL
Now Is the time to purchase fuel as prices are sure to advance. DAWSOX CHESTNUT Is a superior coal for heating
purposes and stores well without slacking so there Is no risk
In buying now.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4

PHONES

Let Our

Get the

rrn

lews From Home Every Day

$1X1

MORNING JOURNAL

ALBUQUERQUE

Will Be Mailed to You Regularly, Including the Sunday
Edition, for 85c Per Month.
ADDRESS CHANGED AS OFTEN AS REQUESTED

Use Coupon Below and Mail With Your Check

MORNING JOURNAL, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Please mail Daily and Sunday Journal to address below for

5

Trucks Give You Service.

Going On Vacation?

BEST CARS (All Seven Passenger)
Best drivers; always plenty gas and ready to go
anytime, anywhere. Fourteen blocks limit for
25c. Office, Singling Bros.' Cigar Store.

R. W. Brook, Mgr.

CERRILL0S

Phone 600

EGG COAL

.

weeks.

Enclosed find remittance of $.

Name

.

... ......

'

Address

Postoffice .

BY

Trees were torn, up and crops
badly damaged,

TO 11 P. M,

1

G

:

.

. . .

Street

No

IIAIIN

your absence?

,Yes

Phone

at Albuquerque
No..

Do you wish paper discontinued

UNIFORM SIZE.

CONVENIENT
More neat Units per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.

TO HANDLE

The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges, Order a Too Today.

Give Your Albuquerque Address Here.

TORNADO IN NEBRASKA
PrM.)
(By The Amoclat
Bloomfleld, Neb. July 9. Several people were Injured, two seriously, today when a tornado tore
a path through the farming community six miles west of here. The
storm center was at the Rohrer
farm, where all the buildings were
wrecked. The property damage
on this farm is estimated
at

ZJ

Theater

IC

honor of the occasion.
Miss
Merritt is a member of the

In

edge and vision and consequent Improved efficiency and enthusiasm,
the summer session will return rich
results to the children and youth ot
New Mexico the citizens of tomorrow."
The university laboratories physical, chemical, psychological and
for home economics are in full op
eration. It has not been found necessary to abandon any course of
fered for the sake of lack of appli
cants. Classes are earnestly at
work now In food chemistry, quantitative analysis, commercial analysis, English composition, English
literature, American literature, th
essay, Shakespeare, United States
history. New Mexico civics and his
tory, political science, home eco
nomics handwork, sewing, draft
ing, foods, cookery, household mantextiles,
agement and sanitation,
community hygiene, educational hy
giene, physical education, coaching,
football, basketball, baseball, swimming, track, plays and games for
elementary schools, Latin, library
methods for teachers, selection of
books, mathematics, geometry, al
gebra, trigonometry, music Instru- m ntal and vocal, household physics, physics of heat, light, electricity, etc. General psychology, educational psychology, tests, review of
Spanish, Spanish literature, French.
Especially for teachers are courses
in methods of teaching school subEnglish hisjects mathematics,
tory, languages, etc. Strong work
is being done In professional work
for teachers In public school ad
ministration, secondary education,
class
educational measurements,
room management, history ot education, educational psychology.

Current Events

REGULAR PRICES

of tourists out to the proven wells
and then delivers a eulogy of his
ow'n property,
offering to sell
shares fit ten cenj a piece. The
one venerable
is
only purchaser
old lady, who, after considerable
deliberation, digs Into her purse
Francelia Billington, who ap- and offers to buy one share.
"Gas, Oil and Water" offers
pears in support of Letiter Cuneo,
in his latest picture, "The Ranger moredrama Intermingled with the
Following Is the box score of yes- and the Law," which is being re- comedy than has been usual In
terday's game in Santa Fe:
peated at the "B" theater today for Ray features and deals with secret
Albuquerque.
the last time, is widely known to service activities around the MexAB. R. H. PO. A.E. the
mo;jon picture rans of this com- ican border.
wose ( haves, 2b. 5 1 4 2 3 1
Billington is one of
Parenti cf . . . , 4 1 2 5 0 1 munity. Miss
on
Gentry's Errs, 45c; for sale at
1
A. Chaves, lb. . 5
1
7
0
0 tho most consistent performers
For a number of leading groceries.
1
4
0
0
1
0 screen today.
Salazar, 3b
fa4
1
1
0
0 years she was featured in the
Ervln, c
CITV KI.KCTRIO
SHOE SHOP
Muft
1
M. Chaves, ss. . 4
4
213 tSmith Second.
l'hone
0 mous pictures put forth by the
supin
I
Cnll
1
1
and
2
tee
Film
company, playing
0
Delivery.
0 tual
Teller, If
1 port of William Russell who Is now
0
Romero, rf . , . . 4 1 0
Publlo Stenographer,
sne nas also complet1 a Fox star,
2
O'Connell, p . . . 4 0 0
ed several pictures of her own, pro- Room 8, Mcllni llldg. Ph. 701-5 11 24
?,S
4 duced overseas, where she followed
Totals
9
8. Mable Skccls, D. O., Citizens'
Santa Fe.
Cuneo, who is her husband, while
Bank building, 881 W and 2022-J- .
A B. R. H. PO. A. E. the war was on. After the armis
Gallegos, if ... 5 2 2 2 0 0 tice Miss Billington traveled to Italy Gynecology ami Obstetrics
Martinez, if ... 3 t 1 4 0 0 where several fine pictures wero
A. Rivera, ss. . . 4 2 2 1 0 2 made with her as the star. Among
0
4
4
0
0
1
Arcy, 3b
them was a picture named "Rose MILK THAT WILL KEEP!
Quintana, 3b . . 4 0 1 1 1 0 of Heaven," which has enjoyed a Vivian's Dairy, Phono 2404-J-- 4
Z
0
0
0
J. Rivera, If ... 4 1
run In Italy and will
Berardlnelli, lb. 4 2 2 4 0 1 phenomenal
r, seen In the United
undoubtedly
4
0
0
c
Griego.
States before long,
4
0
2
1
Weiss, p
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THE LAW"

AND

An entertainment fit for his Royal Highness,

BOX SCORE OF
SANTA FE AW
GRAY'S GAME

REPORTED TO BE

Custom made shirts D. W. Ril- derbaek, vice president of the
Wichita Shirt company, Wichita
Ivans., now here with fine line
ishirtings.
Telephone Elka club
and he will call. Cut to fit fit to
wear.

IN

non-unio-

J. Selznick Presents

LOCAL ITEMS

LESTER CUNEO

Another clash between union
n
men ocpicketers and
curred last evening when Juan
by an unChavez, accompanied
known man, is alleged to have
drawn a gun on several union men
who were engaged in peaceful
picketing east of the Santa Fe
shops, near the foundry, at about
8 o'clock.
No shots were fired, It is understood, but the two men continued
to annoy the strikers and were
finally overpowered.
Tho two men were turned over
to a couple of deputy sheriffs, who
took them to a point on First
street and from there telephoned
Patrolman
police headquarters.
Salazar and Captain
O'Grady
brought the two offenders to the
i
unknown
police station, where the
man was released. Chavez was
found to possess a gun, the police Beach tableaux in honor of Madge Merritt, queen of New York beaches.
on a "mere man's" shoulders.
said. He was placed In the city
Jail.
monies. The sixteen Tiller Girls,
About the time of the fracas, a
Madge Merrltt, queen of the
New York beaches, was crowned
English ballet dancers, put on a
woman telephoned to police headtableaux at Brighton Beach In
recently amid impressive cere
quarters that there was some trouble In the shop
region. Police
rushed to the scene, but found that
the "Fox News" and the comedy of
the affair had quieted down.
two reels.
With the exception of this Incident, tho strike situation yesterI KAVCELIA BHJilKGTOX
day remained calm. Railroad ofAMI liOcIS C'UNEO IX
ficials made no statements. Trains
were running as usual.
"THE RANGER AXU LAW"

TODAY

LET'S GO

WAY,

Calm

people insist on after they once know it.

WARD'S CASH

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY

.

. .

... I . . .... . .

COAL CO.

Fuel for

Phone 91

ICES Strawberry, Raspberry, Pineapple and Grape.
ICE CREAM Vanilla. Strawberry, Tuttl-Frul- tl
Fruit
Salad, Chocolate.
Any ol the above wllladd to your dinner.

address during

ALBUQUERQUE CO . OPERATIVE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Thank Youl
Phone 351

I

Call Again.
321 North Second St.

